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Lots 2289-2906
Collections and Accumulations
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

537 onwards looks complete including 630 S/S and recalled legends sheet in the modern period, three volumes of
later material with a fair amount of face value; Airmails complete mint but for zepps; Special Delivery unused includes
E1-5; E7-16 (E10 cert); F1 (cert), in spot checking, we noticed some never hinged, and of course faults, this collector
purchased on attractiveness of the stamp so examination is
a must, but one will find an extensive and valuable holding
that catalogs well above six figures, many better items
throughout, not mentioning the cost of the lovely hingeless
albums, inspection not only invited but essential to evaluate
this properly above our conservative estimate, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

Collections and Accumulations
U.S. General Collections
2289 HHHm U.S. valuable and extensive collection,
1847-1960s, an appealing collection of mint and used issues, neatly presented in a Scott National album, formed by
an old-timer who had to give it up, better used includes #1,
2, 12, 17(appears unused), 18, 20, 23, 27, 32, 33, 36, 62B,
64, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 78, 83; 85; 89-91, "F" grills complete
to the 30¢, 112-122 (1¢, 2¢, 6¢ & 24¢ appear unused)
Banknotes include 137, 153, 154, 166, 218, 261, 261A,
277, 278, E1-E7, better mint includes #29, 35, 37, 38, 56,
5¢ premier gravure (proof ?), 69, 73, 123, 133, 135-6, 138,
148, 150-2, 155, 160-2, 211B, 215-7, 227-229, Columbian
Expo 230-243, 262, 276, Trans Miss Expo complete (50¢
used), 311-312, 323-327, 328-330, useful Washington
Franklins with pairs and private perfs, 397-400A, 404, 630,
Kansas Nebraska complete, excellent Farleys, airmails include C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, rest of the BOB is sparse but a
few scattered here and there and ends with some CSA,
overall a worthwhile collection affording a variety of potentials, while some typical mixed condition is to be expected
condition is generally fine to very fine appearing or better,
adding to the appeal, with an overall high catalog valueinto
six figures, viewing is suggested for full appreciation, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
2290 Hm
U.S. extensive and valuable collection,
1847-1990s, housed in seven Safe hingeless albums: two
for regular issues; four for commemoratives and one for Airmail and BOB. Regular Issues include (used unless denoted by "*" then unused): 2; 7; 9; 10; *11; 12-14; 18(2); *19;
*20; *22; *24; 25; *26; 28-29; *30; 30A; 31(cert); 32-34; 36;
*37; 38; *39; *63; *65(2); *66 (cert); 67; *68; 68; *69; *70; 70;
70a (cert); 71; *72; *73; 75-77; *86-88; 86; 89; *90; 91;
99-101; *112-5; 116-122; *134 (cert); *135-6; 137-9; 141;
143-44; *145-50; 152-55; *156-59; 160; *161; 162-3;
165-66 (cert 166); *178-9; *182-185 (cert 185); *187; *189;
191;*205; *206-217; 218; *219-29; *246-261; 261A; *262;
*263; *264-76; extra 276; *277; 278; *279-84; *293;
*300-11; 313; *331-42; *343-7; Bluish papers: *357-59;
*361 (cert w/ faults); *362; 365; various coils unchecked
and uncounted; 374-82; *392-6; *405-7; *414-23; *424-440
(439 used); *443-7; 449; *452-8; 459; *460; *461 (cert);
*462-80 (467 single in block 9, extra *479); *498-518; *519;
*523; *524 (cert); 534B schermack; *545-7; *551-73;
*578-9; *581-91; *595; *599A; *634A (cert); *658-79 plus
just about every other regualr issue including *834, *1053.
Commemoratives include (mint unless marked with a "o"):
230-40; 243; 285-91; 323-330; 367-73; 397-403, then from
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2291 Hm
U.S. valuable mostly mint collection,
1847-1935, includes many key value items, sometimes duplicated and housed in two lovely and easy-to-manage
Marini hingeless albums with dust covers (all are unused or
mint unless denoted with a "o") and include: o1; 7; o15(2);
o17; 24; 26; 30; o32; 35; o36; 36B; 37a; 63; 68; o71-73; 73;
88(2); o96; 98; o98(2); 112-4; o115-119; 117; 119;
o121-122; o138; 145; 147; o149; o151-55 (extra o155);
156-8; 160; o162-3, 165-6; 163 (2); 178-9; 182-5; 205;
206-7; 209-10; 212-6; o217; 219-29, extra 221, 224, 227
and o229; 230-41; extra 232-3, 236, 240; 243; 246-250;
253-8; 261; 264(2); 267-276, extra 268, 258-9; 281-2;
283-4; 285-90 extra 288; 295-6; 299; 300-313, extra 300-3,
306-7, 309; 314; 319, 320, 320a, 324-5; 327; 328-30, extra
328, 330; 331-41; 342-7, pairs of 344-5, 347; 357(2), 358;
367-73, extra 369; 374-82, extra 381-2; 393-6 pairs;
397-404; 406 (slabbed 85 NH)414-23, extra 414-5; 424-34,
436-7; 462-5; 468(2); 469; 472-3; 478; 503-4; 506-18 extra
516-7; 519; 523-4, 546; 547; 555-573; 591; 658-668; key
values of Nebraska set; 630(2) plus many other commems
and s/s- Airmails complete C1-6, extra C1, C3; C13-5, extra
C14 plate # single; E1(3); E2-3, E5-9; E11-3; F1; J1; J3-4;
J6-7; J15-6; J22-6; J28; J31; J33; J35-6; J45; J49; J52; J55;
J60; J67; J77-8; J86-7; K13; Officials as mounted and have
a lovely freshness to them: O1-4; O10; O15-18; O22-4;
O25; O27-31; O33; O35-8; O42-3; O47; O49-51; O53;
O55; O57; O59-66; Treasury and War Dept complete with
extras and even two specimens; a handful of Newspapers
including PR7; PR35; PR57-62; PR71; PR79; PR123;
PR125 Q3-4; Q6-12, extra Q12; QE1-4; JQ1-5, extra JQ4;
CSA o1 & o4 cap a valuable holding- although there are
quite a few unused/regummed and/or reperforated items
(some with 2012 PF certificates) there is also a plethora of
very useful sound, sometimes never hinged items, inspection a must to unlock the true value within, substantial catalog and market value- a re-sellers delight! generally F.-V.F.
appearance or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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U.S. General Collections
2292 Hm
U.S. extensive collection with strong Washington-Franklins, 1847-1985, in two Scott albums, containing many valuable items, classics mostly used, but
becomes mostly unused/mint quickly with the Banknote Issues, highlights included are (all mint/unused appearing,
unless with "o"): o1-2; 3-4; 7; 10; o17; o30-30A; o71-72; 76;
93; o98, o100; 116; 133; 134; 158; 161; 178-9; 184-5;
205-09; 212-218; 219-229; 230-245; 246-59; 261; 264-76;
277; o278 (cert); 279-84; 285-293; 294-9; 3001-12; o313;
323-30; 331-42 (341 cert); 343-7; various coil issues
(untallied); 357-8; 367-73; 375-82; 392-6; 397-400A,
401-4; 414-23 (421 cert); 424-440 (NH cert for #439); 459
pair; 460 (cert); 461; 464-480; 492-7 pairs; 498-518; 519;
523 (cert); 524; 545-547; from here onwards virtually complete includes 551-73; 595 (cert); 599A single and pair; 630
s/s; 634A (cert); 658-79; 803-34 onwards, Airmails are
complete VF Zepp set, C25-31 plate blocks, Special Delivery, parcel Post, Parcel Post Dues, Special Handling, Registration all complete, a smattering of Postage Dues include
J79-101, sparse Officials, Ducks include oRW1; RW31-2;
RW26; RW33; RW41-58 and we are done! Although there
are a lot of mismounted items in the classics, the true
strength and value is well maintained by the Small Bureau's
forward, with excellent quality found within the Washington
Franklins that will surprise you, faults as to be expected and
examination is the key to coming up with the right figure
which will easily exceed our estimate, nice six-figure catalog value, generally F.-V.F. appearance some nicer (photo
on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2293 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1850s-1970s, in
Scott album, and including many better (used unless noted)
such as 1851-57 3¢ (10A), 10¢ (14), 12¢ (17), 5¢ (29 &
30A), 10¢ (35; and also 35P with Stolow Certificate).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2294 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1850s-1975,
mounted in two White Ace albums, volume one including
several better (used unless noted) regular singles & sets
such as Scott 68-71, 77-78, 97-98, 119, plus special delivery, postage dues, officials & parcel posts, volume two including commemorative issues with some better such as
1926 White Plains sheet, mixed condition among early issues but overall F-VF, inspection would take you some time
but we are confident that will prove to be rewarding. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2295 H
U.S. definitives, an old time collection full of
multiples pairs and much larger, from the 1850s onwards, a last minute entry of many 100s of stamps starting
off with 1ct Franklin and 3ct Washington from #26 onwards,
leading on to 1860s with block of 6 and strips of 5 as well as
pair of 24cts, through to the 1870s to the 10cts including
green cancels in multiple format, followed by a block of 6
Garfield used, through to turn of century definitives again
with multiples and blocks of 8 of values up to 10cts and
much seldom seen material. However the best in our opinion, is the Washington Franklin heads with many blocks of
4, blocks of 6 with values through to $1 both pre-cancels
and commercially used, as well as large multiples of 9 or 12
of various different values and much more. A most original
collection, very interesting especially for perf variety
potential as well as the scarce multiples.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2296 Hm
U.S.
quality
collection
with
back-of-the-book, 1851-1934, in Hingeless Platinum Album, each item hand-selected by a scrutinizing and serious
philatelist, includes (used unless otherwise noted with a
"*"): 7; 9 (cert); 11; 12 (cert); 15 (cert); 20 (cert); *24 (cert);
25; *26; 28 (cert); 29 (cert); 30A (cert); 32 (cert); 33 (cert);
35 (ocean mail cancel); *35 (cert); 36 (cert); 37 (cert); 38;
*65 (cert); 67 (cert); 68; 69 (cert); 70b (cert); 71; 75-6; 78
(cert); 78a; 78b; 85E (cert); 88-9; 90 (cert); 92; 97(2)(each
with cert); 100; 112; 117; 121-122; 134-6; 145-6; 148-51;
153 (cert); 154-55; 157 (cert); 159-61; 163 (cert); 165 (cert);
*178(cert); 179 (cert); *182 (cert); 183 (cert); 185-88; *189
(cert); 190 (cert); 191 (cert); *205 (cert); *206; 208; *209;
209; *210 (cert); *211 (cert); *212 (cert); *213; *214 (cert);
*215; 216; *217; 218; *219; *219D (cert); *220; *222-5; *226
(cert); 229; *230-6 (#235 cert); *246; *248; *250; *252 (cert);
*253; *254 (cert); *260 (cert); *264; *267-73 (269, 270, 273
certs); 276 (cert); 276A; *279; *280-1; *285-8 (285 cert);
*294-6; 298; *299 (cert); *300-2; *304 (cert); *305-10 (309
cert); 311; *314; *319-20; *323-5; *328-9; *367-73 (369
cert); *396; then mint #397-400A; 402; scattered washington franklins; 517; 524; 537; 548-50; 551-573; 599A (cert);
includes many commems through #657; 634A (cert); then
national parks including s/s; Airmails *C1-5; *C18; scattered E's; J's and BOB. Many stamps are very choice and
pretty, the occasional fault as one might expect, with over
55 certificates, and many are very fine to extremely fine and
even some never hinged, this is by far a premium collection,
a wonderful jump start to collecting USA or for the premium
quality retailer- no eBay sellers need apply here! Inspection
is pleasing and will be most rewarding, Scott $40,000
conservatively.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2297 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1961, presented in a Scott album, we noted in the XIX Century section several better used stamps such as Scott #7, 17,
35-36, 69-70, 90, 98, 112-19, 239. The XX Century section
includes also several better mint such as 284, 294-99, 308,
329-30, 343-47, 348-49, 385-87, 397-99, 410-11, 443,
501-04, 506-13, 517, 692-701, plus 1934 National Parks,
1938 Prexies & 1940 Famous Americans, C1, C3-6 & C18,
condition is generally F-VF, many fresh & saleable stamps
throughout.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2298 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1990, expansive collection in three binders and two stockbooks,
better used includes #9, 15, 17, 36, 71, 112-117, 120, 153,
229, 238, 239, 291, 294-299, useful Washington Franklins,
Kansas Nebraska mint & used 658-665, 667-668, 669-677,
679 and E2-E7, better mint includes 230-236 and the recalled Legends Of The West sheet, with plenty of postage
and duplicates, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2299 HHHm U.S. collection, 1858-1990, in three Scott albums, includes collection of mint plate number blocks
1940-1990, also mint & used blocks of four, plate number
singles, airmails, better used includes #120, 238, Parcel
Posts Q1//Q9, better mint includes 692-701, Liberty Issue,
with plenty of postage, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. General Collections
2300 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1863-1993, useful collection with parallel runs on mint & used, starts off with
used 19th century, with better items including 285-290,
294-299, 397-400A, 401-403, good Washington Franklins,
assorted mint & used Kansas Nebraska, then from 1933 on
runs parallel with even many of the later airmails, with total
face value over $1,000.00, nice lot to breakdown, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

wards, all one of a kind and housed in a lighthouse hingeless album, including graded items accompanied by many
certificates. The collection begins with Washington/Franklin heads inc. flat plate printing 2cts red (#461), 1917 7cts
black (#507) grade VF-XF 85 with PSE cert, the 9cts (#509)
also with PSE cert, the 11cts (#511) grade XF 90 Jumbo
with PSE cert and the 15cts (#514) graded VF-XF 85 with
PSE cert, as well as the 50cts red violet Franklin also most
attractively centered and accompanied by PF certificate
(#517). Then useful later definitives inc. 1919 3cts violet
(#541) with PSE certificate of the block from which it originated, followed by a highly complete run of issues through
to the 1970s with highlights including 1926 White Plains
souvenir sheet (#630), 1922/26s inc. 8cts Grant (#560) and
50cts to $5 (#570/573), the latter top value with plate number at top, 1923/26 perf 10 presidents series complete
(#581/591), 1929 Kansas and Nebraska overprints complete (#658/679), the 1931s complete to 50cts lilac
(#692/701), coil pairs, presidentials, etc, leading on to the
back of the book inc. airpost 24cts Jenny (#C3), 1930 zeppelins hinged (#C13/C15, the 65cts with PSE certificate),
1933 baby zepp (#C18), etc. as well as special deliveries.
An immaculate collection with everything in the absolute
best quality this collector could assemble with some
outstanding stamps present. Please inspect.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

2301 Hm
U.S. useful mint collection, from 1869 onwards, housed in a Scott National album from 1869 1 cent
onwards, White Plains miniature sheet, Nebraska set complete mint, all the souvenir sheets from the 1930s, Prexys
complete to $5, useful back of the book etc. Mostly used in
the 19th century, virtually all mint in the 20th, many 100s of
stamps with quite comprehensive 20th century.
Estimate $500 - 750
2302 H
U.S. collection, 1887-2000, interesting collection, includes five albums of US and United Nations first day
covers, a few stockbooks of used, two albums of postal
cards, postage and a Scott National Album with some useful Washington Franklins and airmails, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2303 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1898-1972,
housed in a Scott hingeless national album, better mint including #286, 336-37, 339, 348, 357, 380, 399, 443, 516,
548-50, 578-79, 588-90, 620-23, 658-63 & 667, 692-701,
plus 1934 National Parks perforated & imperforate issues,
1938 Prexies (803-34) & 1940 Great Americans series,
better used include #298, 310-12, 401-04 & 478, airmail
section including C4-5 & C18 in mint condition, BOB material represented by special delivery, postage dues & parcel
post stamps, condition F-VF, many saleable stamps
throughout.
Estimate $500 - 750
2304 HH/H
U.S. quality mint collection, 1906-1968, collection with a few hundred stamps in two albums, the
definitives start with #314, 320A, then useful Washington
Franklins, 573 NH, 832-834, commemoratives include
230-235, 237, 290 NH, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 630 VF
NH, airmails include C1-6, C13-15 and C18, many others
are NH and well centered, please set aside enough time to
properly inspect this fresh clean collection, should be worth
many times our reasonable estimate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2305 HH/H
U.S. collection, 1909-1981, fresh clean mint
collection, better material is in the 1920-1940 era, includes
album of commemoratives 1909-1978, stockbook of assorted mint, album of commemoratives 1934-1972, small
group of plate blocks mostly 3¢ and Prexies, Washington
Bicentennial and Famous American sets, a few souvenir
sheets, and an album 1972-1981, also includes United Nations collection, nothing particularly rare, excellent lot for
the internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2306 HH/H
U.S. mint collection, 1915 onwards, never
hinged throughout (with the exception of #C13/C15) with
many certificates. Perfectionist's collection of nothing but
mint never hinged 20th century issues from about 1915 on-
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2307 HH/H
U.S. useful plate block collection,
1919-1968, in two volumes, starts with #537, 628, 647, 2¢
Reds complete, Washington Bicentennial 704-715 complete, 740-749, 832-834, Famous Americans complete,
Liberty Series complete with extra 1053, commemoratives
fairly complete to 1968, airmails include C4, C7-C9, C10,
C11, C12, C16, C19-22, and as a bonus C25-C31 in complete sheets, condition is generally fine to very fine with
many NH blocks, viewing is invited, a sure to please
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2308 Hm)
U.S. plate block collection, 1919-1982, in four
volume US plate number block collection, better includes
549, 618, 628, 648, 740-749, 756-765, 785-794, complete
Famous Americans and Overrun Countries, C11, C16-17,
C19, C31, wonderful opportunity to expand or break up for
retail or internet sales, please review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2309 m
U.S. precancel collection, 1926-1995, organized in stockbook by city and state, mostly 1926 rotary series and Prexies, but also includes Liberty Series,
Transportation Series and a few playing cards, many
smaller cities present including Torrington CT, Calais and
Waterville ME, Marty SD and Two Rivers WI, an excellent
start to this area of philately, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
2310 Hm
U.S. official stamp collection, collection with
fresh bright mint or unused and used with some better cancels, unused includes O5-O9, O22, O37, O76, O83, O91,
mint includes O2,O17, O19, O20 og gem, O23, O25, O25,
O30, O32, O35-O36,O38 og gem, O41, O57, O61, O87,
O88, used includes O12, O24, O26-O29, O31, O33, O39,
Post Office complete, O62 with red crossroads cancel,
O63, O66 with purple cancel, O67, O95 and O106, ready to
be broken down for retail sales or expanded, o.g. or without
gum, F.-V.F., Scott $8,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Assortments and Accumulations
2311 Hm)
U.S. booklet & pane collection, 1903-1990,
delightful collection, includes 319g, 319q, booklet BC4A,
BC10A, 424d, 462a, 498e, 499e, 532a, 554c, then continues with mint and used complete panes, unexploded and
used booklet, first day covers, varieties, airmails include
C10A, and C25a FDC, inspection is encouraged, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2312 Hm)
U.S. back-of-the-book collection with nice
revenues, last minute walk in, a BOB with many better
items, includes R98c, R103-R118, R123-R125,
R127-R129, R131, R135-R138, R141-R143, R145-R146,
R149, there doesn't appear to be any cut cancels, most of
these items chosen for freshness and appearance, a cut
square collection with U29, U47 & UC29 mint, U44 used, a
complete Parcel Post set used, three carrier reprints, five
different CSA stamps and a newspaper PR7, plenty of useful material for the retail or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2313 HHHm U.S. back-of-the-book collection, intriguing
lot of BOB in stockbook, starts with eight private perfs in
pairs or strips of four, mint Offices in China with K1-K3,
K5-K11, K13, K17, scattered airmails and special deliveries, useful postage dues, interesting officials, newspapers,
revenues and ducks, mixed condition, excellent lot to build
upon or break up for retail, please inspect to ascertain the
true value of this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $6,000+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

and group of foreign cards and covers, including two Mexico real photo picture postcards, group of Canada picture
postcards, foreign postal cards and France wrappers,
please inspect, F.-V.F., ex Schiller. Estimate $200 - 300
2318 HHHm U.S. balance of collection, nice selection, includes book of BOB with newspapers PR114-PR120,
PR126-PR130, mint collection on pages with Liberty Issue
complete, and a book of mint blocks and plate # blocks
1935-1944 including C25-C31 blocks, please review, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2319 H
U.S. useful assortment (218//RI1-13), usuful
group of all unused stamps except #218 used, includes nos
238,285-6,288-9, blocks of 368 and 617-9 and RI1-13,
most o.g., some never hinged, Fine/Very Fine, Scott $1,000
plus.
Estimate $150 - 200
2320 H
U.S. selection of certified stamps (63/1040),
used includes #s 63; 65; 78a; 94; 184; 212; 220; 304; 308;
319Fi; 375; 690 and a mint 1040, each of these were selected for their Extremely Fine appearance and have a
2012 PF certificate stating small faults, lovely Very Fine appearance or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2321 HH
U.S. useful balance lot (572//C6), containing
572 bottom plate number single, centerline block of 832,
block of 833, C3 and C6, o.g., never hinged, except 572
lightly hinged, C6 with crease, Very Fine, Scott $490.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. Assortments
2314 HHHm U.S. valuable balance, a small balance loaded
with better material, includes #120 used, 262-263 used,
291-292 used, 313 mint, O44 mint, R21, R97 and R150,
RW10(x2) and RW18 mint, CSA #5 unused and used,
newspaper card proofs, and Puerto Rico Sanabria S1-S7
mint, S2 had a printing of 2,000, there are various faults
present from small thins to small tears and holes, needs
careful inspection but with a little TLC should prove well
worth a bid, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2315 HHHm U.S. balance lot, balance of mostly US postage, mostly singles with a couple of mint block and plate
block collections, couple of stockbooks with used US, and
some better on pages, a few of the better souvenir sheets,
please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2316 H
U.S. small assortment, group of mostly unused or unused appearing stamps, includes #75, 77, 97,
241, 280, 533, E2, J20, misperfed C57 and C90, and miscut
panes 807a and C51a, excellent opportunity to break up for
retail, o.g., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2317 Hm)
U.S. diverse balance of consignment, interesting group that includes five unused Blackjack postal entires, ten mint Grant letter sheets, "Remember The Maine"
Spanish American War patriotic cover, three picture postcards of British royalty, four mint U527, small group of Philippine postal entires, two John Deere illustrated ad covers
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U.S. Accumulations
2322 m
U.S. wonderful large lot of 1851 3¢, mostly
#11 & 11A's, with a few #10's, includes shades, positional
pieces, horizontal and vertical pairs, colored cancels, unchecked for varieties, an excellent start for plating, inspection invited, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $5,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2323 Hm
U.S. oldtime accumulation, despite the presentation, not at all to its advantage, this is a very interesting
holding of mostly used material from the 19th century onwards. This was many decades ago when this was started
by stripping the contents of many US collections and putting
them into opaque glassines. Also, when it was sent to us, it
was not in order- however persevere, as there are many
good items to find. For example, there are dozens of 3cts
Washingtons from #25 to #65, blackjacks, 1869 2, 3 and
6cts, many dozens if not many hundreds of various denominations 1870 to 1871 and a similar pattern of the 1882s
through 1890/93 issues through to 15cts. Furthermore obvious 19th century including Columbians through to 50cts,
with many dozens of the lower values, 4cts, 5cts, 6cts, 8cts
and 10cts only 11 of the 15cts, 3 of the 30cts and one of the
50cts! Omahas also through to 50cts again with quantity of
better lower values 4cts,5cts, 8cts and 10cts with at least 50
examples between them, through to early 20th century with
pan-Ams again in qty, pan-Pacifics the same to 10cts, 100s
of Washington Franklin heads to $, all deserving further research, especially the coils. Dealers, make sure this is on
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U.S. Accumulations - Internet Lots
your list to view, it is loaded with value and there will be
some seriously good finds here. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2324 m
U.S. pre-cancels and multiples, one man’s
collection, many 100s including Panama-Pacifics
pre-cancels block of 4 to 10cts (x2) San Francisco, California cancels, accompanied by many other early multiples including unusual plate numbers multiple used, as well as
equally unusual large multiple blocks of definitives, such at
#571 Lincoln Memorial, block of 20 $1, among the many
hundreds of blocks both definitives and commemoratives in
this fat bulging album, full of potential.
Estimate $400 - 600
2325 m
U.S. 1¢ Franklin Banknote accumulation, approximately 1,500 used stamps with and without secret
mark on hard or soft papers, mounted in a well-filled binder,
including strips of three, pairs & singles with all types of cancels. We noted a very interesting representation of shades
highly recommended for the specialist, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. Dealers Stocks
2326 Hm)
U.S. valuable dealer's stock, wonderful holding on stock cards, better used includes 30A, 38, 71, 153,
238-240, C13 on flown postal card, better mint includes locals, CSA 1, 2 and 11, C10a pane, and O24, with plenty of
better items in quantity, please spend some time perusing
to ascertain the value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2327 m
U.S. used dealer stock, 1851-1990, many
thousands of stamps organized and identified on stock
pages and in glassines, some with heavy duplication,with
some better like #11(x5), 238, 239, others as well, perfect
lot for the retailer for resale, year sets or packet maker,
should prove useful stock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2328 Hm
U.S. dealer's stock, in red dealer's box, better
used includes #119, 165, better mint includes #260, 517
and Philippines 232, excellent chance for internet dealer to
stock up, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

is made up of 20¢-$5.00, face total exceeds $2,500.00 total
face, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2331 HH
U.S. better face value lot, holding of stamps
mostly in full sheets, generally 8-55¢ values, moisture issues affect approximately 800.00 of the sheets, total face
estimated at $2,500+, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500
2332 Hm)
U.S. face value lot with bonus, lot in stuffed in
carton, includes box of mint plate blocks and blocks, an album of worldwide souvenir sheets, box of complete booklets and coil line pairs, booklet of airmail plate blocks, three
sheet files, two sheet books with a few covers, and
stockbook of mint and used singles, with $2,000.00+ face in
mostly sheets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, should be investigated, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2333 HH
U.S. face lot plus lot, a better than average
face lot, lot of sheets, S/S's, sheetlets, coils, blocks and singles, the majority of value is in the 22-44¢ range, with many
$1 and up values, some material is without gum, but still
perfectly usable, total face is $2,000.00+, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2334 HH/H
U.S. better value face lot, in five stockbooks,
with four containing mostly 15¢-32¢ values, includes a few
$1 or better values and a stockbook of coils 3¢-32¢ with unchecked PNC strips of five, excellent for postage, estimated
face value $900.00, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S. Lots Especially For the Internet Trader
2335 )
Florida - intriguing postal history lot, wonderful group of 70+ Florida covers, there is a nice selection
of Hotel ad cover including The Carlton, Hotel Burbridge,
Duval House, Hotel Windsor, The St James of Jacksonville,
Putnam House of Palatka, The Plaza and Hotel Indian
River of Rockledge, and Murray Hall o Pablo Beach, nice
multicolored ad cover for Fancy Indian River Fruits, pair of
#114 from St Augustine to New Carlisle Canada and a
stampless from London to Tallahassee, excellent lot for the
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Marked Prices over $3,000.00.

U.S. Face Value Accumulations
2329 HH/H
U.S. useful face value lot, plus United Nations collection, excellent lot of booklets, coils, singles,
plate blocks and sheets, overall noted ½¢-22¢ values, includes premium sheets, many in quantity i.e. 1331-1332,
1569-1570, total face $5,000.00+, in addition there is a substantial UN collection with singles, blocks, first day covers
and Unicef proof editions, a fascinating holding, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2330 HH/H
U.S. face value lot, better holding of higher values, includes coils, booklets, sheetlets, S/S's, plate blocks,
sheets and loose, includes lower values but majority of face
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2336 )
Indianapolis stampless covers, 1824-1861,
47 Indianapolis and Indiana stampless covers and post office ephemera with many of the earliest hand cancels including double circle cds, "Indis." cds and a few manuscript
town cancels, better includes green "Paid" on cover to
Rome IN, red 1¢ drop rate, 1844 green Indianapolis cds,
two red "2" drop rates, a "Indianapolis Ind Paid 1" cds, and
many other scarce markings, also includes Civil War patriotic to Camp Morton 8th regiment volunteers forwarded to
Buchanan, two Post Office Drafts and a 1850 receipt for
post office box rental, generally clean and fine to very fine,
please review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2337 )
Massachusetts - exciting ad cover cornucopia, 1880-1935, a rare opportunity to load up over 400 ad
covers, besides food products, hotels, medical, musical,
railroads, ships, tobacco, tools and typewriters on cover
there are multicolored including Lawson Pink Brand
canned goods, Emerson Shoes, Winchester Fruit & Produce with matching color lettersheet and Preferred Stock
Sugar Corn, allover ad on reverse covers including T B
Everett & Co Agricultural Implements, F.A. Walker & Co
Home Furnishers, F.M. Holmes & CO chair manufacturers,
Excelsior Sun Burners and Edward Miller & Co Lighted Fixtures, and unusual including Phillips Bros Motorcycles,
Lamson Pneumatic Carriers, E.S. Frost Turkish Rugs,
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co Patent Medicine Warehouse, Turkish Baths and the Boston Red Sox, some have original enclosures, the overall quality is fine to very fine, set aside
sufficient time to enjoy this holding, sure to please, many
ex-Beane.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Marked Prices around $25,000.
2338 )
Massachusetts - comprehensive Worcester
& Worcester County postal history, 1833-2002, hundreds of covers present, an incredible and varied holding
from stampless to modern with a number of premium items,
better includes JP Wexler Jeweler with allover billboard ad
on reverse, green embossed cameo oval ad for Bay State
House with #26, stampless ad cover for Blackstone Agricultural Works, allover ad cover for Maynard, Gough & Co Hotel Registers with #184, allover ad for United States Hotel
with #210, illustrated blue cameo for Jonhson & Co manufacturers of spinning machinery and 1866 cover from Brazil
via Havana, also includes small lots of covers including
Boston & Albany railroad, Worcester County stampless,
flag and machine cancels, forwarded international mail and
airmails, plus a large box of modern covers, this lot will require some work but the reward will justify it, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Marked Prices exceed $12,000.00.
2339 )
Middle Atlantic States postal history, nice
group of 60+ covers, generally stampless and mostly New
York & Virginia with a few other as a bonus, better New York
includes rimless Warwick, red Warsaw, red Ogdenburgh,
red New York Mills, better Virginia includes Ballsville, ms
Thorn Hill, ms Providence, ms Elk Hill, and ms Leesville
with #11 forwarded, there are a few other from Connecticut,
Kentucky and New Jersey, there is much variety including
better making this an opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
Marked Prices over $3,000.00.
2340 )
New York stampless covers - valuable hoard
with many straight lines, 200+ covers from New York
State, nice fancy cancels includes Aurora in fancy ribbon
and Triangle in fancy triangle, tremendous straight lines include Albany, Ballston Springs, Brooks Grove,
Binghamton, Camden, Fairfield, Howlet Hill, Hyde Park,
Lansingburgh, Lewiston, Little Falls, Marshall, Moriah, New
York, Niagara, Sandy Creek, Schuylerville, Seneca Falls,
Sloatsburgh, Vernon and Whitehall, better postmarks include Cooperstown, Marlborough and Schoharie Court
House rimless circles, and a few ad covers including American Medical Oil Co, many have original letters or contents,
while there are a few condition issues the vast majority are
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fine to very fine, a once in a lifetime opportunity to acquire
such valuable stock, please set aside enough time to properly examine this holding, ex-Calvet Hahn.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Marked Prices almost $40,000.00.
2341 )
New York advertising and hotel marking selection, lovely group of hotel covers, stampless and
franked, hotel markings include red "American Hotel/New
York" oval, red "Forwarded From/Howard Hotel/New York"
oval,
red
"Rathbun's/Hotel/New
York",
red
"From/Barnum's/Hotel/New
York",
"Carlton
House/350/Broadway/N.Y./Benson & Hodges" cogwheel,
fancy boxed "Coleman's Troy House Troy", red
"French's/Hotel/N.Y." in truncated box, red "From The/D.D.
Howard/Irving House" oval, hotel ads include red embossed Lovejoy's Hotel New York oval cameo, blue embossed Globe Hotel Syracuse NY oval cameo, The
Smithsonian House New York on 3¢(11) franked cover and
green embossed "Western Hotel Cortland NY on 3¢(11)
franked cover, should prove to be worth several times our
low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Marked Prices around $5,000.00.
2342 )
New York City - nice stampless covers,
1790-1853, 60+ covers, many better markings including
twelve New York straight lines 1790-1797, four clamshells
with one in red, three ovals, one war rate, three ornate valentine covers, three ad covers and one with a handdrawn
capstan, an interesting group to view and well worth while,
F.-V.F., ex-Calvet Hahn.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Marked Prices about $8,000.
2343 )
Southern States postal history, 1840-1865,
55+ covers, mostly from the South, better includes
stampless ms Old Town AR town cancel listed but unpriced in ASCC, stampless Tallahassee Florida Territory,
Bucklin MO stampless on embossed ladies cover unlisted
in ASCC, nice group of Texas covers, #7 strip of three on
Elkton KY cover to Lexington KY, and Blood's Local on
cover with #11 tied by blue "Phila Baltimore RR" cds, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Marked Prices exceed $5,000.00.
2344 )
Texas and Southern States postal history,
over 30 covers, mostly 1845-1857, better stampless includes St Louis 1¢ drop rate cover and valentine, ms
Ayresvile NC, better Texas includes Ben Franklin, Gray
Rock, Hempstead, Honey Grove, and Montgomery, nice
group for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Marked Prices around $1,900.00.
2345 )
Virginia stampless cover group, 80+ covers,
includes Alexandria, Fincastle, Harrisonburg, ms Indian
Creek, ms Liberty, Martinsburg, Norfolk, Pattonsburgh,
Pittsylvania, Romney, Scott's Ferry, ms Washington Court
House, Wheeling, White Sulpher Springs, Woodstock, and
Wythe Court House, condition mixed on a few, many with
original contents, perfect for the Virginia specialist, inspection is encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Marked Prices around $8,500.00.
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2346 )
Virginia stampless manuscript town cancels, 65+ covers, includes Aquia, Bent Creek, Cartersville,
Cedar Grove, Churchville, Clarksville, Columbia, Fancy Hil,
Hill Grove, Hillsboro, Leatherwood, Lloyds, Loretto, Marysville, The Meadows, Millwood, New Glasgow, New Hope,
Rapid Ann, Spotsylvania Court House, Stephensburg,
Thompson Cross Roads, Thompsons Store, Town House,
Union Furnace, White Plains and White Post, a rare opportunity, please inspect then place an eager bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Marked Prices exceed $6,600.00.
2347 )
Stampless covers with additional markings
or instructions, 100+ stampless covers, most with manuscript or handstamped auxiliary markings, handstamped includes red Boston boxed "Forwarded" sl, blue Jamestown
"Missent" in lozenge, Jamestown italic "Forwarded", Philadelphia "Forwarded" sl, red New York City "Advertised 4
cts" sl, red New York "Forwarded" sl, New York "New York
Post Office/Advertised" oval, red New York "Missent"
boxed, red "Forwarded" on cover from Louisville KY, and a
Barclay & Livingston" forwarders oval, along with dozens of
"Forwarded", "Missent" and "Undercharged" manuscript
markings, a wonderful lot that needs further research, inspection welcomed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Marked Prices over $13,000.00.
2348 )
Transatlantic covers, 1829-1938, 57 covers of
which 34 are stampless, excellent range of markings includes "New York 4 Ship Letter", red "Americ/Packet" in
half circle, "New York U.S. Notes", "Steamship/10" and red
"Steam/Boat", with ms ship markings including RMS Britannia, paddlewheelers Europa, Asia, America and Persia, SS
Atlantic, SS City of Chicago and SS Orient, generally fine to
very fine, please take time to inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Marked Prices exceed $6,000.
2349 )
Forwarders & miscellaneous cover holding,
over 300 covers, most with forwarders handstamps, includes Aymar & Co, D Rham & Moore, O.F. Gleim, Grinell
Mintern & CO, A Lentilhon, Meyer & Hupeden, Oelrichs &
Co, John Ritchie, and Th Vietor & Duckwitz all of New York
City, Harden's Package Express and E Stevens & Sons of
Boston, E.D. Meert & Co and C & F Schumacher of Havana
and R.R. Huner Consul of Cowes England, and as if that
wasn't enough there are other better covers such as
24¢(78) tied by star cancel on cover to London and red &
blue ad cover for Wm G Zimmer Printers of Petersburg VA,
a ton of value waiting to be unearthed, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Marked Prices exceed $35,000.00.
2350 )
Railroad stampless cover holding, 40+covers, mostly full strikes of railroads such as Achinson Topela
& Santa Fe, Albany & Buffalo, Baltimore, Cayuga &
Susquehanna, Housatonic, Long Island, New York & Erie,
Northern, Philadelphia, a few with original contents, replete
with items that will prove useful and profitable to collector
and dealer alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2351 )
U.S. captivating cover accumulation, an attention grabbing group of 200+ items, includes stampless,
ad, Civil War patriotics, Expo covers and cards and unusual
ephemera, better includes multicolored illustrated ad covers Don Caesar de Bazan Cigars, Shreveport McCloud &
Hester Real Estate and G Elias & Bro Hardwood Pine Timber, hand dawn raccoon on UX12, 1915 #399 to Tahiti,
sport covers include boxer on cover and 1903 Simmons Official League baseball cover, CSA #2e with three huge margins tied, 1863 Cape Lake Mining Company Illustrated
Stock certificate, Witte Guns World Fair illustrated cover,
fabulous stampless to Thompson CT with illustration of
mother and calf elephants, Hartford CT Valentine with envelope and unused postal stationery entires U44 and U73,
condition on a few is mixed but the value resides in the
many better items, whoever purchases this lot will be guaranteed many hours of pleasure and discovery, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Marked Prices well exceed $20,000.00.
2352 )
U.S. diverse accumulation of postal history,
a varied group with some excellent material that will whet
the appetite of any postal history lover, better includes 1850
folded letter sheet with four margined #1a, Hawaii UX1
uprated with#33 to Austria, 1867 1¢(92) tied on cover with
ms "Due 2", 1869 Philadelphia illustrated ad cover for artificial limbs with #113, Milton PA ad cover for Red Horse Powder with contents with #113, 1933 first day cover for C18
Baby Zepp, two strips of three 1¢(24) with #26 on cover to
Waterloo LA, with nine Civil War patriotics many with patriotic lettersheets, also includes a number of cameo and embossed ad covers and bank registered tags, this is a
treasure trove that is worth spending the time needed to
break it down for retail, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Marked Prices around $16,000.00.
2353 )
U.S. eclectic assortment of covers,
1829-1865, wonderful lot of 50+ covers, mostly stampless
but with a few better early franked covers, better stampless
includes double oval Ashtabula OH, double oval Bridgetown NJ, rimless Chanceville NJ, straight line Farmington
CT, straight line Haddonfield NJ, red rimless New Brunswick NJ, rimless Opelousas LA and straight line Palatine IL,
better franked includes civil war patriotic A Loyal State Wisconsin with #65 and a red embossed Garner & Co grocers
on U3, plus much more, a good deal of value present, viewing is strongly recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Marked Prices over $6,700.00.
2354 )
U.S. postal history with Westerns, here is a
group of 20 items with excellent potential, a selection of
better Western covers, includes a Paul E Wirt allover pen
ad cover and a Dixon Graphite allover pencil ad cover, 1851
3¢ ad cover, a picture postcard and postal card with special
delivery stamps, two embossed baseball postcards, two
German zeppelin flights and nine Civil War patriotic
lettersheets with some war content, a few minor condition
issues, worth many times our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Marked Prices exceed $4,000.

Marked Prices almost $6,000.00.
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2355 m)
U.S. quality postal history, a rare opportunity
to acquire some truly scarce material in one lot, better covers include Little Rock AR "Tombstone" with a beautiful
bold strike on folded letter sheet, 1786 Salem SL on folded
letter sheet to Baltimore, Boston MA cds & "Ship" sl on 1801
outer folded letter sheet to Providence, 1852 stampless to
Duxbury MA with letter about the wreck of the Sea Bird,
1¢(19) with tiny piece out of right bottom corner tied on
printed bank notice, 12¢(36) used with 3¢(26,x2) on outer
folded letter sheet, nice 1869 3¢ covers with single on hand
drawn cover, single on allover ad cover for Denver Rocky
Mountain News, straddle single on attorney ad cover and
tied with #147 on cover to Nova Scotia, and a 1930 Guam
Guard Mail cover with M1 tied, condition appears fine to
very fine overall, the net result is an impressive lot, well
worth allotting time to inspect.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Marked Prices exceed $23,000.00.
2356 )
Lindbergh related - small group of covers,
delightful group of airmail postal history, includes two 1927
covers with USS Memphis postmarks with one
handstamped "The Spirit Returns", five 1927 covers of air
mail greetings to Lindbergh and Lindbergh Day Special
Flights, 1929 cover extension of FAM 6 to SOuth America,
1930 cover and front of FAM 5 Express Airmail Service with
dual US and Cuba frankings, and a 1934 Record Test Flight
flown by Sergeivsky, Musick & Linbergh, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

ing cover from NY to Nov Scotia with red embossed cameo
ad for Christie's Galvanic Magnetic Curatives, cover from
Quebec to NH with red "TOO LATE" sl, covers from Turkey
and Greece, and a 1868 cover from Brazil with blue oval
"U.S. Flagship Guerriere/May 25 1868" on reverse, you will
need plenty of time set aside to truly appreciate the value of
this, many multi-hundred dollar items contained, interesting
and useful, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Marked Prices around $20,000.
2360 Hm)
U.S., Possessions and CSA holding,
1851-1925, select grouping of 50+ stamps and covers with
many outstanding items, better used includes #30 with PF
cert, 138 with NYFM cancel, better mint includes 662 superb NH, 666 extremely fine LH, C1 VF NH, C2 extremely
fine NH, C6 VF NH, E6 VF NH, E7 VF NH, J44 extremely
fine disturbed gum, O21 extremely fine hinge remnant, Canal Zone mint includes 80 VF NH, 94 VF hinged, J14 VF
o.g., Philippines mint includes 231 extremely fine o.g.,
better covers include 1875 #158 & 178 to Beyrouth Turkey,
strip of three #7 tied by Boston Paid grids with right stamp a
four margined gem, 114 tied by green Murfreesboro TN cds
and cork cancel, and CSA #7 pair tied by Rapid Ann Station
VA, inspection advised for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. and better. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Marked Prices exceed $7,500.

Marked Prices $750 plus.
2357 )
Revenues with railroad cancels, 150+ items,
all revenues with various railroads cancels, includes Atlantic & Great Western, Camden & Atlantic, Carson & Colorado, Central Pacific, Cheshire, Chicago & Northwestern,
Cleveland Columbus & Cincinnati, Cleveland & Toledo,
Cleveland Painesvile & Ashland, Fitchburg, Michigan Central, Michigan Southern & Northern Indiana and Third Avenue, excellent way to acquire large lot of these tough to find
cancels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2358 )
U.S. & C.S.A. - outstanding postal history, intriguing lot of 75+ covers and cards 1773-1915, includes
1866 cover to Germany with block of 10 #11 tied and folded
over edge of cover, ad cover with #26 double transfer with
line through "Postage"and "Three Cents", 1867 #85 used
with Richmond VA crossroads and cds, 1893 #235 tied by
Boston duplex to Moscow and back, and 1861 #37 to England, also includes seven CSA covers with the best being a
patriotic of calvaryman with sabre and #4 used on backflap
as seal and cut apart, a group of 22 machine cancels including Groth-Constatine, International, Hampden, Columbia
and Leavitt examples, and several better ad covers, plenty
of prime material ready to be broken up for retail, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Marked Prices almost $20,000.
2359 m)
U.S. and Foreign covers, valuable and vast
collection of almost 200 covers and stamps, highlights are
almost too numerous to list but includes 18 Port Townsend
Kicking Mule cancels on War Dept Officials, franked covers
include 6¢ #115 to Montreal, 10¢ #14 from Yankee Jims CA
to Maine, ad cover for Lincoln House Worcester MA with 1¢
#24 and ad cover for Albany Nursery with 10¢ #68 to Quebec, there is over 140 stampless covers with better includ-
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2361 )
Vermont postmarks, 1851-1867, 65+ covers,
with mostly small towns, many S/R 2-5's many with manuscript town cancels, some ad covers, a few with contents, a
lovely group for the Vermont specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2362 )
U.S. exposition collection, 1876-1909, 150+
picture postcards and covers, includes items from 1876
Centennial Expo, 1893 Columbian World's Fair, 1901 Pan
American Expo, 1904 St Louis World's Fair, 1907 Hudson
Fulton Expo, 1909 Seattle World's Fair and 1915 Pan Pacific Expo, better items include admission ticket to Centennial Expo, four panel picture postcard for Pan Pac Expo with
#398 and Expo cancellation, ad cover for The Inside Inn at
the 1904 World's Fair, RPPC of Government Buildings at
Seattle World's Fair, and multicolored illustrated ad card for
Pan Pac Expo asking to get your congressman to vote for
the expo, wonderful range of images, does not appear to be
any duplication, a difficult lot to duplicate at any price,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2363 )
U.S. Louisiana Exposition 1904 postcards,
including 20+ scarce ‘hold to lights’. A particularly good collection of the turn of the century St Louis Exposition cards
1904, including Worlds Fair/Louisiana Purchases, virtually
all one of a kind, with many items seldom seen. There are
several dozen examples, possibly 90 to 100 (some of the
cover album is with multiple cards, stacked in bundles on
each other), including at least two dozen 'hold cards to
lights' including Administration Building, the Art Palace,
Cascade Gardens, Palace of Agriculture, Economy Building, Palace of Electricity, Palace of Machinery, Palace of
Transportation, etc, etc. Also many more different types of
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cards, with various depictions inc silver based backgrounds, the LPE types, virtually everything in color including foreign countries interspersed, such as Japan as well as
House of Hoo-Hoo, cards depicting the map of the Louisiana Purchase and a very unusual 'Uncle Sam's Mail Card',
showing the back of Uncle Sam looking at a ship on the horizon with distinct red stripe trousers in almost 3d format, so
much more is here including Burton and Skinner types,
Belige printings, Chisholm Brothers, etc, etc. This was
formed many decades ago and occasionally there are
prices marked a few dollars each on reverse in pencil, when
clearly all are worth many multiples of that. A truly
impressive collection of this 1904 Exposition (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2364 )
U.S. Fancy Cancels on cover, 19th century,
75+ covers, majority with Star fancy cancels but also includes geometrics, numbers and letters, better includes
Cole numbers Lebanon PA PT-50, Chicago GEC-18,
La-35, Lk-10, Skinner Enos numbers Bridgeport CT
GE-R57, Fort Wayne IN ST-O 9, nice lot, quite a few New
York domestic fancies, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2365 )
U.S. Fancy Cancels on postal stationery, 85+
cards and covers, includes stars, geometrics, numbers and
letters, better includes Cole numbers San Francisco
STA-69, Aurora IL CSM-22, Tipton CA WOF-1, Hannibal
MO US-111, and Oberlin OH CSO-12, a few New York domestic fancies and Texas fancies, sure to prove a winner,
please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2366 )
U.S. Civil War patriotics - four with flag designs, first is soldier with sword and flag(Bischel-3551,
W-2050) with 3¢(65) addressed to Philadelphia, second is
soldier with raised sword and flag(Bischel-3667, W-2017)
with 3¢(26) addressed to Albion NY, third flag with "Long
May It Wave"(Bischel-5161, W-3054var) with 3¢(65) addressed to Perryville OH, and flag in front of sunrise "Our
Flag is Still There" with 3¢(65) addressed to Doniphan City
KS with letter containing war news, each cover has faults,
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2367 H)
U.S. Civil War patriotics - unused, seven covers, includes two beardless Lincolns(Bischel-307,
W-156var)(Bischel-318var, W-163var), "Longing for the
White House"(Bischel-1935, W-1072), "We're the Boys
that fear no Noise" with King & Baird imprint unlisted, "Our
hearts are with them" unlisted, "Proclaim Liberty…" unlisted, and Lincoln memorial "We Mourn a Father Slain"
with Magee imprint, nice lot of scarcer patriotics, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2368 )
U.S. Spanish-American War patriotic covers, eleven covers, ten posted, one unused, includes "Remember The Maine" between flags, "The Hero of Manila",
"The Late USS Maine" unused, and several flag designs,
nice group for the Spanish American War enthusiast,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2369 )
U.S. cover accumulation, few hundred covers,
a lot that is better than it first appears, includes ad, registered, APO, picture postcards and postal stationery, better
includes stampless with Hale & Company carrier, #286 on
illustrated pharmacy ad cover, ad cover for The Herald in
Vicksburg MS, 1911 racist US Postoffice letterhead, 1866
NY Central Railroad ad cover with matching letterhead,
postal card for Stegmaier Brewing Co, RPPC of biggest
gaswell in Kane PA, Halloween picture postcard and 18
mint UX18 (cat value 315.00), with plenty of other better
material, perfect for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2370 )
U.S. 1852 3¢ dull red, type I, 40+ covers (11),
three double rates, excellent range of shades, unchecked
for plate varieties, a few positional pieces, many small
towns, a few with contents, a useful lot for the specialist,
please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $774. Estimate $200 - 300
2371 )
U.S. 1857 3¢ rose, type I, twelve covers (25),
nine with contents including a few interesting, eight from
same correspondence, excellent lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,680.
Estimate $200 - 300
2372 )
U.S. 1857 3¢ dull red, type III, 85+ covers (26),
includes double rate, green cancel, an illegal usage, a few
ad covers, some with contents, many small towns, unchecked for plate varieties, an excellent lot for the specialist, please review, F.-V.F., Scott $1,001.
Estimate $200 - 300
2373 )
U.S. classic postal history group, 1860-90s,
interesting group of 12 covers including #35 strip of three
from New Orleans to Germany, #25 on embossed ladies
envelope, #26 faulty on Soldier & Flag patriotic cover, two
#63 solo usages incl. NYC carrier use and NYC circular rate
cover, #69 from Savannah to England, and three Official
Dept. stationery usages; some faults, F.-V.F. group.
Estimate $100 - 150
2374 )
U.S. 3 Cent cover collection, 1861-1867, 300+
covers, with several ad covers including Howe Sewing Machines and Strong & Armstrong Wholesale Druggists, a
couple of Blackjack covers, a few with military addresses,
some with enclosed letters including a small family correspondence of about 20 letters, many small towns, unchecked for grills or shades, inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2375 )
U.S. family correspondence from Oberlin
OH, 1863-1875, 250+ covers with original contents, all addressed to the Wright or Bedortha families, a couple of earlier have war content, but we have not read any of the other
letters, better postmarks include fancy cancels from Oberlin
OH and RPO's, should provide hours of entertainment, a
wonderful glimpse into the post war years, please set aside
time to peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2376 )
U.S. 1869 3¢ ultramarine, 35+ covers (114), all
franked with #114, includes three double rate, advertising
colors with a couple of illustrated, fancy cancels including
New York domestics, nice lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Cover and Postal Stationery Collections
2377 )
U.S. 1¢ And 2¢ Banknotes on cover
1870-1887, 70+ cover franked with 1¢ and/or 2¢ Vermilion/Brown Banknotes, includes ad covers, fancy cancels,
3rd class cancels, two mourning covers, better includes 1¢
on 1883 ad cover for Springfield Wire Net Co with enclosure, 1¢ tied by Kansas City MO dumb oval with price list,
1¢ on 1886 Nashua with report card, 1¢ on wrapper, 2¢ on
1870 cover with billhead with revenue stamp and 2¢ on
1880 Republican Party announcement, condition is mixed,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2378 )
U.S. better Banknotes on cover, 19 covers,
franked with better banknotes, includes 5¢ on covers to
England, Germany and Sweden, 1886 registered cover to
Germany with strip of three #205 and single, 1¢ and 6¢ tied
by San Francisco fancy cancels to Germany, large front
with 1¢, two 15¢ and two 10¢ tied to Leavenworth KS, and
10¢ and 2¢ on 6¢ postal entire registered from Carson City
NV to Hiko NV and returned, great retail potential, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2379 )
U.S. 2¢ brown & green Banknote cover collection, 150+ covers and fronts with #210 or 213, includes
ad covers with some illustrated, fancy cancels, auxiliary
markings, and some with contents, better includes Chicago
3rd class mail oval, 1888 Philatelist corner ad, 1884 Camp
Caribou ME with interesting letter, couple of mining corner
ads, Merchant's Gargling Oil Liniment allover ad on reverse, two Point Of Pines Revere MA ad covers with letters,
block of 5 210 on large piece from New Mexico to Tombstone AZ, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2380 )
U.S. 3¢ Banknote cover collection, 300+ covers, each franked with 3¢ green banknotes, includes ad
covers with a few illustrated, many with original contents
with some interesting content, machine cancels, a few
better auxiliary markings including blue "Deficiency/In/Direction/ Supplied/ By/ New York Post Office", includes a
family correspondence of about 40 cover and letters, condition is mixed, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2381 )
U.S. Small Bureau Issues cover collection,
150+ covers, an intriguing lot with many ad covers including
multicolored and bicycle ads, many illustrated, nice range
of frankings and auxiliary markings, one with official seal,
some better destinations, should be a few more hidden
gems, please set aside time to peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2382 )
U.S. 20th century cover treasure trove, 750+
covers, includes private perfs, illegal usages, illustrated
ads, registered covers, cacheted first day and event covers,
better destinations, better frankings, Prexies, bisects, a few
Canal Zone and Hawaii usages, just about everything and
anything, excellent retail potential, please set aside abundant time to ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2383 )
U.S. commemorative & first day cover accumulation, 1930s-80s, hundreds of covers, including illustrated advertising covers, first flight covers, WWII patriotic
covers, first day covers (some cachet craft from 1940s),
APO & special events, we also noted a 1935 stock certifi-
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cate of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and a shoe box with
worldwide first day covers, condition is mostly Very Fine, if
you are just looking for a way to make a profit, hit the nail
right on the head and take a look.
Estimate $400 - 600
2384 )
U.S. Airmail & First Flight covers, 110+ covers, includes airport dedications, first flights, Clipper mail,
National Airmail Weeks, air races, Lindbergh and Zeppelins, better includes flight from Hawaii and Canal Zone,
Roessler cover and two USS Akron covers, nice range of
frankings, should be viewed, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
2385 )
U.S. Graf Zeppelin covers mounted collection, 19 US 1¢ postal cards, some with mixed country franking, all written up on display pages, includes 1928 #570 &
C11 on card from Lakehurst to Germany, 1928 569(x2) &
C11 on card from Lakehurst to Austria, 1929 #54 & 571on
card from Lakehurst to Tokyo on round the world flight,
1930 with Spain #342 & 306(x2) & 305(x2) on first Pan Am
flight Seville to Pernambuco, 1930 Germany #C32 on first
Pan Am flight Friedrichshfen to Seville, 1930 Brazil with
Sanabria Z6 and Brazil #227 on first Pan Am flight
Pernambuco to Lakehurst, and two 1930 Pan Am flights
one franked with US #C13 and one with US #C14, both
stamps VF centering, a fresh lot well written up, a lot worthy
of an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2386 )
USS Akron & Macon cover collection, excellent collection of around 60 items, with a wide range of cachets, the Akron includes christening, first flight, first direct
flight Sunnydale to Lakehurst and memorial cachets,
Macon includes christening, leaving the hangar, first flight,
returning to home base, maneuvers with fleet, compass
calibration flight, crash date cover and memorial covers,
also includes a scarce USS Los Angeles flight cover from
New York to Porto Rica, several Graf Zeppelin covers and a
few later associated covers, some duplication but should
please the most ardent rigid ship collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2387 )
U.S. Parcel Posts used on cover, group of parcels posts used as first class postage, includes pair Q1(x2),
Q1(x4) and Q2(x4), nice lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $40 - 60
2388

Box of ephemera, interesting lot filled with surprises, mostly 19th century, includes large stampless wrapper from Washington DC to Washington PA, check with
revenues, railroad receipts with revenues, ocean liner
menu with array of Chile stamps on cover and illustrated
billhead for Brunswick & Balke Co Billiard Tables,
please inspect, should prove to be a winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Postal Stationery Collections
2389 )
U.S. cut square & postal entire collection,
nice collection of postal stationery in two stockbooks,
mainly used entires, first volume starts with several Nesbitt
first issues including two 10¢, five Jackson issues, Wells
Fargo imprint on U82, mint U97a entire(Cat value 375.00),
U113 with an ad collar, a few with corner ads or fancy cancels, second volume picks up with the 1887 Plimpton issue,
with later issues including first days, concludes with cut
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U.S. Postal Stationery Collections - U.S. & Foreign
square collection, wonderful opportunity to acquire nice
material of this popular area, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2390 )
U.S. postal stationery accumulation,
1853-1971, 750+ covers and postal cards, includes ad covers, errors and auxiliary markings, registered covers, with
nice range of small towns from Texas, California and Louisiana, excellent range of frankings and uprates, condition is
mixed as to be expected, great potential value, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2391 )
U.S. postal stationery albino & error collection, 40+ entires, includes 8 19th century albinos, one double struck, nine misplaced or partially inked indicias, and
the balance albinos including two with surcharge and one
used, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F., ex Schiller.
Estimate $250 - 350
2392 )
U.S. postal stationery collection, 118 items,
includes 12 postal cards, 12 uprated including 3¢ uprate to
Belize, 9 Nesbitts, includes airmails and one War Dept, didn't spot any rarities but nice lot to break up or build upon,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400
2393 )
U.S. postal stationery collection, 1875-2000,
in eleven albums, includes airmails, postal cards and postal
entires, mostly modestly priced material but should prove to
be worthwhile, please take time to correctly ascertain value
of this lot, F.-V.F., ex Schiller.
Estimate $250 - 350
2394 )
U.S. postal stationery, bulky mint accumulation, of thousands of items filling four large cartons, there is
all manner of material here, with the majority being mint entires, but also including some used, air mails, air letter
sheets, officials and postal cards, all housed in 13 shoe
boxes and a couple of albums, scattered better items noted
and much is usable as postage, so worth a good look,
F.-V.F., ex Schiller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2395 )
U.S. stamped envelope, wrapper & postal
card holding, 1864-2000, several thousand entires or
cards, used includes RPO's, ad covers, first days, first
flights, cacheted event covers, uprated entires and APO's
and censored, unduplicated and all different, also includes
many mint envelopes, please inspect, F.-V.F., ex Schiller.
Estimate $300 - 400
2396 )
U.S. uprated postal stationery, 1883-1944, 22
postal cards and five covers, includes 5 to England, 4 to
Germany, and 17 to Austria, nice range of franking with 2
forwarded, mixed condition, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200
2397 H)
U.S. airmail postal stationery, desirable collection of mint air mail entires, with different knifes and
sizes, over $1,500.00 in premium entires according to the
UPSS book, every item is identified to its UPSS number, an
exciting way to acquire a good number of these popular envelopes, please inspect, F.-V.F., ex Schiller. UPSS $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2398 H)
U.S. mint postal card collection, several hundred postal cards in eight albums and loose, starts with UX8
and continues to the 21st century era with most of these
more difficult to find cards present, also includes three
pages of postal buddies, a great way to add to your collection or start one in this popular area, please investigate,
F.-V.F., ex Schiller.
Estimate $400 - 600
2399 Hm)
U.S. postal card collection, two-volume collection to 1919, includes mint cards of most numbers up to
about $60 catalog plus a few better like UX1 and UY6; also
includes lots of used duplicates and some minor varieties;
condition is just about all F-VF. Scott value is over $1,800.,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2400 Hm)
U.S. postal card collection, 1873-1920, 16
postal cards mostly mint with better including UX1,
UX7(x2), UX8, UX13, UX19 and UX20, with a couple of
used, please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $1,172.
Estimate $200 - 300
2401 )
U.S. postal cards with bronzed reverse, 100+
cards, 1 UX5, 60+ UX7, 9 UX8, 40+ UX9, all with bronzed
reverse, some have new ad printed on reverse, mixed condition, the bronzing affected the paper of the cards, please
inspect, huge retail value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2402 Hm)
U.S. picture postcard collection, 175+ cards,
mostly views, mostly US and pre WW1, includes holidays
and greetings, 5 leather, RPPC, exaggeration, better includes 1908 birchbark postcard, Cunard Line Lusitania,
RPPC of Harding memorial, Southern Turpentine Still,
Vault Door of Citizens National Bank of Pasadena and
unposted double panel view of Hickman KY, with a little elbow grease should prove profitable, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. and Foreign Collections
2403 HHHm U.S. and Foreign, lovely collection,
1851-1990, in two cartons, contains several albums with
mint & used US, and two stockbooks with used foreign,
better espied are useful mint Washington Franklins, Liberty
Series & Prominent Americans series mint NH, mint
Columbians 230-235, mint Trans Miss 283-287 and 291
used, the best part of the collection is in one albums, better
used starts with five #10's including pair, 71, 78, 113(x4),
183 with star cancel, better mint includes 232-238, 266,
282, 285-286, 324 and 567-569, plenty of clean saleable
material, please take time to review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. and Foreign - U.S. Possessions
2404 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, stamp explosion.
1851-2000, tens of thousands of stamps in six cartons presented in every way imaginable-loose, stockcards, glassines, envelopes, boxes, stockbooks and on album pages,
at first glance this may appear to be a packet makers nightmare, but a little investigation reveals material such as Iceland used 170-175, 209-211, 218-220, 213-215, and mint
203-205, an Ireland collection 1929-1965, Dutch New
Guinea with #1-21 and J1-6 mint, Netherlands Indies
228-232 complete sheets, two United states stockbooks
that include mint #296, 617-619, C1, C7-9(x4), better used
include 9, 27, 68, 96, 165 and E1, also a box of 3 & 4¢ plate
blocks, two groups of souvenir sheets, and on and on, a
messy presentation, but a little work should yield multiples
of our low estimate, mixed condition on earlier, plan to
spend some time inspecting this holding, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2405 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, dealer's balance, last minute balance from a prominent East Coast dealer, ten of
thousands of stamps, mostly US, the greatest value in the
lot is postage, singles, blocks and sheets, values up to 32¢
but with better such as 1757a-h(x9), a quick glance revealed a Scott International Junior Album with decent Hong
Kong and British Commonwealth, a Scott Minuteman Album with Prexies and Liberty Issues mint and complete,
and with useful officials, should be viewed, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2406 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, mostly used accumulation, mounted in three albums, U.S. better (used unless
noted) noted include Scott 24, 63, 77, 78b, 89, 117 & 290,
plus group of 1940s first flight covers. The worldwide section includes International & Scott albums with singles &
part sets in the modest range, also couple of small red
boxes with United Nations & Papua-New Guinea stamps in
glassines, usual mixed condition but majority F-VF, worth
inspecting.
Estimate $500 - 750
2407 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, extensive collection,
1851-1993, collection in seven albums, includes C7-12
mint, RW4-7, 10-11 used, used parcel post set less 3¢ and
useful BOB, Scott National albums has scattered 19th Century but includes used #285-290, 294-299, mint includes
620-621, 647-648, S/S's include 730, 731, 735, 750, 751,
and Famous Americans set, UN collection mint to 1993 with
#38, and three Harris World stamp albums, the best being
Russia, also includes some loose material, WW2 postal
history and postage, a fun lot to sort through, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2408 )
U.S. and G.B. stamp balance, group of 17
items comprising US #7 blue cds, 11 used pair, 68 used, 77
used, 78 (2) used, 116 (2) used, 119 unused, 236 og, 242
used, 371 nh imprint blk, 570 nh plate block, CSA #13 ng
blk/4, GB #1 red cancel, #122 nh and #B1 og; some faults,
F.-V.F., Owner's Retail $2,435.
Estimate $500 - 750
2409 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, mint and used collection,
housed in four thick Harris albums; one containing U.S. collection with some better used stamps such as 1869 (Scott
113), 1893 (240), 1901 (294-99), 1914-15 (404), 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints (658-60, 662-64, 666-68, 670-73
& 675-79), and from 1932 to 1987 virtually complete and in-
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cluding many mint examples, other three albums with
worlwide sets, singles & part sets in the modest range,
overall condition F-VF, worth a peek. Estimate $500 - 750
2410 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, mint and used scramble,
mounted in fourteen binders and two albums, we noted
U.S. used airmails (C1-6 & C18), United Nations mint collection mounted on White Ace album and virtually complete
in the 1951-85 period, plus several binders with worldwide
Disney stamps, also there are several worldwide circuit
books, U.S. first day covers & many unchecked envelopes
bulging with used stamps, usual mixed condition but most
F-VF, this lot is waiting for you to see your next profit
opportunity.
Estimate $500 - 750
2411 )
U.S. and Foreign, cover bonanza, 1851-2000,
several hundred covers in boxes and albums, many better
items include first Beazell photo cachet for #716, Parker
Bros Shot Gun illustrated ad cover, blue "Way" sl on #11,
forwarded CSA cover with two #11 and Blood's Penny Post
local with #11, also includes many early cacheted FDCs, a
few hundred Russia covers and aerogramms, many
uprated, album with first flight, airmail first days and first day
of new rates, a few zeppelins, and two albums of Golden
Replicas 1st day covers, should prove to be a valuable lot
with the required inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Possessions and U.N. Collections
2412 HHHm Canal Zone, Guam, Philippines & Puerto
Rico, collection, 1879-1944, mostly mint, very nice quality
and fresh, better mint Canal Zone includes #7, 81, 120-135,
J12-J14, better Cuba includes 221-226, J1-J4 & E1 all with
part imprints, better Guam includes 1-8, 9-12, E1, M3-M4,
better Philippines includes 214-219, 220-222, 224,
232-237, 241-254, 255-260A, 261-272, 276-284, 290-302,
340-353, C1-C6, C17,J1-J5, J7, better Puerto Rico includes J1-J3, fresh & clean this collection should attract
some lively bidding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $14,816.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2413 Hm
Philippines, mint and used collection, a last
minute entry comprehensive collection from the US Administration onwards with both first and second definitive series
both to 50cts used on the overprints, followed by the various
regular definitives complete to 10 pesos. Also seen good
back of the book including airmailsoverprints and above all
O.B. overprints, well worth researching. Also seen further
pages of interesting material waiting to be incorporated into
the collection in this large album, replete with material, both
mint and used.
Estimate $500 - 750
2414 Hm)
United Nations, useful collection, composed
of two mint collections, one that appears predomintly never
hinged, a binder of used blocks, a album of first day covers
and just for fun a Ryukyu mint collection. Excellant coverage including mint Scott 1-11 (3), 29-30 (2) and 38 (NH plus
2 FDC's). Nice clean collection with surprisinly good value,
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2415 HH/H
United Nations, mint collection, 1951-1995,
in five albums, four albums of singles and souvenir sheets,
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British Commonwealth
and an album of imprint blocks of four, high face value, very
conservative estimate and is a bragain, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

British Commonwealth Cover Collections
2416 )
British Offices in Egypt, interesting group of
miltary related covers and cards, 1915-1936, composed
of a 1917 Internment Camp Card, 1919 POW card and letter sheet to same addressee in Austria, 1915 cover 3rd
Light Horse FPO censored under martial law and 7 milatary
stamp franked covers Scott M1(2), M3, M5 (3) and M7.
Overall clean and F-VF, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2417 )
India, Pakistan and Burma, postal history
collection, collection of around 150 covers/cards written-up on quadrille pages in two albums, with material running from the pre-stamp period to the 1940s. Better items
include the 19th century squared cds cancels including
Muzaffarnagar on 1/4a stationery with 'too late' handstamp,
Dadar on colorful franking on registered stationery, sea
post office cancels on a range of QV and KEVII postcards,
interesting destinations including Persia, Odessa, etc, then
a small 1938 correspondence with contents from a soldier
stationed at Lucknow and recalled to England, also experimental post offices, India used in Aden, as well as a range
of covers from Burma including Rangoon, Toungoo, Dewe,
Kyaiklat, etc. Other items include the 1924 Mount Everest
expedition postcards with the commemorative labels with
one signed by the captain and many first flights including
Nepal, 1930 Calcutta-Capetown with attractive turquoise
peacock Gipsy Moth 'Sunita' postmark and 'Dum
Dum….Gaya' cachet in purple with pilot's signature and
stamps, then the 1929 Delhi-Karachi followed by the 1931
attractive illustrated cover flown on the Karachi-Calcutta leg
of the England-Australia flight, the 1932 Karachi-Madras
flight, the 1933 Calcutta-Karachi flight, as well as the1937
Delhi-Bombay and Bombay-Delhi FFCs, etc etc. Also some
interesting loose covers in the back of the book waiting to be
incorporated into the main body of this already extensive
collection, including KGV airposts series of 6 on registered
cover from Mereweather Clock Tower, Karachi to London
sectors, etc so much more here, deserving a solid viewing
page for page.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2418 )
Indian States: Jammu & Kashmir, postal history collection, 1880s-90s, mounted on pages, comprising thirteen covers & fragment with single frankings,
including nine India postal envelopes (1/2 blue Victoria-head) individually franked on reverse with 1/2a
Jammu-Kashmir rectangular stamps, and Sialkot transit
backstamps, condition Very Fine, please take a look in our
website. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2419 Hm)
Sudan, postal stationery group, seventeen
items, comprising eleven postal cards (four to Switzerland,
one domestic usage & six unused), two unused postal envelopes, three unused wrappers & unused registered envelope, condition mostly Very Fine (The Nile Post Handbook
SSPC1,SSPC3, SSPC4-5, SSEN3, SSWR1-2, SSLS1).
Estimate $400 - 500
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British Commonwealth Country Collections
2420 Hm
Australia & States, beefy collector's collection, mint & used, and mounted in Scott album, Australia
section with many better (mint unless otherwise noted)
stamps such as 1913 Kangaroo 2d, 3d, 5d & 1s (Scott 3, 5,
7 & 10), 1913-14 Kookaburra 6d (18 x4), 1920 KGV 1s4d
(37), 1927-28 KGV 4d & 1s4d perf. 14 (73a & 76a), 1928
Melbourne Exhibition pane of four (95 x3; one mint, other
used) & 1946-47 Military (M1-7). We also noted a fair
amount of seldom-offered plate & imprint blocks, including
1929 Black Swan 1-1/2d imprirnt block, plus eight plate
blocks (1 to 5, 7, 10 & 12), 1930 Sturt 1-1/2d & 3d imprint
blocks, plus ten plate blocks (1-1/2d; plates 1 to 8 & 3d;
plates 1-2), 1930 5d on 4-1/2d imprint gutter block (107),
1931 Southern Cross 2d & 3d imprint blocks, plus eleven
plate blocks (2d; 1 to 8 & 3d; 1 to 3), 1932 Sydney Harbor 2d
& 3d imprint blocks, 1935 Anzac 2d & 1s imprint blocks
(150-51), 1935 KGV 2d matching corner plate blocks (1 to
6), plus1935 KGV 3d & 2s imprint blocks, 1936 Proclamation 2d to 1s imprint gutter blocks, 1937 Arthur Phillip 9d imprint block, 1931 Airmail 6d (C3), 1931 Official 6d imprint
block (CO1), and followed by many others. Australia States
section with several better (mint unless noted) singles, sets
& part sets such as Queensland 1903 "Australia" 9d (125a
type I) & 1907-09 QV 1sh (139), South Australia 1886-96
QV 2s6d (81), Tasmania QV 4d (64a olive yellow) &
189-1900 Views (90-93), Victoria 1901 QV 5s (205) & 1907
KEVII £1 (230 used), Western Australia 1871 Swan 3d (40)
& 1890-93 Swan (67-68), gum toning affecting some
stamps but overall F-VF. An attractive collection offered to
you as received from consignor. Enjoy viewing. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,500
2421 Hm
Australia, one man's collection, many 100s of
mainly mint stamps housed in a homemade album with
considerable write-up. The issues run from the 1913 first
definitives thru to the 1990s, including lots of good kangaroos with high values inc. 1915s complete to 5/- used,
1915/25s 5/-, 10/- and £1 bi-color used – a scarce stamp
used in our opinion just as good as the mint - and all beautifully centered plus the 1929/30s to 5/- used, as well as a
good range of KGV heads to explore. Then follows the 1928
3d blue kookaburra m/s mint, the 1931/36 definitives with
both superb 10/- gray and pink and £1 gray kangaroos used
and virtually no empty spaces, inc. 1934 Macarthur complete mint, 1935 Anzac complete mint, 1935 silver jubilee
complete mint, 1937/46 complete used to £1 'robes',
1949/50 high value shields complete mint to £2 green, 1953
'produce food!' se-tenant strips of three mint, 1963/65 sterling and 1966/71 dollar birds and admirals series complete
mint to £2 and $4 King respectively, thru to high mint face
value content including se-tenants, booklets panes etc.
There is also better back of the book including postage
dues 1909 onwards thru 1938s, 1946/57s and 1953/54s all
complete mint, as well as the overprinted OS officials complete mint, etc. This collection was clearly assembled with
an eye for quality, right from the first earliest issues. Completely uncataloged and offered intact as received. This is a
delightful collection that gets better and better on each
inspection. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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British Commonwealth Country Collections
2422 Hm
Australia, mint & used assortment, 1913-89,
in three stockbooks, better (used unless noted) include
1913 Kangaroo 1s & 2s (Scott 10-11), KGV 1s4d (37), 1915
Kangaroo 6d & 1s (40 & 42), 1919 Kangaroo £1 (57), 1938
KGVI 5s, 10s & £1 (177-79), followed by a large group of
never hinged modern issues, overall condition is F-VF, certainly worth a peek.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2423 Hm
Australia, substantial parallel mint and used
collection, housed in 3 KABE hingeless albums with coverage to the 1980's. The owner put duplicates behind the
mint stamp where present, so there are lots of better items,
some in quantity, like Scott 1-3, 7-8, 47, 51, 95a, 139 (3),
150-51, 152-54 (2), 170 (4), 179 (2), plus used 4-7, 9-11,
39-40, 44 and nice runs mint or used from there, including
officials etc. Useful lot of this popular country, F-VF, worth a
careful review.
Estimate $600 - 800
2424 Hm
Australia & New Zealand, collection and accumulation, Australia mostly used collection mounted on
three Stanley Gibbons albums & loose album pages, including a fair amount of sets & singles in the modest range,
plus some representation from New South Wales,
Queensland, South Australia & Victoria, usual mixed condition but overall Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2425 HH/H
Bangladesh with Pakistan overprints,
1970-2001, meaty mint collection on several hundred
stamps mounted on pages, starts with interesting Pakistan
overprints, with P.M.G.'s, machine overprints, locals, government overprints, blue and black overprints with a few varieties, then moves on to Bangladesh issues with 1-8, 9-16,
42-55, 68a, 82-85 and 114a imperf, in fact the collection is
complete except for a few common stamps, the catalog
value adds up quickly, please set aside time to peruse, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2426 Hm
Barbados,
mostly
used
collection,
1850s-70s, mounted on album pages, better (used unless
noted) include 1852 2d (Scott 3 mint), 4d (4), 1852-59 1/2d,
1d & 1s (5-6 & 9), 1859 1/2d & 1d (10-11), 1861 1d rough
perforation 11 (23 unused, no gum; Stanley Gibbons 37),
1871 (25-28), 1873 3d (38 mint), 1873 5s (43), plus some
XX Century postage dues & semi-postals, condition slightly
mixed, overall F-VF, worth viewing. Estimate $500 - 750
2427 H
Barbados and St. Vincent, attractive mint
QEII collections, going to the 1980's, assembled in 3
KABE hingeless albums. Each includes nice runs of mint
sets, souvenir sheets, etc, fresh and largely Very fine o.g.,
loads NH.
Estimate $200 - 300
2428 Hm
Bermuda, mint & used assortment,
1860s-1970s, mounted in stockbook, better (mint unless
noted) include 1866 2d blue (Scott 2 used), 1874 6d (5),
1893 1s (25), 1910-24 KGV 10s (53), 1921 KGV (74-79),
1953-58 QEII (154-61), plus some other in the modest
range, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2429 Hm
British Guiana, collection, 1860s-1910s,
mounted on album pages, including some useful stamps
(used unless noted) such as 1861 2¢ (Scott 19 mint), 1862
1¢ black, 2¢ orange, 12¢ lilac & 24¢ green perforated 12 to
13, 1860 (44B), 1866 4¢, 8¢ & 12¢ (52-54), 1875 2¢ (59
mint), 1866 6¢ to 48¢ (67-69), 1875 24¢ (71), 1882 2¢
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(105), 1889 40¢ & 72¢ surcharges (122-23 mint), 1889-91
48¢, 72¢ & 96¢ (144& 146-47 mint), 1898 (152-56 mint),
overall condition F-VF, viewing will be quick.
Estimate $200 - 300
2430 m
Great Britain used in Constantinople, group
of 39 stamps including three pairs, includes #34& 34b, 37,
39 & 39b, 42, 43 and 44, most clear well struck cancels, excellent value, F.-V.F. SG £2,157 ($3,410) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2431 Hm
Canadian Provinces, mostly mint selection,
composed of over 70 items, most on lot cards, from New
Brunswick 1860-1863 issues including plate proof of 2¢ in
green, Nova Scotia including 5 plate proofs overprinted
specimen and a couple mint blocks of 4, Prince Edward Islands including Scott 10 canceled by large "S". A few faults
note otherwise overall well centered and F-VF +, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2432 Hm
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, mostly
mint assortment, 1860s-1940s, mounted in presentation
cards, better (mint unless noted) include 1860 (Scott 11A),
1865-94 (30 x4; used), 1897 (61-67 & 69-74), 1908 (86 x2),
1910 (93-94), 1911 (104-07 & 111-14), 1919 (115-19, 122
& 124-26), 1923-24 (143 x 5 & 144 x3), 1931 (172-79 &
181-82), 1933 (212-25), 1935 (226-29 x6), 1921 (C3), 1931
(C6-8), 1933 (C13-17), 1939-49 (J1-6 x3), some mixed
condition among early issues but other F-VF, a holding with
useful duplication, and many desirable sets & singles, ask
for it.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2433 Hm
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, excellent selection of over 160 sets and singles, much of it on
lot cards, nice clean group including mint unless noted
Scott 43 (2), 47 NH, 61-74, 76 used, 115-26 (3), 128 and
small group of private airmails. Generally well centered and
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2434 m
Canada, 1859 Cents Issue, balance of specialized collection, a total of 87 stamps on nine approval
cards comprising 1¢ #14 (7), 5¢ #15 (38), 10¢ #17/17b (33),
12½¢ #18a (3) and 17¢ #19 (6); nice range of shades
among the 5¢ & 10¢, some numeral cancels, etc.; some unobtrusive flaws, but most are fresh and there are plenty of
F-VF throughout. Scott value is about $8,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2435 H
Canada, mostly never hinged assortment,
generally post office fresh, housed in glassine envelopes
and stock cards with substantial useful duplication. We
noted many better (never hinged unless otherwise noted)
such as 1915-16 War Tax (Scott MR1 x15; MR2 x5; MR3
x2; MR4 x6 & MR7 x10), 1915 War Tax (Unitrade MR2C
x2), 1931 (184 x35, incl, two blocks of four), 1949-50 Official
plate blocks (O6 x6; O7 x4 & O8), also nice selection of
stamps with official perfins such as 1938 (OA241-45), condition is mostly Very Fine. Internet sellers shouldn't miss the
opportunity afforded here. Scott catalogue value about
$8,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
2436 Hm
Canada, small but valuable mostly mint selection, 1897-1908, composed of only Scott 68-72 and
96-103 issues, including mint unless noted 70 (2), 72, 100
(2 used), 101 used, 102 (4 mint, 1 used) and 103 (2). Well
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about 100 itmes from singles to a few blocks of 4 with a few
faults noted but not counted, overall F-VF, with numerous
NH stamps, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2437 H
Cayman Islands, excellent mint collection, A
lovely, nearly all mint collection to the late 1980's. The collection is highly comprehensive and sometimes duplicated,
with a wealth of premium items such as (mint unless noted)
Scott 1-2 (mint and used), 3-7, 8-12 (2), 13-15 (two number
15), 17 (2), 21-28 (two number 28), 30, 32-44, 45-47, 50-63,
67-68 (used), 69-79, 85-96, 100-11, 122-34, 135-49,
153-67 (mint and used), duplicated omnibus issues, plus
runs of later issues including some blocks of 4, etc. Lovely
lot of this popular country, fresh and F-VF, well worth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2438 H
Channel Islands, virtually complete through
to 1987, including Guernsey, Jersey, regional issues and
Isle of Man. Mint collection including complete Alderney as
well as virtually the same in all the rest of these British Islands, housed in a bulging Scott specialty album. The
Alderney begins with the first issues of 1983, all never
hinged followed by Guernsey from the German occupations
of 1941 including 1942 emergency banknote pair, ie the
bluis papers mint never hinged, thru the 1988 churches as
well as the postage dues complete from 1969 thru 1982.
Then Jersey also from the 1941 German occupations with
1/2d green and 1d red mint never hinged, the 1943 pictorials complete mint never hinged and the 1/2d and 1d scenes
also used on cover thru to postage dues 1969 complete onwards, etc etc. Also Isle of Man complete. A very attractive
perfectionist's collection in immaculate condition.
throughout and with no empty spaces. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2439 H
Cook Islands and Aitutaki, all mint collection
to about 1974, with a high degree of completeness that appears to be missing only the high value £ value and includes
mint Scott Aitutaki 1-36 and Cook Islands 39-44, nice clean
collection, F-VF, viewing invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2440 H
Falkland Islands, collection, 1883-1949, nice
starter collection of mint on Scott pages and including Mint
3-8, 15-18, 19 (signed Bloch), 41-48, 54-64 (£1 light
crease), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2441 Hm)
Falkland
Islands
&
Dependencies,
1878-1993, several hundred stamps mounted on pages, includes some parallel mint and used sets, better mint unless
noted includes #1 no gum, 2-8 used, 17-18, 20-21, 47-48,
93-95. 100 used, 107-120, 128-142, with mint and used
sets for separate island issues, a fresh clean collection, deserves close inspection to ascertain this lot's true value,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2443 H
Gilbert and Ellice Islands, virtually complete
all mint collection, short only the Scott 26 (£1) and MR1.
There is also most of the issues of Gilbert Islands. A nice
clean and fresh lot, F-VF +, inspection invited, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2444 HHHm Great Britain, in depth collection, 1840-1999,
really two in one, the first is a mounted used collection that
starts with #1 Penny Black, includes 2, 3, 4, 7, 55, 57, 96,
108, 139, 140, 173-175, nice range of postage dues and
foreign offices such as Turkish Empire #11 used & 12 mint,
the second album is mint from 1935-1990, better includes
309-312, 1230-1233, many parallel sets with phosphor and
non phosphors, most of the material is fresh and attractive,
with many extras adding to the overall appeal, condition is
mixed among earlier, still a worthwhile collection with excellent range of value for expansion or breakup, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2445 Hm
Great Britain, mostly mint collection,
1840-1969, mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, we
noted the following better used 1840 QV 1d (Scott 1),
1854-55 QV 2d (13), 1855 QV 2d (17), QV 1887-1900 QV
1/2d to 1s (111-22), 1891 QV £1 (124), and the following
better mint 1925 KGV (203-04), 1937-39 KGV (235-48),
1939-42 KGVI (249-51A, including 10s indigo never
hinged), 1951 KGVI (286-89 never hinged), 1952-54 QEII
(292-308), 1955 QEII (309-12 never hinged), 1955-57
(317-33), plus some Northern Ireland, Scotland & Wales
QEII sets, small faults on some early stamps but overall
F-VF, many useful sets or singles for dealer or collector.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2446 Hm
Great Britain, dealer's stock of mint and
used, mounted in presentation cards, and housed in two
red boxes and two glassine-size boxes, we noted the following (used unless noted) better 1840 QV 1d (Scott 1 x2),
1856 QV 1s (28 x2), 1867 QV 9d & 10d (52-53), 1867 QV 5s
(57), 1873 QV 6d (60), 1873 QV 1s (64), 1876 QV 8d (73
straight edge at right), 1883 QV 2s6d (96), 1884 QV 10s
(109), 1934 KGV (222-24), plus some officials, parcel
posts, postage dues & unchecked modern booklets. There
is also a fair number of Guernsey, Jersey & Isle of Man sets,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2447 Hm
Great Britain, interesting collection, very
fresh and containing many never hinged sets & singles,
housed in springback album with slipcase, better items include 1840 1d black (A178) & 2d blue (a203) Mulready unused envelopes (Scott U1-2), the following better (never
hinged unless noted) singles & sets: 1840 1d Penny Black
(Scott 1 used), 1912-22 (159-72 mostky never hinged),
1924-26 (187-200), 1934-36 (210-20), 1939-48 (249-51A
mint, incl. 10s indigo never hinged), also 1941-42 KGVI
1/2d, 2d & 2-1/2d booklet panes of six & 1950-51 (286-89),
plus many sets in the modest range & some booklets issued
in the 1960s, condition is Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2442 HH
Falkland Islands, virtually complete never
hinged collection, 1964-1999, appears to be short only
Scott 149 and 166-79 to be complete for the period covered. A fresh and clean Very Fine collection, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2448 Hm
Great Britain, valuable holding, 1840-1940,
enormous catalog value in two stockbooks, incredible array
of stamps, better used includes a nice #1, 15, 28(x2), 57,
96(x7), 104-107, 108(x5), 139, 140(x3) and 173-174, with
duplicates of many stamps in the $50-200 range, must nicer
than usually scene with light cancels, condition is mixed on
some, inspection is necessary to obtain the correct value,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2449 Hm)
Great Britain, King's Cup Race & Royal Air
Force Museum commemorative covers, 1969-75, collection of approximately 450 flown covers with colorful cachets and housed in eleven Hagner albums, mostly franked
with British stamps and produced voluntarly by former
members of the Royal Air Force, including many autographed by pilots. We also noted as a bonus a Lidner album
with modern Great Britain stamps, two stockbooks and
loose album pages with Germany Federal Republic, United
Nations & diverse worlwide material, condition is Very Fine,
excellent opportunity for collector or dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
2450 H
Great Britain and Ireland, 20th century collection, several 100s of stamps, predominantly mint never
hinged, housed in two Schaubek albums. In the album for
Great Britain the pages are differentiated for the early QEII
paper types with plenty of series in the 1960s both with and
without phosphor bands, then highly complete through to
the end of the 1970s inc. high values to £5, as well as all the
postage dues 1968/75 complete. The Ireland has used on
the 1920s provisional overprints, then complete mint never
hinged from mid 50s thru 1970s as well as booklets and
other back of the book. Perfectionist's quality throughout
the mint here, including plenty of better commemoratives
series, all uncataloged.
Estimate $400 - 500
2451 Hm
Great Britain, Queen Elizabeth II modern issues, 1960s-90s, mint & used in three binders and some
stockbooks with vast majority in the modest range. We
noted an interesting section of 1971-90 QEII machin
definitives mounted on pages, and particularly useful for the
shades of color, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2452 m
Hong Kong, one man’s collection virtually
complete used, a one album collection housed on quadrille album leaves, of several 100s of used stamps from the
first issues through the 1990s, neatly displayed, all one of a
kind including the 1862/63 to 24cts with neat B62 cancels
with 2cts deep brown shade (SG#1a/5), comprehensive
1863/80 watermark crown CC issues with lots of shades
and varieties including the 4cts slate perf 12 1/2 (#9f), the
scarce 6cts mauve watermark inverted (#10w), the best
shade the 96cts olive bister (#18) with blue B62 postmark,
side by side with the 96cts brownish grey with light black
B62 postmark, as well as the 1880 48cts brown (#31) etc.
Then the 1874 $2 and $3 stamp duty issues (#F1/F2), the
1876/80 surcharges (#20/27), the 1882/1902 QV series
complete, again with almost all of the shades (#32/39,
56/61), as well as the 1890s surcharges with 20cts on 30cts
yellowish green (#45), $1 on 96cts gray black (#53a) perfin
still highly collectable, the much underrated $5 on $10 revenue (#F9), etc, as well as the 1891 jubilee o/p (#51) superb
cds. Turn of the century with KEVII first series to $1,
1904/1911s inc. $2 slate and scarlet (#87), $3 slate and dull
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blue (#88) and $5 purple and blue green (#89), KGV first series to $10 high value including 5 different varieties on the
50cts and two on the $5 (#115a/b), followed by KGV second
series complete to $5 (#117/32), KGVI definitives similarly
complete including the $10 green and violet (#161) and almost everything else inc. 1948 silver wedding complete
(#171/172), Japanese occupations (#J1/J3), all the QEII
definitives and commemoratives complete from 1954 onwards, as well as postage dues, etc, etc. A strong collection
which gets better and better on each inspection with lots of
good varieties and very few faults, thoroughly
recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2453 Hm)
India & States, mint and used collection,
1850s-1930s, mounted in binder, starting with Victoria &
Edward representation, and followed by KGV & KGVI examples, Covention States section includes Chamba,
Gwalior, Jind, Nabha & Patiala, Feudatory States section
includes Bamra, Bhopal, Bijawar, Charkhari, Cochin,
Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Jammu & Kashmir, Soruth,
Travancore, plus five unused picture postcards showing
people of Jaipur, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF,
many useful mint & fresh stamps of this popular collecting
area.
Estimate $500 - 750
2454 Hm
India, mint & used collection, 1850s-1990s,
mounted in a Minkus album, starting with some Queen Victoria regular & official used stamps, followed by KEVII used
regular & official stamps, and then by KGV & KGVI used
stamps. We also noted a well-filled section corresponding
to the 1964-87 period with most singles & sets in mint condition. Please review our sample photos on our website.
Estimate $300 - 400
2455 H
Maldive Islands, mostly mint collection,
1906-85, highly complete, better mint include 1906 KEVII
(Scott 1-6), 1933 Minerat of Juma (11-19), 1950 Palm Tree
(20-30), plus large amount of sets up to $25, condition is
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2456 HHHm Malta, spendid collection, 1863-1998, several
hundred stamps mounted on Scott pages, better mint unless noted includes #8-13 mint & used, 17-18, 21-27, useful
King Edward VII, 83 used, 98-114, 98-111 used, 131-146
mint & used, 224, 246-262, J1-J10, J11-J20, with many parallel mint & used sets and duplicate singles and blocks of
four, fresh & attractive collection, inspection invited, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2457 Hm
Mauritius, mint & used collection,
1840s-1970s, 115 stamps mounted on album pages and
value concentrated in the XIX Century section, better used
include 1849-59 Britannia 4d, 9d & 11d (Scott 9-11), 1858
surcharge (12), 1859 QV 2d intermediate impression
(14Bc), 1859 QV 1d & 2d (16-17), 1861 Britannia 1s (21),
1860-62 QV 2d, 4d & 9d (25-26 & 29), 1863-64 1s & 5s
(39-41), plus some postage dues & special delivery
stamps, some small faults as usual but overall F-VF, careful
viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2458 H
Nauru, all mint collection to 1977, well filled
on album pages including Scott 1-13 and 17-30a, clean and
fresh collection, F-VF, viewing invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2459 Hm
North Borneo, mint & used assortment,
1880s-1960s, arranged in stockbook with duplication, including some Labuan stamps, better (mint unless noted)
1886 25c to $2 (Scott 31-34 used), 1894 25¢ to $2 (68-71),
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2460 Hm
Seychelles, excellent almost all mint collection to 1976, including many better like mint Scott 18,
157-71 and 173-90, F-VF, viewing invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2461 Hm
Singapore, mint & used collection, 1948-88,
mounted in Scott album, including 1948 (1-20), 1949-52
(1a-20a), 1948 (21-22), 1955 (28-42), and several other
sets in the modest range, we also noted Trengganu 1917
(B1-4 singles & blocks of four), plus some Federated Malay
States stamps, incl. high values with revenue cancels,
overall condition Fine or better, recommended as a basis
for continuation.
Estimate $200 - 300
2462 Hm
South Africa and South West Africa, an extensive specialized collection, with 2x KGV £s, etc. Mint
and used collection of many 100s of different stamps, from
triangulars to the modern era, housed in a substantial Scott
specialty album. South Africa with the 1910/26 KGV
definitives complete used to £1 red and green and the coil
stamps complete used, followed by more detailed studies
of shades and other varieties again to £1 KGV, as well as a
further 10/- mint never hinged. Then the pictorials all in
bi-lingual pairs including first series 2/6- mint (#30) and 10/mint (#32), second series to 5/- mint never hinged (#65)
with the 3d ultra pair mint never hinged showing long printing flaw across one stamp (#57var), followed by 1935 Silver
Jubilee pairs complete mint, then extensive booklet panes
and other multiples including 6d orange tree black, red and
blackish green control number blocks of four, the black being scarce, leading on to no less then 34 of the 1936 JIPEX
souvenir sheets showing the different permutations on the
advertising labels, most unusual, through to post-WWII with
1954 Animals complete mint and used, continuing mostly
mint and well filled to the 1990s. The South West Africa is
also strong with the pictorial pairs including 1926/27s complete mint to 10/- (#88/93), 1927/30 complete to 10/- mint
(#99/105) and the 1931/37 series complete mint to 20/-,
then like the South Africa continuing to the 1990s including
souvenir sheets, booklets, etc. as well as the 1935/39
semi-postal pairs complete mint x2 (#B1/B11) and the 1931
airpost pairs complete mint. Also to investigate are useful
Orange River Colony and Cape of Good Hope starting from
six different triangulars to 1/- green with some small faults
nevertheless an attractive group, etc. A very worthwhile collector's collection of Southern Africa, please inspect as
there is much more here than described (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2463 Hm
Trinidad & Tobago, mostly mint collection,
1913-77, mounted on album pages, starting with some
1913-14 stamps, followed by 1930s mint & used sets (Scott
34-42, 43-46 & 50-61), then by 1950s-70s mint sets such as
1953 QEII (72-83), 1960 QEII (89-102) & 1972 (210-15),
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plus semi-postals, postage dues & war tax stamps, condition is Very Fine, good starter collection with many colorful
sets. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2464 Hm
British Africa, gainful collection of mint and
used, mounted in Scott album, including many better (mint
unless otherwise noted) sets, part sets & singles such as
Ascension (Scott 10-14, 18-20 & 23-32), Basutoland (7-10
& 18-28), Bechuanaland (33-37), Bechuanaland Protectorate (92 & 124-36), British East Africa (14-23, 25-26, 29-30,
71, 85-87 & 104), East Africa & Uganda Protectorates
(52-53), Egypt (60a tied on cover fragment, 108-13, 168-71
& M9), Gambia (63-64, 70-85 & 132-43), Gold Coast (63-65
& 98-107), Great Britain Offices in Africa (1-15), Lagos
(53-59), Madagascar (Stanley Gibbons 17a, 27, 36b, 44b,
39-40), Mauritius (Scott 146-51 & 211-22), New Republic
(56-57), Nigeria (32), Nyasaland Protectorate (21-22, 37 &
63-67), St. Helena (61-70, 79-87, 89-92, 96-98 & 118-27),
Seychelles (20-21, 38-48, 52-62, 63-73 & 91-114), Sierra
Leone (44-45, 75, 87-88, 100-101 mint & 118 used), Somaliland Protectorate (10-11, 37-38 & 64-76), South West Africa (1-7, 9, 25 & 29-38), Sudan (57-59), Swaziland (17-19),
Transvaal (265 mint & 280 used) & Zanzibar (99-112 &
201-13), condition is generally F-VF, great opportunity for a
collector or dealer. Stanley Gibbons value-not counting
many of the 19th Century stamps-exceeds £20,000. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2465 Hm
British Africa, exceptional mint and used
collection, in a Scott Specialized album, a stock card and a
few album pages. A wealth of better material to be found
here including used unless noted Scott Gambia 1, 3-4,
5-11, 20-27, 60-64, 102-20, 121-24, Lagos 40-59 mint, plus
much more as well as a nice range of modern never hinged
sets and souvenir sheets including many imperfs. Overall
clean and F-VF, viewing invited. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2466 Hm
British Africa, mostly mint collection, presented in two Minkus albums, first album includes Ascension 1920s-90s, Basutoland 1950s, Bechuanaland
1880s-1960s, British Indian Ocean Territories 1968-90,
Cape of Good Hope 1860s-70s, Kenya, Uganda &
Tanganyika 1910s-60s, Mauritius 1870s-1950s, Natal
1870s-1900s, Nigeria 1910s-40s, Northern Rhodesia
1930s-60s, Nyasaland Protectorate 1920s-50s, Rhodesia
1890s-1920s, Somaliland Protectorate 1900s-50s, South
West Africa 1930s-80s, second album includes Independent Africa countries such as Lesotho 1966-83, Malawi-Nyasaland 1964-83, Mauritius 1968-85, Nigeria
1960-83, Sudan 1956-82, South West Africa, Swaziland
1969-86 & Tanzania 1966-80, condition appears F-VF
throughout, a gainful holding with many complete sets in
the $15-$25 retail range, viewing is a must in order to
envision its profitable potential. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2467 Hm
British America, mostly mint collection,
mounted in two Minkus albums, including Anguilla 1967-86,
Nevis 1980-85, Newfoundland 1920s-40s, Nova Scotia
1860-63, Prince Edward Island 1862-72 & St. Christopher
1870s-1980s, some mixed condition on early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2468 H
British Asia, mint collection, in Minkus album,
Aden 1937 Dhow 1/2a to 1r (Scott 1-9), 1939-48 KGVI 3/4a
to 2r & 10r (17-25 & 271), 1949 Silver Wedding (30-31),
1951 surcharges (36-45), Kathiri State of Seiyun 1942
(1-11), 1951 surcharges (20-27), Quaiti State of Shihr &
Mukalla 1942 (1-11), 1951 surcharges (20-27), Batum
(13-20), Brunei 1924-37 River (43-58) & 1924-31 Dwellings
(59-61), condition appears F-VF throughout, worth checking!.
Estimate $300 - 400
2469 H
British Commonwealth, powerful mint late
KGVI and QEII selection to the mid 1980's, an extensive,
clean and valuable mint selection of sets, singles, booklets,
miniature sheets, etc housed in 12 three ring binders. includes coverage "A to Z" including better late KGVI and
early to mid period QEII sets from North Borneo, Cyprus,
Bermuda, Pitcairn, St. Helena, Tristan, N. Rhodesia, Hong
Kong including an NH Annagoni set, British Antarctic Territories, Ascension, Gambia, Sabah and others. In addition,
there are high face value selections of Australia, Canada
and New Zealand, plus omnibus issues and more. Lovely
lot of clean, popular material, fresh and Very Fine,
inspection invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2470 Hm
British Commonwealth, accumulation with
many substantial pockets of better material, an extensive holding of 1000s of mint and used stamps from the
classics onwards, housed in 18 stockbooks of all shapes
and sizes. Mainly organised country by country, particularly
concentrating on Africa and the Southern Hemisphere with
the majority pre-1950. Much of this has an old-time new issue character here with some mint series still in ancient
glassines. For example, QV St. Vincent and other large
multiples of the next reigns, all never hinged, also the
Falkand Islands KGVI definitive pictorials 1938/50 with impressive mint multiples through to the 1/3d inc. plate number blocks on most denominations including the 3d deep
blue shade (SG#153a) and printing dates often noted in the
margins in pencil. There are lots of good shades here inc.
the 1d. black and carmine x10 inc. mint never hinged block
of four (#147), 9d (#157) x12, 1/- deep greenish blue mint
never hinged block of four (#158a) and deep dull blue
shade on thin paper mint (#158c), etc. (total well over £2000
just for these in Gibbons). Also seen useful Ceylon, Straits
Settlements, India and States inc. a crammed page of mint
and mint never hinged Convention States o/ps from QV to
KGVI inc. Jind 1927 5r ultra and violet mint never hinged
(#78) and 1914/27 officials complete mint with 5r top value
mint never hinged and signed. Elsewhere we saw post offices in Turkey 12pi on 2/6d KEVII used on piece, Cape of
Good Hope triangles, Gambia KEVII mint to 1/6d inc.
dented frame variety on 1902 1/2d green (SG#45a), Tonga
1897 2/6d and 5/- mint never hinged, through to Nigeria
1947 Victoria-Buea road in black and deep blue shade mint
x2 again mint never hinged (#58ab), Rhodesia 5/- Victoria
Falls superb used, New Zealand with Chalon heads, advertising, etc, attractive Papua 'Lakatois', lots of Australian
States with excellent postmark interest, etc, etc. Far more
here than described, with a high likelihood of many more
discoveries to be made. Please inspect thoroughly with an
SG. Dealers, make sure this is on your list of lots to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2471 Hm
British Commonwealth, gainful assortment,
a hodge-podge style lot with many mint & used stamps,
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housed in Stanley Gibbons album for issues of the reign of
KGVI, eight stockbooks & dealer's presentation cards with
majority of sets & singles up to $20, and several higher
(mint unless noted) such as St. Helena 1935 (111-14), British Guiana 1889-1903 (146 used), Falkland Islands 1935
(77-80) & 1955-57 (122-27), Gibraltar 1886-98 (16). We
also noted a fair amount of Aitutaki Cook, Niue & Tokelau
islands new issues, condition slightly mixed but generally
F-VF, an interesting holding for the intrepid internet seller.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2472 Hm
British Commonwealth, dealer's stock of
mint and used, mounted in presentation cards, and
housed in five red boxes and several glassine-size boxes,
mostly issued in the XX Century, and including Antigua, Ascension, Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, British Honduras, British Guiana, Brunei,
Burma, Canada, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Islands,
Ceylon, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Island, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Ghana, Grenada, Hong Kong, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Malawi, Montserrat, Nauru, Nepal,
Newfoundland, Nevis, New Zealand, Nigeria, Northern Nigeria, Papua New Guinea, Rhodesia, St. Helena, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South West Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Tonga, Trinidad, Tristan Da Cunha, Turks &
Caicos, Virgin Islands, Zanzibar, condition generally F-VF,
viewing is a must for full appreciation but you really can't go
wrong at our valuation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2473 Hm
British Commonwealth, massive and diverse accumulation of thousands, virtually all on album
pages. Begins with useful groups of 19th centruy throughout like nice group of used Cape of Good Hope triangles
then on to nice groups of Omnibus issues as well as a large
number of modern mint sets. A bit disorganized, overall
clean and F-VF, much usefel and a wide range of Countries, careful viewing a must, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2474 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint and used assortment, housed in seven stockbooks and album pages,
including Victorian through George VI issues, better countries include Aden, Bahamas, British Honduras, Canada,
Ceylon, Cyprus, India, Ireland, Southern Rhodesia, condition mixed on some but overall F-VF, spend some time
viewing to see what we may have missed.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2475 Hm
British Commonwealth, valuable group of
select country collections, mint or used going to the
1960's where appropriate, housed in a Scott Specialty album. Included are very nice section of Cook Islands with
good classics, Gibraltar, Ireland, malta, Labuan (quite nice)
and Gilbert and Ellice. Chock full of better sets and singles
to be sure, generally F-VF, well sorth a careful figuring,
don't miss this one!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2476 Hm
British Commonwealth, mint and used collection, mounted on album pages, including Great Britain:
1968-69 Postage Dues (Scott J68-73 & J79-91 mint), plus
1960s Regional Issues, plus Guernsey & Jersey occupation stamps, Bahamas: 1861 QV 1d & 6d (2 & 4 used), 1865
QV 1s (15), Canada: 1859 QV 12-1/2c (18 unused, no
gum), 1893 QV 6c & 50c (43 & 47 mint), Fiji: 1871 Crown 1d
& 6d (15 & 17 mint), 1876 overprints (33-35 mint), 1877 sur-
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charges (37 used & 38 mint), Grenada: 1873-78 QV 6d (2
used), 1883 1d (16 used), 1888-91 (32, 34-35 mint), St. Lucia 1860 QV 6d (3 used), 1863-64 (7-14 used), plus
Antigua, Jamaica, Natal, Papua & New Guinea and Samoa
representation, overall condition F-VF, recommended for
dealer, are you ready to keep winning? (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2477 Hm
British Commonwealth, mostly mint assortment, housed in four binders and several stockbooks,
countries represented include Great Britain, Ascension,
Bermuda, British Antarctic Territory, Gibraltar, Grenada,
Falkland Islands, Fiji, Ireland, Montserrat, Nigeria, North
Borneo, St. Vincent and several others, value concentrated
in KGVI & QEII issues, we also noted a nice group of 1937
Peace omnibus issues, 1977-79 Grenadines of St. Vincent
stamps with "specimen" overprints, Canada 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee in singles & blocks of four (Scott 211-16 never
hinged), Newfoundland 1928 Pictorial (145-59 never
hinged), 1935 Silver Jubilee in singles & blocks of four
(226-29 never hinged), condition is for the most part F-VF.
A diverse lot with useful pickings.
Estimate $600 - 800
2478 HHHm British Commonwealth, useful collection,
1871-1985, useful collection, begins with Great Britain
used 222-224, mint 268, 286-289, excellent Offices in Morocco includes mint 1-8, 12-19, Turkish Empire used 54,
Channel Islands, Norfolk Island mint 1-113, Pitcairn Island
mint 1-94, Samoa, Sarawak & Tonga, excellent opportunity
to build upon or for retail, please review, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2479 Hm
British Europe, mostly mint collection,
housed in two albums with many complete sets, including
Cyprus 1920s-90s, Gibraltar 1908-89, Malta 1880s-1980s,
Ireland 1920s-80s, Guernsey Island 1960s-80s, latter including many Never Hinged, condition appears F-VF
throughout, plenty of fresh material, ideal for the internet
seller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2480 Hm
British Omnibus Issues, extensive and very
comprehensive holding, neatly assembled in a
stockbook including 1935 Silver Jubilee nearly complete,
but with the better sets included, 1949 UPU, Co-on piece,
ITU, Princess Anne, 25th Wedding, Red Cross, World Cup,
UNESCO, WHO, Churchill and Freedom from Hungar apparently complete. Well worth a close review, largely VF
o.g. most NH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2481 Hm)
British Omnibus Issues, mostly mint collection, fresh, mounted in Stanley Gibbons old-time album, including 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation Issues
complete, including other countries with different designs,
and also considered part of the same sets such as Great
Britain, Canada, New Zealand, Niue, Papua, South Africa,
etc., also as a bonus there are some war tax stamps and
1937 first day covers, overall condition Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2482 HH
British Omnibus Issues, Royal Wedding assortment, 1981, Never Hinged and housed in two
stockbooks, loaded with singles, sets, souvenir sheets &
booklets issued to celebrate the wedding of Prince Charles
& Lady Diana, condition is Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a
very neat lot.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2483 Hm
British Pacific, mostly mint collection,
1930s-80s, fresh, and housed in five albums, including
Christmas Island 1969-91, Cocos (Keeling) Islands
1963-89, Cook Islands 1920-86, Fiji 1938-86, Gilbert &
Ellice Islands 1935-79, Kiribati 1979-88, Nauru 1935-86,
New Guinea 1925-39, New Hebrides 1949-80, Niue
1933-90, Niuafo'ou 1983-90, Norfolk Island 1956-90, Papua New Guinea 1935-90, Penrhyn Island 1902-81,
Pitcairn Islands 1940-91, Samoa-Western Samoa
1914-87, Solomon Islands 1937-90, Tokelau Islands
1948-93, Tonga 1920-72, Tuvalu 1976-86, Vanuatu
1980-88, also including Australian Antartic Territory
1957-90 and some representation of Australian States,
condition appears to run F-VF, many complete sets for a
collector or an internet seller. An opportunity you shouldn't
miss.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2484 )
Egypt, "Posta Europa" selection of 9 folded
letters, in black unless noted composed of Alexandria (2),
Cairo, Mansuma in blue, Mansura in green, Samanud in
green, Tanta in green, Zagasik in blue and Zifta in green,
overall clean and useful group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2485 )
Egypt, foreign post office folded letter group
of 14 covers, composed either of British or French Offices
with one Austrian including a 1808 folded letter from French
3rd Division with staight line "P106P, Alexandrie" in red,
nice clean group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2486 )
Egypt, exceptional little group of over 120
covers and cards running to about 1948, composed of a
useful group of registered, early FDC's, exceptional range
of censor markings, a couple advertising covers, a meter or
two, special cancels and postage dues, as would be expected some faults noted otherwise generally clean and
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2487 )
Egypt, excellent group of World War I military covers and cards, 1914-1918, composed of 11
mostly covers plus a front, varied range of military cancels
and censors, generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2488 )
Egypt, Vice Regal Period, postal history
group of 9 items, begins with a 9 Apr 1866 Cairo to Alexandria cover franked with 1pi first issue, a nice range of 7
postal stationary items including a letter card registered usage and a wrapper to Scotland, and lastly a PPC Cairo to
Cambodia with nice transits, F.-V.F. Estimate $250 - 350
2489 )
Egypt, French Offices, varied group of 15
covers or cards, 1901-1920, useful group of PPC's, stationary items with interesting range of cancels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2490 )
Egypt, useful group of 32 picture post cards
to the early 20th century, nice range of destenations including a card to Hankow with Shanghai transit and
Hankow receiver as well as a couple postage due markings,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2491 )
Egypt, 14 military related covers, 1935-1945,
nice range of envelope types, cancels and censors including a reusable official envelope, faulty as expected, with a
nice Army Signals cds, generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2492 )
Indochina & Cambodia, 3 covers to France,
three covers; the first with #13 cancelled by Bentre Cochine
cds to Louillac, the second strip of three #7 tied by
Pnumpenh Cambodge cds to Paris, and the third B1-B4
tied by Yokohama octagons to Marseille, fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2493 )
Prussia, attractive postal history assortment, 35 folded letter covers, comprising 1850 Issue: 1 Sgr
two covers with single franking, plus strip of three tied on
piece (Scott 3; Michel 2), 2 Sgr three covers with single
frankings (4; 3), 3 Sgr three covers with single frankings (5;
4a), 1857 Issue: 1 Sgr & 2 Sgr single frankings (6; 6) & (7;
7), 1858 Issue; 2 Sgr dark blue & 1 Sgr Coat of Arms (12a &
17; 11b & 16), 3 Sgr twelve covers with single frankings (13;
12a), 1861 Issue: 1 Sgr, 2 Sgr & 3 Sgr eleven covers with
single or mixed frankings (17-20; 16-18), 1867 Issue: 9 kr
cover with single franking (27; 26a), condition is mostly Very
Fine, highly recommended for collector, see our website
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2494 )
Germany, cover & postal stationery assortment, 1899-1923, approximately 200 covers & postal
cards, mounted in binder & housed in small box, including a
large amount of inflation covers, and some from the hyperinflation period mostly with mixed & multiple frankings, international destinations include United States, Costa Rica
& Haiti. We also noted thirty used postal cards and some
picture postcards, condition varies but for the most part is
F-VF, viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2495
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Iran, extensive and important revenues collection, all on documents, a well-researched and presented collection of about 150 documents housed in two
volumes, with every item having its own write up and study.
The period covered is mainly early 20th century, mainly the
lion and sword types, including lots of colorful multiple
frankings on a diverse range of financial documents, money
orders, way bills, invoices, promissory notes, as well as judicial documents and certificates. Some of the most attractive items include 6 different financial revenues on 1936
document inc. 5 two-color lions denominations to 100r inc.
20r strip of 3, another document of 1936 with monochrome
5d blue, 15d gray strip of 3, 25d violet and 3r rose strip of 4,
1942 treasury letter with lead seal on string and temple type
1r brown treasury revenue, 1934 invoice from the Fars Shiraz transport service on with illustration of both early locomotive and the four-color franking of mosque and lion
revenues, the 1935 illustrated check of the Imperial bank of
Persia with overprinted revenue applied, 1932 money order
with franking of 15 (!) stamps with large purple cancels in
Russian, etc, etc. A magnificent and scholarly collection,
with a fascinating variety of overprints and surcharges, as
well as beautiful script handstamps, etc. Should be viewed
to be fully appreciated, a very engaging unusual collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2496 )
Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 9 folded
letter sheets to Genoa, includes 1818 from Naples to
Genoa, 1831 Rome to Genoa, 1837 Bologna to Genoa
1842 Port Mazzioto Genoa, 1842 Maurizio to Genoa, 1842
Nizza to Genoa and 1850 Cagliare to Genoa, with nice
strikes for the cities, also includes 1825 Paris to Genet,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2497 H)
Montenegro, unused postal stationery assortment, 1890s-1913, group of 62, including 36 postal
cards, including several reply-paid double postal cards,
nine letter cards, ten envelopes, six wrappers & parcel post
form, F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2498 )
Russia, extensive WWI feldpost postal history collection, lovely, clean and neatly assembled collection of 200 items neatly housed in one binder. We note an
excellent array of military handstamp markings, a nice
range of usages on attractive picture post cards, Red Cross
handstamps, cds types, a great variety of usages and more.
Fascinating, attractive specialist lot, mostly F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2499 )
Russia, postal history collection, 1840-1945,
a lovely, diverse and clean collection of 140 covers or used
items of postal stationery neatly assembled in one binder.
Begins with a nice range of stampless covers, some better
early postal stationery entires, nice Czarist issue covers,
registered and censored usages, items of cancellation interest, triangular military items, labels used on cover and
lots more. Nice, wide ranging group, F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2500 )
Russia, stampless correspondence to
France, 1849-1866, ten covers, addressed to Pastre
Freies, all with various "Aus Russland" straight line markings and other handstamps, reverses have appropriate
markings, a rare opportunity to acquire a fresh lot of these
scarce stampless covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2501 )
Tannu Tuva, covers and postal history, nice
old-time selection of 16 covers including 10 of which are the
circa 1935-1937 types which include multiple franking examples, with the balance smaller size covers, including a
couple interesting commercial usages etc., Good, colorful
specialist group, generally F.-V.F., examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2502 Hm
Afghanistan, collection from the 19th century onwards, an excellent collection of late 19th and
early 20th century stamps, housed on special album
pages, mainly mint beginning with revenue thorough to the
1892 'Mosque Gate and Crossed Cannons' with an extensive range of mint and used – please note that sometimes
the stamps have been hinged so lightly that they are moving
from their designated places, making this complicated area
even more challenging. One of the remarkable stamps here
is an attractive and colorful 1892 1ab black on blue (the best
shade) tied on cover juxtaposed by red postmark (signed),
followed by the 1894s with red and blue cancels, etc. and on
to the early 20th century with 1907/08 imperf and perf 1 ru-
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pee green issues (#199, #204), 1909/19 complete, comprehensive parcel posts including the Old Habibia College
complete and much more. This is a fascinating collector's
collection with surprising material present. There is much
potential for further discoveries to be made, please inspect
carefully page for page (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2503 Hm
Albania, mint & used assortment, arranged in
stockbook, better (mint unless noted) include 1920 (Scott
120-23), 1946 Red Cross (B28-33 never hinged), 1962
Soccer imperforate singles & souvenir sheet (625-28vars),
1962 Costumes imperforates (635-38vars), 1963
Nikolayev imperforate set & souvenir sheet (654-57vars),
1963 Sports imperforates (686-90vars), 1963 Winter
Games imperforates (706-09A), 1964 Olympics imperforates (616-20vars), 1964 Olympics imperforate pairs
(730-34vars), 1964 Space imperforates (777-86vars), plus
several sets in the $10 to $25 range such as 1923 Korcha
(147-53), 1925 (178-85), 1938 souvenir sheets (289 & 298)
& 1962 Flowers imperforates (613-15vars), overall
condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2504 H
Andorra, French and Spanish, a perfectionist’s collection, 1944-81, mint never hinged collection
housed in a replete Schaubek album, appearing complete
for both French and Spanish issues except one of 1927 and
the other series 1981 comprising only three stamps. The
collection includes Spanish Admin 1948/53 series complete (#37/49) and the 1951 first airpost (#C1), then French
Admin 1944/47 pictorials complete (#85/104), 1948/49 and
1949/51s complete (#105/123), the first airpost (#C1), the
good 1955/58 country scenes complete (#124/142) and the
1955/57 bird over river airposts complete (#C2/C4), 1961
landscapes (#143/153), etc, etc. There is also some earlier
material in the form of the postage dues from 1931 thru
1971, complete (save the o/ps on the mentioned 1927/31
types), therefore the 1946/53 'timbre taxe' series
(#J32/J41) present again tip-top mint never hinged, to the
100fr. An extremely attractive collection, virtually flawless
throughout and hardly often seen so consistently pristine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2505 H
Argentina, specialized postal stationery collection, Nice collection in five volumes (and loose) of late
19th through middle of the 20th Century, with over 300
postal stationary pieces, 26 postal cards and some literature. Nicely mounted and annotated collection of desireable
and elusive material which includes letter sheets, postal
cards, as well as postally used covers and some Muestra
(specimen's). A few minor faults should be expected, but
mostly sound and F-VF. Overall a very interesting group
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2506 HH/H
Austria, exceptionally clean and attractive
mint collection, 1867-1987, in stockbook and on pages,
better includes 27, 29, B93-98, B100-105, B132-137,
B264-267, B269-271, B273-276, C54-60(x2), with hundreds of BOB material, with some duplication, vast majority
is very fine and many NH, a collection to please the most
meticulous collector or dealer, please set aside sufficient
time to peruse this winner, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2507 Hm
Austria, old time collection, 1850-1940, collection on pages, better used includes 110a-127, 162,
378-379, B100-105, B110, better mint includes B100-105,
some BOB, generally fresh and fine -very fine, a lovely collection for continuation, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2508 HHHm Austria, large holding, 1850-1996, thousands
of stamps in eight albums or stockbooks with heavy duplication on some issues, most appear to be of modest value
but a quick glance showed used B245-251, B269-271,
B273-276, mint 976(x8), and a set of eight telegraph
stamps overprinted "Specimen", there should be plenty of
other better material hidden among the pages of this huge
lot, please set aside time to investigate, our estimate should
be conservative, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2509 Hm
Austria, a very attractive collection, put together series by series, housed in a generally well-filled
Lindner hingeless album for issues from the classics to the
1930s including back of the book. Some of the highlights
are 1860/61 Franz Josef series complete used in tip-top
condition with superb cancels inc. s.o.n. Trieste on 3kr
green (#12/16), through to 19th century with 1908/16 series
with 10kr blue and bister used (#127), 1922 Composers
complete mint (#B50/B56), 1923 City Views complete mint
(#B57/B65), 1925/30 airposts complete mint to 10s Plane
and Crane (#C12/C31), 1931 Rotary overprints and Personalities semi-postals series complete mint (#B87/98),
1932 Personalities complete mint (#B100/B105), 1934 Personalities complete mint never hinged (#B122/B127), 1935
'Winterhilfe' surcharges complete mint never hinged
(#B128/B131), 1935 Personalities and 1936 Skiers complete mint (#B132/B141), etc, as well as useful back of the
book inc. 1935 postage dues complete mint never hinged
(#J159/J174), etc, etc. Tip-top quality virtually throughout
this collection, please inspect carefully, much more here
than described (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
2510 Hm
Austria, collection and accumulation,
1890s-1980s, mint & used, mounted in six binders and
seven stockbooks, value concentrated in the collection, including many better (mint unless noted) sets & singles such
as 1923 Views (B57-65), 1931 Poets (B93-98), 1935 Airmail (C32-46 x2), 1950-53 Birds (C54-60), condition F-VF,
good lot with many desirable fresh sets.
Estimate $500 - 750
2511 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1989,
mounted in a well-filled Scott album, opening with XIX Century used representation. The XX Century section includes
several better (mint unless noted) singles & sets such as
1908-13 Franz Josef 10k (Scott 127 used), 1922 (B50-56),
1923 (B57-65), 1931 (B93-98), 1933 (B112-17), 1935
(C37-46), 1950-53 (C59), plus postage dues, military
stamps, newspaper stamps, occupations & offices abroad,
overall condition F-VF, ideal as a basis for further
expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2512 m
Austria and Bosnia/Herzegovina, mostly
used collection, several 100s mostly used stamps virtually
all one of a kind from the classics onwards, housed in a Safe
hingeless album. The collection begins with 19th century
Austria including 1860/61 embossed Franz Josefs complete used, the 1863 perf 14 2kr yellow used and other embossed Shields with interesting cancels, including the
scarce 2kr yellow on ribbed paper with oval Triest postmark
(#22a) and further superb cds cancels on the Whiskers issues completely unchecked for better types. The rest of the
19th century is fairly comprehensive followed by useful 20th
century through to the 1930s, as well as a range of interesting non Scott listed back of the book and a 8pf orange obliterated Hitler head commercially used on cover 27th June
1945, etc. The Bosnia/Herzegovina is also well worth investigating with lots of Eagles from used ½n black onwards,
1910 birthday series complete mint, etc, etc. Completely
uncataloged with many sleepers highly likely.
Estimate $500 - 750
2513 Hm
Austria, accumulation, 1850s-2000s, mint &
used in stockbook, stock pages, loose album pages & some
glassines, starting with some mostly used XIX Century
stamps, majority of the XX Century sets & singles in the
modest range with some better such as 1937 Railways
(Scott 385-87 singles & blocks of four never hinged). We
also noted a collection mounted in Lindner pages with
never hinged stamps issued in the1963-2003 period, plus a
shoebox literally filled with 1970s-90s first day covers, condition slightly mixed on some early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2514 Hm
Austria, dealer's stock, 1860s-2000, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in two red boxes, majority of sets &
singles in the modest range with some higher such as
1908-16 Franz Josef 10k (Scott 127 used). We also noted a
fair number of XIX Century stamps with legible cancels,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2515 HHHm Belgium, mint and used collection,
1863-1967, several hundred mint and used stamps in album, better mint includes 13, B27, B472-476, better used
includes 1, 2, nice label issues, an excellent start to this
popular country, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2516 HHHm Belgium, mint and used collection,
1849-1985, collection in two stockbooks, the first book
starts with a nice selection of 40+ of the Epaulette issues, a
few King Leopold and lion issues, then number in oval issue
with some contemporaneous used postal cards, proceeds
with Coat Of Arms and King Leopold with labels series, then
a group of parcel posts, the second album contains several
hundred mint and used semi-postals, airmails and parcel
posts, a nice lot with many extras, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2517 Hm
Belgium & Colonies, collection and assortment, mint & used, housed in three albums, two
stockbooks & some loose album pages, most sets, part
sets & singles in the modest range with some higher such
as 1925 Kings Leopold I & Albert I (Scott 172-84 x2 mint),
1928 semipostal (B69-77 mint), 1937 Queen Mother souvenir sheet (B199 x2 mint), 1960 World Refugee Year sou-
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venir sheet (B662a x2 mint), plus a colorful representation
of Belgian Congo & Ruanda-Urundi, condition is a bit mixed
on some but overall F-VF. We have spent very little time on
this and we invite a close inspection. Estimate $500 - 750
2518 H
Belgian Africa, powerful all mint collection, a
clean and outstanding, all mint one volume collection,
highly comprehensive throughout in addition to specialty
pieces, and including Belgian Congo, German East Africa
Occupations, Ruanda Urundi, Katanga etc. Some of the
many highlights include mint Scott 1-5, 6-9, a copy of 9 with
"specimen" overprint, 25fr and 50fr footnote listed unissued
values, 14-24, 26, 24a (scarce), 30b (perf 12, Rare), 31-39
plus a section of scarce local overprints like 37a, 39a, 40b
etc, 43 (2), 57, 59, 86-87, 88-113, 115-29, 130-38, 159-65,
187-206, 207-25 plus 193/217 miniature sheets complete,
231-56, 290-97, B1-9, B27-31, extensive, unlisted "TAXE"
overprints, and much more. A wonderful lot of this unusual
area, F-VF, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2519 m
Belgian Africa, outstanding all used collection, housed in one volume, often duplicated, with a wealth
of premium items noted such as Belgian Congo Scott 1-4,
6-13 (Rare used set), 14-26, 29-30, 31-40 plus nice local/Brussels overprints including 40c, 45-59 plus later surcharges, items of cancellation interest, Q6, lots of "TAXE"
overprints, German East Africa Occupations and more.
Lovely lot, F-VF, well sorth inspection (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2520 S
Brazil, pharmaceutical revenue stamps with
"specimen" handstamps, 1916, unusual accumulation of
21 sheets of 100 & seven almost complete sheets, printed
by American Bank Note Company, New York, and including
two different designs, one with top label reading "Henrique
E. N. Santos", center design showing the Rod of Asclepius,
and bottom label "Pharmaceutico", other with center design
depicting H.S. (Henrique Santos) Shield and the Rod of
Asclepius, bottom part reading "Pharmacia Dermol/ Marca
Registrada", each stamp with security punch hole, some
perforation separations but otherwise Very Fine, an
unrepeatable lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2521 Hm)
Brazil, interesting holding, on Lighthouse
pages, and opening with 1844 stampless folded letter from
France to Rio de Janeiro, and transported by French
packet, followed by 1864 folded letter cover from Rio de Janeiro to Santos, and franked 30r Goat Eye (Scott 23 x4),
plus 30r Goat Eye vertical pair with 1866 circular
datestamp, then by 1861 Issue (39 x5 & 40 x2 mostly used),
last by 1891 cover to Providence, RI, 1892 uprated postal
card to Portugal & 1893 registered postal envelope with
mixed franking, and addressed to Berlin, condition F-VF,
complete lot photographed in our website.
Estimate $500 - 750
2522 Hm
Bulgaria, mint & used assortment,
1870s-1980s, in two stockbooks, and also including two
Lindner hingeless albums with stamps issued in the
1971-82 period, better (mint unless noted) include 1879 5¢
& 10¢ (Scott 1-2 faulty), 50¢ (4 used), 1882 50s on 1fr (22
used), 1920 imperforate pair with inverted surcharge
(B1var), 1924 10s on 20s & 10s on 30s vertical pairs, imperforate between (182var & 185var), 10s on 1s block of four
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with inverted surcharge (186var), 1925 4L vertical pair imperforate between (197var used on cover fragment), 1931
Sports 10L to 50L (241-43), 1933 Sports 12L (249), some
faults on early material, otherwise F-VF, definitely worth a
look.
Estimate $500 - 750
2523 Hm
Bulgaria, dealer's stock, 1879-1977, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in two red boxes, better (used unless
noted) include 1879 Lion 1fr (Scott 5), 1881 Lion 25s (10),
1947 Sports blocks of four (578-82), plus some officials,
postage dues, parcel posts & Eastern Rumelia stamps,
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2524 Hm
Bulgaria, mint and used collection,
1879-1982, mounted in binder, better (used unless noted)
include 1879 (Scott 5), 1881 (6-11), 1882 (12-18), 1884
(19), 1885-86 (23-27), 1911 (89-100), followed by many XX
Century mint sets, part sets & singles in the modest range
with some better such as 1932 (C12-14), 1935 (267-72),
plus postage dues and postal tax stamps. We also noted a
mostly mint Montenegro section and some Cilicia stamps,
condition is F-VF, nice starter collection., o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2525 Hm
Chile, mostly mint collection, 1853-1975,
mounted on Scott album pages, starting with used selection
of Columbus issues, including Santiago & London prints,
followed by several XX Century early issues. We also noted
1948 Fauna & Flora (Scott 254-55 mint) & group of 25 souvenir sheets. Airmail section with several sets in the modest
range with some better such as C124, also postage dues,
officials & postal tax stamps, overall condition F-VF. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2526 Hm
China, PRC and Hong Kong, mint and used
collection, about 1000 stamps from the 19th century Dragons onwards including PRC and regions, virtually all one of
a kind, housed in a Minkus album. We note 1885 1ct and
5cts dragons used and the 1888 Dragons complete used,
then useful early imperial issues, through to extensive martyr issues with specialisation and completely unchecked by
us for better types, as well as ranges of the overprints for
Sinkiang, Szechwan, Yunnan and North Eastern Provinces, then some good later issues with 1964 fruit series
complete mint never hinged, followed by PRC including
useful North and Northwest China, East and Northeast
China, Central, South and Southwest China. Then an interesting group of mint and used locals including Chefoo,
Kewkiang, Chungking, Chingkiang and Foochow, plus
other back of the book that the collector did not classify. The
collection continues with Post Offices in Tibet, Japanese
occupations of the various regions, through to PRC with
early issues including Gymnastics se-tenant blocks of four,
other useful series complete including 1962 Support of
Cuba used, then 1967/68 Mao Poem 'Cave of the Fairies'
used, etc, etc. Also a page of mint never hinged series of
Hong Kong with the key Monkey and Year of the Dog series, as well as high value QEII definitives mint, etc. A
worthwhile collection, please inspect carefully.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2527 Hm
Croatia, an extensive holding of the 1940s
with a plethora of errors, through to Croatia Hrvatska,
the country reborn, again with plenty of modern varieties
and interesting errors. A substantial holding housed in one
thick volume mostly mint, beginning with the 1940s shield
overprints, as well as the number in circle types and the
'Franco' provisionals. This leads on to the various commemorative issues, where this collector has gone out of his
way to get the field sheet errors, as well as the regulars.
Also seen, useful imperfs such as the Legion series, the
same with color proofs and eye-catching intermediate printing designs. Then comes a study of the Castle issues, again
with different types and colors on miniature sheets, the red
overprints through to further semi-postals, again with extensive perforation varieties on to the regular definitive series, imperf pairs, etc. The back of the book is also strong,
loaded with varieties, sometimes stacked one on the other,
making a challenging viewing, the color trials are particularly beautiful. This leads on to modern Croatia again in the
same theme, various sheet errors, often accompanied by
red arrows indicating the nature of the variety, as well as
imperfs accompanied by errors with imperf between, not
just imperfs, etc, etc. There is much material here we have
not seen before. A fantastic holding that will delight anyone
interested in Croatia, dealer or collector.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
2528 H
Czechoslovakia, oldtime collector’s collection with many signatures, especially Gilbert, on the
scarce stamps. Attractive specialised mint collection extensively written-up on homemade album pages with many
se-tenants, non Scott listed varieties and lots of signatures.
Highlights include almost 100 Hradcany issues categorised
by the different printings, including proofs and the scarce
imperf errors on 20h red signed Gilbert (#45a) and 30h red
violet signed twice with Gilbert (#47a), 'Posta
Ceskoslovenska' overprints with signatures including 60h
dark blue shade again signed Gilbert, alongside normal
(#B13 var), several different high values, postage dues to
5k ultra signed (#B56), surcharges on 2h Maria Theresa
and 24h Franz Josef again both signed (#B59/B60) and the
final postage due 30f mint never hinged (#B123). Then the
Masaryk high values including the 1000h constant plate variety signed Gilbert (#63 var), the 1920 breaking chains non
Scott listed imperfs with the 60h signed, tête-bêche pairs,
an in-depth study of the perfs and types on the high values
and following the Masaryk definitives, the1938 souvenir
sheet imperf mint never hinged and comprehensive
tête-bêche labels, leading on to the airposts with first and
second series complete again all with signatures, etc, as
well as postage dues, Eastern Silesia, some private
'Ceskoslovenska Statni Posta' forerunners etc. Tip-top
condition on virtually everything and considerable potential
on the varieties proofs and less obvious material.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2529 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly mint collection,
1918-2000, housed in four stockbooks, binder, loose stock
pages & glassine envelopes, including a large amount of
never hinged sheetlets issued in the 1957-91 period, plus
several better items such as 1918-20 Hradcany issue
shades and perforation varieties, 1920 Airmail sets (Scott
C1-3 x2, one unused, no gum, other used), also 1951
Karlovy Vary sheetlet of ten (C39 used), plus 1920 Breaking Chains imperforates (40h, 60h, 100h &185h mint, two
signed by Gilbert), 1919-26 semi-postal selection (B137-43
mint), condition is mostly Very Fine. The lot includes valuable & useful duplication for the dealer, and should be
inspected.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2530 Hm)
Czechoslovakia, an in depth collection including postal history, a very solid collector's collection
housed in a bulging European album, highly specialised
and with much postal history, with around 1000 different
used stamps from 1918 to the 1940s. Firstly there are 17
pages of the Hradcany castles with constant plate varieties
identified, as well as many different perforation types including rouletted examples of the Prague post offices. The
same pattern continues on the carrier pigeon (inc.
tete-beche pairs), Science and Agriculture and Freedom
Breaking Chains issues with lots of interesting varieties and
commercial postal history. Then extensive in-depth
Masaryk definitives to investigate, watermark permutations
on the 1920s high values, Olympic and Sokol congress
overprints complete used, 'Posta Ceskoslovenska'
semi-postals to high values, forerunner overprints, first perf
airposts complete on cover, through to the 1930s with the
se-tenant labels, Masaryk souvenir sheet, exhibition souvenir sheets, Bohemia/Moravia, etc, etc. An extremely
useful collection for the specialist with much more here to
discover (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2531 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mint & used collection,
1918-75, presented in well filled Scott album, starting with
mint & used Hradcany Issues, followed by Breaking Chains
& Masaryk issues, better items include 1934 Music Sheets
in original folders (Scott 200a & 201a). There is also many
sets in the modest range issued in the 1940s-60s period,
and a representation of air mails, postage dues, officials,
Bohemia-Moravia & Eastern Silesia stamps, overall condition Very Fine, useful collection that deserves your
attention. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2532 Hm
Czechoslovakia, specialised earlier issues
only, stamps and postal history collection, a very pleasing collection focusing on the early issues on piece and on
cover, mainly the Hradcany, Carrier Pigeon and Freedom
Breaking Chains issues and their combinations. There are
well over 600 stamps, housed in two albums. Every cover
here appears to be entirely commercial with particularly attractive items including the 25h lilac Freedom and 100h
brown Hradcany on advertising cover with 'postage ministerially enabled' cachet, registered with Doporuceno
handstamp, covers with printed and handstamped hammer
and pick emblem of miners' association, illustrated advertising cover for stove makers, etc. Then in the second album the early 1920s issues with plate varieties identified,
including the 'white hand' on 20h red Freedom strip of five
on advertiser's cover, followed by the 60h blue single usage
on advertising cover for Unie printers with ornamented
company name on orange ground, as well as lots of further
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multiples on cover up to the 150h red with types A and B in
pairs on registered covers, etc, etc. A beautifully presented
collection, not only with eye-catching covers in their own
right but also a treasure trove for those interested in the
platings of these issues.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2533 Hm
Czechoslovakia, substantial collection,
housed in a very well-filled Schaubek album, with around
3000 stamps, virtually all one of a kind and often parallel
mint and used. Highlights of the collection include a specialised survey of the first issues including unusual perfs and
imperf errors on the 10h green, 20h red and 30h red violet
used, lots of Posta Ceskoslovenska overprints, 1922
airposts complete mint signed, followed by many types on
the 1920s Masaryk definitives and Prague/Tatra high values with distinct varieties not listed in Scott, for example the
1926/27 3k red without watermark and rouletted instead of
perforated. Then the collection continues highly comprehensive starting with the 1928 series complete mint to 5k violet, the 1930 airposts complete mint, 1936 Castles gutter
pairs, a range of series on presentation pages and covers
with special cancels, se-tenant labels, 3k blue
Carpatho-Ukraine issue mint, as well as an attractive
two-page study of the different plate numbers on 1920s and
1930s issues, then continuing virtually complete to 1975
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2534 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly mint collection,
1945-92, in two well-filled Scott albums, first book with
value concentrated in large amount of mostly never hinged
sheetlets such as 1951 Karlovy 20k sheetlet (Scott C39
used x2), 1955 Views of Prague imperforate & perforated
souvenir sheets (719), 1958 Unesco sheetlets (887-89),
1962 World Exhibition imperforate & perforated souvenir
sheets (1134 & 1134a), 1962 World Exhibition sheetlets
(C53-56 used), 1966 Paintings sheetlets (1435-39 used),
1967 Paintings sheetlets (1507-11), 1969 Paintings
sheetlets (1658-62), 1977 Folk Costumes sheetlets
(2126-29) & many others, second album containing stamp
booklets issued in the 1986-92 period, condition is Very
Fine, ideal for dealer or collector. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2535 HH
Czechoslovakia, mostly never hinged collection, 1956-93, in two well-filled Scott albums, including
large amount of sets up to $10 with some duplication, and
also some better sets such as 1958 Mushrooms (882-86),
1959 Birds (942-48), 1961 World Exhibition (1070-80 x3,
plus sheetlet of four), 1961 Butterflies (1082-90), 1962
(1129a x2 & 1134a x5), 1966 Paintings (1435-39 x2, plus
sheetlets of four), condition Very Fine, great opportunity to
acquire high quality material. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2536 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly used collection,
1918-90, mounted in Minkus album, two Scott albums &
some loose album pages, starting with 1918 Hradcany issues, followed by 1919 semi-postals, well-filled in the
1945-79 period, and including many sets with some duplication, plus some mint souvenir sheets & sheetlets. Condition is F-VF. Recommended as basis for further expansion.
Estimate $500 - 750
2537 Hm
Czechoslovakia, collection and accumulation, 1918-86, thousands of mostly mint & fresh stamps in
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seventeen binders and five stockbooks with some duplication and strength in the 1950s-70s period, also including
many souvenir sheets and art topical stamps, most sets &
singles in the modest range with some better such as Bohemia-Moravia 25h to 10k (Scott 4-19), small faults here and
there but overall F-VF, bottom line: an ideal lot for the
internet seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2538 Hm
Czechoslovakia & Yugoslavia, dealer's
stock, mint & used, mounted in presentation cards, and
housed in four red boxes, Czechoslovakia sets, part sets &
singles mostly in the modest range but including some
better (mint unless noted) such as 1919-20 Hradcany (45a
used), 1926 semipostal (B140-43 x2), plus some postage
dues, Czech Republic & Eastern Republic stamps, Yugoslavia section includes many stamps issued in the 1989-99
period, plus some early postage dues, Montenegro, Croatia
& Serbia representation, overall condition F-VF, ideal for
the eBay seller, don't let it get away, opportunity usually
knocks once.
Estimate $400 - 600
2539 Hm
Czechoslovakia, starter collection, 1919-91,
mostly mint, and mounted in a Kobylka three-ring binder,
better mint include 1925 & 1926 semipostals (Scott
B137-39 & B140-43), 1945 Kosice imperforate vertical gutter strip of four (307-09vars), 1945 Kosice sheet with 5k
stamp depicting "broken leg" variety (310var), 1960 Flowers sheets of 10 (1013-18; Michel 1234-39), plus many
other mint sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1962-90 period, and several 1991-92 booklets, condition is very Fine.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2540 Hm
Czechoslovakia, mostly used collection / accumulation, housed in a couple of albums and on loose album pages. Nice range of material including mint Scott
B137-43 and C1-17 (C1-3 signed twice), overall F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2541 HH
Denmark, delightful booklet collection, composed of 53 booklets running to 1990 with many better including Facit H8, H9, H12, H14b plus much more with a
total owners catalog value of SK44,000 = $9,000++. An
overall clean and F-VF lot and one that will be a great addition to an expanding specialists collection or for breakdown.
Well worth a careful review. ex Amberly (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2542 Hm
Denmark, mint and used holding, well over
1000 mint and used stamps, organised on stockpages by a
wanna-be dealer, from the classics onwards, predominantly if not all mint in the 20th century with much never
hinged and no unpleasant duplication. The stock is specialised with many varieties categorised by Facit, starting with
several dozen imperf and rouletted spandrels issues with a
wide range of numeral target cancels, unusual starburst
crayon cancel seen, as well as interesting private perf, followed by the numerals with some superb examples present, up to the 20 ore rose and gray mint and used, the latter
with inverted frame. Then later numerals to 100o and the
20th century with the majority in complete series through to
the 1970s and differentiated by normal and flourescent papers. The quality overall is far better than normally
encountered. Please inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2543 Hm
Denmark, mint & used assortment,
1851-2004, mounted in chronological order in a stockbook,
and with better material in used condition, highlights (used
unless noted) 1851 4rs (Scott 2 x3, one in yellow brown),
1864-68 Issue (11 & 15), followed by Post Horn issues,
1904-05 King Christian (65-69, including 100o mint), 1912
surcharge (80), 1913-28 King Christian X (97//131), 1915
General Post Office (135) & 1925-29 First Airmail set
(C1-5), condition is a little mixed among early material, otherwise F-VF. Don't miss this one.
Estimate $500 - 750
2544 Hm
Denmark, collection & accumulation,
1850s-1980s, mostly used, mounted on album pages, including material in the modest range, plus group of
1970s-80s post office presentation folders with new issues
of Greenland & Denmark, Faroe Islands new issues & a fair
amount first day covers, small faults on some early material, overall F-VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $300 - 400
2545 Hm
Denmark and Faroe Islands, mint & used collection, 1854-1984, with many of the early issues both mint
and used, parallel, a few certificates, unused includes 2,
3-6, 7-8, 9, 11-5, many of the numerals and regular issues,
82, 85-96, 97-137, 138 onwards appears complete, plus a
few S/Ss, Semi Postals B1-65 complete, Airmails C1-10
(purchased as NH), J1-24, also includes 27 var inverted
frame, used includes a nice array of classics, many VF and
useful including duplication of the high values, also includes
a set purchased as 11b, 12b & 15b, Plus Faroe Islands #1
mint and tied to piece as well as #2-5 used plus a few S/Ss,
a valuable holding and worthy of examination, generally
F.-V.F., ex-Amberley (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2546 Hm
Denmark and Danish West Indies, superb
parallel mint and used collection, 1851-1992, on two
sets of Scott pages mint 1875-1967, including #50, 125,
complete 1935 Fairy Tales; specialized used classics include 2(5), 3(2), 4(4), 5-6, 7(7), 7a(2), 8(2), 9(4), inverted
frames of the 1875-79 issue, extra varieties through the
1912 issues; this clean and fresh album also includes about
50 identified perfins, 30 XMas seals, cancels on piece, and
about $850 c.v. DWI; Generally VF, good start to a specialized collection with plenty of room for expansion.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2547 m
Dominican Republic, classic assortment,
1870s, mostly used and mounted in binder, better include
1871 Coat of Arms 1/2r (Scott 28 x2; unused, no gum as issued), 1873 Coat of Arms 1/2r (29 x12; used), 1873 Coat of
Arms 1r (30 x5; used), plus several useful reference
stamps, mixed condition as usual but several examples
with clear to large margins, a lot for the specialist.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2548 Hm
Egypt, extensive and valuable collection to
1980, a wonderful and clean, mostly all mint collection
keenly assembled and annotated by Scott numbers,
housed in 4 binders. There are literally dozens of highlights
present, including better like (mint unless noted) Scott 1-3,
4 (2 used), 5e, 6, 7, good mint or used Sphinx and Pyramid
types with 19-24, 25 (used), lots of noted perf varieties,
good mint or used coverage for 29/41, 43-49, 50-59 (perf
and scarce imperf set), 61-74 (62 used), 77-88, 90-91 (2
copies of 90), 92-103, 96a, plus 15m imperf trial color proof
pair in apple green, 105-07, 108-13, 114, 148a-49a, 143-45
Royal printings, 166-71, 172-76, 177-90, Young King
Farouk control number blocks and booklet panes, 224,
234-40, 235-38 Royal Printings, 267-69D, plus excellent
souvenir sheets, booklet overprints, identified forgeries,
Palestine Occupations! etc. Finally, outstanding French Offices are included such as Alexandria (mint or used) 1-15,
16-30, 31-40 (mint), 44-45, 36a, 38a, 47-58, 60-61, Port
Said 1-15, 18-32 (mint), 36a, 45a, 33-45 (mint), 53, 56-69
(mint), 16 (5 used, including a strip of 3 on piece) and much
more. A wonderful lot of this popular country, fresh and
F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2549 Hm
Egypt, Palestine and Yemen, comprehensive collection, including mint and used early 20th century
to the top value 200 mills, a good range of the better commemorative series, as well as key values definsoverprints
of the early 20s, followed by better mint airmails to 200 mills,
further mint King Farouk types to the pound with three different series, leading on to the back of the book of 19th century onwards, including postage dues both types in red and
orange to the 2 piastres, followed by good Xmas seals, interesting postal history, comprehensive Palestine as well
as better excellent Yemen with World Refugee, including
blocks of 4 imperforates mint of the same and the miniature
sheet etc. A collection well worth spending time on.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2550 Hm
Egypt, mint and used collection, many 100s
of different stamps housed in a well-filled Scott specialty album, starting off from the 1867 pyramid and sphinx issues
inc. 20pa blue green mint and used (#11a) the former with
small thin, then the 1872s complete, mostly used, followed
by the 1879/1902s complete inc. 10pa violet mint and used,
the former signed (#30), 2pi orange yellow mint with watermark inverted and the 2pi orange brown also mint (#38/39),
etc. The scenic types of 1914 are also virtually complete
used thru first issues of the independent kingdom, the
crown o/ps to mint 200m plum (#91) and other useful 20th
century inc. 1933 aviation congress complete mint
(#172/176), post-WWII virtually complete including souvenir sheets and comprehensive UAR to the 1970s, followed
by the back of the book with postage dues from 1884s onwards, airposts inc. first two issues mint and the 1933/38
plane over pyramids complete mint and used (#C5/C25),
special deliveries complete mint, extensive officials and
non-Scott listed material that we could not find - a very useful collection, some mixed condition on earlier issues yet
generally well above average. Please inspect. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2551 Hm
Egypt, useful and extensive selection, collectively of thousands housed in 6 stockbooks. We note lots of
managibly duplicated 1960's to 2000 new issues with Souvenir Sheets, lots of used earlier definitives, some 1872
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Sphinx issues by perf types, some material mounted on
pages and lots more. Lots of useful pickings throughout,
F-VF, examine (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2552 Hm
Egypt, mostly used revenue collection of
over 300 stamps, including nice range of cancels as well
as First Issue General Revenues complete mint NH in gutter pairs, overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2553 H
Egypt, miscellaneous stamp group of 13
items, composed of 3 1st issue imperf proofs Scott 1 and 2
(2), 26g, 38 NH pair, 47 mint, imperf proof pairs of the 1st
pictorial issue 1m-10m with extra 4m block of 4, overall Very
Fine; APS photo certificates for Scott 38 and 47.
Estimate $150 - 200
2554 Hm
Finland,
collection
&
accumulation,
1890s-1990s, mint & used, mounted in Scott album, two
stockbooks and album pages, many mint or never hinged
sets & singles in the modest range, and issued in the XX
Century, plus some modern booklets and post office presentation folders, mixed condition among early issues,
other F-VF, good basis for further expansion or to be broken
down into smaller units and offered on the internet.
Estimate $300 - 400
2555 H
France, mostly 20th century valuable collection including semi postals and airmails, includes a few
better items from the 19th Century including 29, 36a, 40,
58b (repaired), and some better Sage issues, 64(2), 66,
97-102, 98a, 101a, 104-8, 109-32, 133-7, 138-54, virtually
complete from here until about 1945 with 175b, 197 (mint
and used), 226, 228a, 246, many of 247/254A, 300a-b (as
purchased), 329 (2), later issues also represented, some
better such as 624a (3 sheets of 10), 1100 (7 sheets) plus
some pre-cancels, Semi Postals apparently complete to
1960 and includes B3-10, many were purchased as never
hinged, Airmails complete through C43, missing only Ile de
France, C22 (sheet of ten), also includes some essays,
proofs, trial colors, French Resistance forgeries and Resistance R.F. overprints, a really clean and desireable collection not plagued by poor quality as is often the case, exactly
the opposite- loaded with premium quality, inspection invited and will be pleasantly rewarded, ex-Amberley (photo
on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2556 HHHm France, exciting old time collection,
1849-1981, mounted on pages, with plenty of extras and
duplication of even better items, better used includes
#3(x4), 6(x4), 12(x4), 13(x4), 14(x9), 19(x4), 22(x6), 37,
64-76, with plenty of classic issues, better mint includes
125, 127, 128-131, 198-201, B11(x3), 329(horizontally
creased between stamps), 300c, mostly mint NH after
1947, many sets are parallel mint & used, many BOB items
including single and pair of 1909 Amiens Chamber of Commerce stamps, mint and used Colis Postal stamps, Franchise Militaire stamps, mint NH blocks of four J76, J78 and
J79, scattered colonies, occasional mixed condition among
19th century issues, generally fine-very fine, viewing advised for full appreciation of this clean,very attractive lot,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2557 Hm
France, powerful mint or used collection,
1849-1970, neatly assembled by Scott number in a large
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3-ring binder with coverage to 1970. The collection is
mostly used and quite often duplicated for the classics, then
often parallel mint and used, with a wealth of premium items
like used Scott 1, 3 (3), 7, 9, 12-20 plus duplicates, 38, 41,
46, quantities of perforated Ceres and Sage types, plus a
sampling of mint such as 31, 141 millesime pair, 263, 279,
300a, 311-12, 315-20, 342-47, 400-14 and runs of sets
from there, great semi-postals like (mint unless noted)
B1-2, B3-7, B16-19, B22, B27, B42-43 10 NH sets including
2 in blocks of 4, B34 (used), later like B294-99, lots of booklets, C5-6, C8-13, C16-17, C22 (mint and used), C23-27
(mint and used), C34-36, plus good dues, Alsace issues
and much, much more. Huge aggregate catalog value,
mostly F-VF, inspection invited. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2558 m
France, classic group of over 350 used,
1849-1900, including many high catalog items like Scott 2,
7a, 9, 21 with APS photo cert, 43 and 56a signed Calves.
Condition varies throughout but overall quite nice and useful., ex Amberley, Scott $25,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2559 Hm
France, safety-deposit collection with impressive range of single items only, holding of many dozens of better items from the 19th century to the 1940s, with
stamps, souvenir sheets and postal history, covering the
gamut from an attractive series of Napoleon imperfs to the
1fr lake (#21 Scott retail $3250), all four margined examples
save the 25cts blue 'B' under neck. The 1fr is good-looking
with clear 2199 dots cancel, a very shallow thin spot not detracting from appearance and sound in all other respects,
mentioned for accuracy's sake only. Virtually all the other
material is 20th century, including the 1923 Bordeaux Congress o/p (#197) superb single franking on unaddressed
cover with cachet of the exposition, the 1925 Paris philatelic
exhibition souvenir sheet mint (#226), the 1927 Strasbourg
souvenir sheet used (#241) with less than 1.5cm crease at
lower right side, again mentioned for accuracy's sake only,
plus the 1937 PEXIP sheet mint x2 (#3290), one with
crease outside the central design, the other attached to
backing. Also better singles and series including the 1936
plane over Paris airposts to 3.50fr mint (#C8/C13), the 1938
Ader mint (#348), 1947 gull x2 (#C22), 1949/50 airposts
complete mint (#C23/C27), etc, etc. Lots of good individual
items here in their own right, perfect for the dealer or
collector looking for key items. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2560 HHHm France, intriguing mint and used collection,
1876-1990, in an album and two stockbooks, the album
contains used stamps with better including B238-243,
B249-254, B258-263, B267-272, B279-281, B285-290,
B294-299, C27, with many other complete sets, the first
stockbook is mint 1879-1986 with a few Peace & Commerce and Liberty & Peace issues, and has items such as
198-201, 220-225, 296-297(x2), 315-330, 2168 S/S and
B34(x2), with duplication of many mid priced sets and
stamps, the second stockbook is used material again with
duplication, this would be an excellent lot for the retail or
internet dealer, please set aside sufficient time to peruse,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2561 Hm
France, mostly mint assortment, 1923-90, in
two stockbooks, better (mint unless noted) include 1934
Cartier (Scott 296-97), 1936 Normandie 1.50fr pale blue
(300a), 1937 PEXIP sheet (329), 1938 Soccer (349 never
hinged), plus 1918 semipostal (B11), 1930 Reims (B34),
1955 Music (B43), 1937 Samothrace 30c (B66) tied on reverse of picture postcard, 1954 & 1955semipostals
(B285-90 & B294-99), 1950 Airmail 1000fr (C27), plus
many sets & singles in the $10 to $30 range, overall condition F-VF, a lot that will break down well, particularly for
small auction units.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2562 Hm
France, desirable collection, 1870s-1930s,
better mint include 1870-71 Bordeaux Issue (38-39),
1870-73 Ceres 10c (54), 1876-78 Peace-Commerce (64 &
66), 1876-78 Peace-Commerce (74), 1900-29 (123, 125,
125b, 127-32), 1929-33 (251 & 252-53), and better used include 1869 Napoleon III 5fr (37), 1870-71 Bordeaux Issue
(38a x2, 42 x4 & 46 x2), we also noted 1926 booklet (Yvert
190-C1), small faults on some early stamps, overall F-VF,
careful inspecting recommended. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2563 m
France, worthwhile quality used collection,
housed in a well-filled Schaubek album for issues from
1850s to 1950s, starting off with a useful range of Ceres and
Napoleon heads, sowers/Mersons to 10fr, 1920s/30s high
values with different types on the same denomination,
'Normandie' turquoise shade, the 1937 PEXIP souvenir
sheet (#329) seldom seen in tip top condition, then very few
empty spaces from 1940 onwards with highlights including
virtually all the semi-postal portraits series from 1943 onwards including 1950 (#B249/B254) and 1955
(#B294/B299), as well as the WWII se-tenant strips inc.
#B157a, etc, etc, through to good back of the book from the
19th century onwards. Completely uncataloged, with sleepers highly likely, please inspect carefully as there is much
more here to discover.
Estimate $600 - 800
2564 Hm
France,
collection
&
accumulation,
1850s-1980s, mint & used in three albums, five stockbooks
and loose album pages, value of the collection concentrated in the XX Century, and including many mint sets &
singles in the modest range with some higher such as 1936
Normandie (300a), 1936 Jaures (313-14) & 1936 Paris Exposition (315-20), we also noted in the stockbooks plenty
never hinged sets & singles issued in the 1940s-60s period,
also Lindner hingeless album containing 1977-86 collection, condition mixed on some early issues, other generally
F-VF, certainly worth inspecting!.
Estimate $500 - 750
2565 Hm
France, exceptional group of mint and used
collections on album pages, to 1999, composed of hundreds with many better mostly mint including mint unless
noted B285-90 a mint and a used set, B294-99 (2), C32 as
well as many other complete mint or used sets. A overall
clean, fresh, F-VF group, examine. Estimate $400 - 600
2566 m
France, Emperor Napoleon 20¢ grouping,
1854-60 (15-16), mounted on several pages and depicting
distinctive shades, including two singles, strip of three &
cover franked with pair (Scott 16, Die II), plus several strips,
pairs, singles & four covers with single frankings (Scott 15,
Die I), condiiton F-VF, recommended for specialist.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2567 Hm
France & Colonies, dealer's stock of mint
and used, mounted in presentatoin cards with Scott numbers, and housed in six red boxes and four smaller boxes,
France starting with a representation of Napoleon III and
Peace-Commerce issues, followed by 1900-29 issue, including 45¢ & 1fr mint, plus 5fr, 10fr & 20fr used, and then by
a large selection of XX Century items, and including some
better (mint unless noted) sets & singles such as 1935
Breton River 2fr (Scott 299), 1935 Victor Hugo 1.25fr block
of four (303 never hinged), 1936 Canadian War (311-12
never hinged), 1936 Jaures (313-14), 1938 Soccer (349),
1940 Statue of Liberty (373), plus some semipostals
(B42-43, B97-100 & B294-99) & airmails (C5-6, C7 x2 &
C13), French Colonies section includes Antartic Territories,
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cameroun, Chad, Comoro Island, Congo, Gabon, Dahomey, French Guinea,
French India, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Madagascar, Mali,
Mauritania, Middle Congo, Morocco, New Hebrides, Niger,
Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast, Sudan, Syria & Togo,
some mixed condition as usual but most are F-VF. Take a
look for yourself and don't miss this business opportunity.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2568 H
France & Colonies, lovely all mint selection,
comprised of many hundreds of sets, singles, sheetlets,
souvenir sheets etc, housed in a pair of stockbooks. Includes nice France proper, with earlier useful material,
comprehensive Art Series issues and BOB along wiht later
mint blocks, etc. Strong colonies are noted as well, with
good Algeria, nice Andorra, Equatorial Africa,Mauritania,
Dahaomey, Gabon, Algeria, St. Pierre, FSAT including
Scott 23(2), C6(2), Polynesia and much more. Fresh and
routinely F-VF or better, well worth inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2569 Hm
France & Colonies, collection and assortment, mint & used, mish-mash style lot housed in album,
stockbook & album pages, including some France XIX Century used stamps and a representation of Dahomey, French
Polynesia, French West Africa, Laos, Tunisia and several
other colonies. Also as a bonus we noted a Monaco Collection (1960s-80s) on album pages with many colorful
stamps, some small faults here and there but overall Fine, a
last minute entry-worth viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400
2570 Hm
France & Monaco, mint and used collections, composed of 1941-1990 France on a number of album pages with a nice group of clean mint sets plus mostly
used Monaco in an album and on pages with better used
Scott 1-8, 110-29, plus numerous complete used sets and
CTO'ed sheets and souvenir sheets. Overall very clean and
F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2571 Hm
French Offices in China, specialized postage due collection, lovely and clean, mint or used collection often with a few items in duplicate. Includes many
premium items such as used Scott J10, J10a, J14 Rare
signed Calves and Roumet, J16, J22 (2), J22a (2 copies,
one with inverted overprint), J23, J23a, J28 (2), J29 (2),
J29a, J27 inverted overprint on piece, plus mint J1-6, J28
etc. Many items signed, fresh and largely F-VF, scarce
items, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2572 m
French Offices in Egypt, lovely and extensive mounted collection, comprised of 72 adhesives,
mostly Napoleon, Ceres or type Sage issues, selected to
show various cancellation usages in Egypt. We note a
strong showing of “5080” types, including 80c Napoleon usage on block of 4, a scarce 5fr gray usage etc. We also find
various cds types, small “3704” usages, a rouletted 1c
value, plus multiple usages and combinations on piece etc.
Wonderful specialist group, with many better stamps included as well, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2573 Hm
French Colonies, valuable collection, mostly
mint & fresh, and housed in a thick Scott album, we noted
many better (mint unless noted) sets, part sets & singles
such as Alaouites 1925 (1-15 & J1-10), Alexandretta 1938
(1-12, 13-17 & J1-6), French Andorra (23-51A & 52-63A),
1931 (J9-15), Castellorizo 1920 (3-5 & 14,16-17, 21 & 23),
Cilicia 1920 (117-27), French India 1923-28 (54-79), 1941
(113 & 115), 1942-43 (157-74 & 176), 1942-43 (188-90),
1943 (191-209), French Oceania 1941 (126-35),
Guadeloupe 1889 (4, 7-8), 1891 (21, 23, 25-26), 1904
(50-53), Indo-China 1904-06 (36-38), 1907 (57-58), 1927
(115-38), Lebanon 1924 (18-21 x2), Martinique 1903-04 2fr
(52) & 5fr (53 used), New Caledonia 1883-84 (7 used),
1892 20¢ & 1fr (16 &19 used), 1904 (56) & 1941 "France Libre" (217-51), New Hebrides 1941 (67-78) & 1938 postage
due (J6-10), St. Pierre & Miquelon 1891 (31-34), 1934
(160-64), 1942 (217-18 & 219-21), 1942 (B9-10), plus 1932
postage due (J21-31), Syria 1919 (11-20), 1924 (133-36),
1934 (232-50), Tahiti 1893 (15-16 used) & Wallis-Futuna
1930 (43//84). We also noted Monaco 1885 (8), 1891-94
(27), 1921 (28), 1932-37 (128-30), plus 1920 & 1940
semipostals (B9-13 & B36-50), overall condition Very Fine,
fascinating collection that deserves your attention, loaded
with many desirable & saleable sets. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2574 HH
French Colonies, mostly never hinged assortment, in a well-filled stockbook, better (never hinged
unless noted) including French Andorra 1950 (C1) & 1957
(C4), Reunion 1949-52 (Scott 268-96, Yvert-Tellier
281-306), 1949 (C35-38), 1949-51 (C39 & C41), 1954
(C42-45), French Polynesia 1958 (C24-27), French
Antartic Territories (C1-3), New Hebrides 1938 (55-66),
1953 (83-93) & 1953 (J16-20), St. Pierre-Miquelon
(C20-22) & Tunisia (B54-73). Also Algeria, Cameroun,
Comoro Islands, Dahomey, Guadeloupe, Ivory Coast,
French Equatorial Africa, French Guiana, French Guinea,
French India, French West Africa, Indochina, Inini,
Kouang-Tcheou, Madagascar, Morocco, Martinique, Mauritania, New Caledonia, Niger, Senegal, Somali Coast, Sudan, Togo & Wallis-Futuna colorful sets, condition is Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, fresh and desirable sets
throughout, well worth viewing. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2575 Hm
French Colonies, mostly mint assortment,
with value concentrated in the XX Century, housed in ten
stockbooks and including some duplication, majority of
sets, part sets & singles up to $20 but some better items
scattered through such as Cambodia 1951-52 Apsras, Enthronement Hall & King (1-17) & Ivory Coast 1906-07
Faidherbe & Ballay (21-36), some faults here and there but
generally F-VF, a useful holding that contains many fresh &
marketable items. A great lot for the internet seller.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2576 H
French Colonies, colorful collection, 1940s,
mounted on pages, and including many never hinged
stamps & several registered covers to the U.S., we noted
the following easily saleable sets in blocks of four: French
Polynesia 1941 "France Libre" overprints (126-35 & C2),
Wallis-Futuna 1943 Postage Due (J24-36) & Guadeloupe
1945 Dolphins (168-86), condition is Very Fine. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2577 Hm
French Colonies, mint and used collection,
1855-1950, several hundred stamps mounted on loose leaf
pages, with lots of complete sets, better mint unless noted
includes Chad J12-22, French Equatorial Africa 33-72 mint
& used, French Guiana 11-14 used, 45-46, B3-B7, J7,
J8-15, Ivory Coast 7 used, Madagascar 8-11 used, with
good airmails including C54, Reunion with excellent overprints and postage dues, Senegal 35-52 mint & used,
53-56, 70-71, also Somali Coast and Togo, a wonderful opportunity to break up a fresh collection of this popular area
for retail, please investigate, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2578 Hm
French Colonies, high quality classic
imperfs collection, with much used in French Guyana in
exceptional quality. Collection of 33 Napoleon and Ceres
heads general issues for the colonies, 1871/77, all used
and displayed on quadrille album leaves. Includes Napoleon 1ct olive green on pale blue wing marginal pair (#7) and
30cts brown on yellowish with neat lozenge postmark (#13),
followed by Ceres types inc. 1871/72 10cts bister on cover
front from Guyana with 40cts orange, signed (#9, 14), the
15cts bister examples with blue cancels, followed by
1872/77 large numeral types including the 1876 10cts
bister on rose shades through to an attractive four margined
80cts rose on pinkish with cds cancel (#23). A very useful
range of material for the French colonies especially the
French
Guyana/South
American
collector,
for
perfectionist's only. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2579 HH
French Colonies, mint collection, over 400
stamps composed mainly of common design issues in complete sets, all appear never hinged, on stock sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2580 Hm
French Africa, lovely mostly mint collection,
in Scott specialty album, comprised of many hundreds, the
large majority mint, comprised nearly exclusivily of pre-Independence issues. We note nicely filled sections of Reunion, Somali Coast, Middle Congo, Mauritania, Obock,
Madagascar, Tunesia, Ubangi, Upper Volta, Togo, Niger,
Senegal and others. Clean lot overall, generally F-VF, nice
lot of this popular area.
Estimate $500 - 750
2581 HHHm French Polynesia, fabulous collection,
1892-1999, a gorgeous collection of this popular area, several hundred stamps mounted on pages and loose, with
many imperfs and deluxe sheets, better mint unless noted
includes 126-135 mint & used, 233-240, 306a, 534-537,
560-562, airmails include C17-C19, C20, C24-C27,
C34-C36, C37-C39, C47a and C55-C56, many duplicated,
then there are the imperfs including C37, C43, C45-C47,
C51, C74-C77 and C78-C82, deluxe sheets include C57,
C58, C60, C61, C62, C94, fresh, clean and extremely at-
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tractive, should be examined carefully, a sure winner, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2582 Hm
French Polynesia, almost all mint collection,
1892-1987, on blank pages. Composed of a few hundred
including mint unless noted Scott 135 and nice runs of mint
sets from 1958, mint and NH, like 199-202, 223-26, 233-40,
253-57, 258-60, 267-69, 270-71, 289-90 and 296-99. Some
early faults noted by, not mentioned, generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2583 Hm
German Area, an important collection 1850
to 1945, mint and used collection of a few 1000 stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a Schaubek album with
hardly any empty spaces. There is much more here than
first meets the eye as the used are often hidden behind the
mint stamps. There is also good never hinged, often when
you least expect it with many pleasant surprises. The
States begin with Baden including 1860 3kr blue used,
signed (Mi#10a), the 1862 1kr gray black used, signed
(Mi#13c), the 1862 perf 10 1kr gray black on used on piece
(Mi#17c) and 6kr shades also signed. Then Bavaria with
useful imperfs through to an excellent range of high values
of the 1880s/90s, all pristine mint never hinged including
the 1m lilac good paper type (Mi#53xa), followed by the
Luitpold series complete type II mint never hinged with all
the high values wing marginal (Mi#76/91), then overprints
on the Germanias with the good perf type on 2mk mint
never hinged, signed (Mi#149A), etc. This is followed by the
Wurttemberg first issues to 9kr with 1kr types used
(Mi#1a/1b)and probable better types on the 3kr leading on
to a nice range of the arms issues with better shades and
the majority superb. A similar portion with the numerals
1874/75 onwards including the elusive 5pf blue green used
(Mi#44b), the 1881 2mk orange and black good shade with
cds cancel (Mi#53b), the 1890 25pf light yellow orange
used (Mi#57b), etc. as well as officials including the crown
overprint 25pf top value mint never hinged (Mi#111), the
25pf surcharge missing watermark mint never hinged,
signed (Mi#122Y), the 50pf on 25pf orange used (Mi#188),
then the 1881s including the good shade on the 25pf used
(Mi#205b), the 1906 crown overprints including 20pf ultramarine shade seldom seen (Mi#221b) and five top values
again mint never hinged, as well as imperf trial printings with
triple crown on corner margin 10pf and double printings of
the overprint and underlying design, through to the 1916 official 25pf surcharge again with missing watermark mint
never hinged and signed (Mi#240Y), etc. Then Germany
Empire also strong, a brief sample of highlights includes
some superb Eagles, the 1872 10gr gray with cds postmark
(Mi#12, €1,800), mint never hinged strip of 4 on 'pfennig'
10pf (Mi#41a, €480 as singles), the 1902 2mk mint never
hinged, signed twice (Mi#79A), the 1905/13 30pf and 40pf
mint never hinged (Mi#89I/90I), 'Gelber Hund' used,
signed, followed by comprehensive inflation period, the
1924 Nothilfe complete mint never hinged, 1927 IAA overprints complete mint never hinged, 1928/31 zepps mint including 4rm never hinged, 2rm and 4rm both single
frankings on Zeppelin 127 covers, the 1930 Iposta center
block from the souvenir sheet used, 1931 Nothilfe complete
mint never hinged, 1933 Wagner complete used, as well as
the 1934 Professions complete mint never hinged to the
1935/1936 Olympics complete mint never hinged and
again used on Zeppelin cover, the 1937 Hitler rouletted
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souvenir sheet mint never hinged, etc, etc. through to virtually complete officials. There will be far more here to discover when look at carefully with a Michel, please see some
of the pages on the internet to get a flavor of this wonderful
well filled collector's collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 4,500
2584 Hm
German Area, mint and used accumulation,
thousands of mint & used, mounted in eight stockbooks,
loose album pages, stock pages & glassines, including
German States, Deutsche Reich, Federal Republic, Berlin,
DDR & occupations, most sets & singles in the modest
range with some higher such as DDR 1951 Mao set (Scott
82-84 mint). We also noted General Government sheets &
part sheets, usual mixed condition but generally F-VF. A
useful holding at a reasonable estimate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2585 Hm
German Area, collection and accumulation,
1880s-1990s, mint & used, mounted in seven albums, several binders and some loose pages, better (mint unless
noted) include Germany 1924 (B8-11), 1927 (363-65),
1929 (B28-32), 1934 (B59-67), 1936 (B91-92 used), 1937
(B105-106), 1949-86 Federal Republic collection, Berlin
1949 (9N42-60 used), 1949 (9N61-63), 1951-52
(9N75-79), Danzig 1920-37 collection (241-54), DDR
1950-90 collection (Scott 58-67, 122-36, 144a & 146a perforated & imperforate Marx sheets). We also noted a collection housed in Lighthouse album with German occupations
(Danzig, Laibach, Memel & Serbia), overall condition F-VF,
useful lot for collector or dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2586 Hm
German
Area,
intriguing
collection,
1872-1962, several hundred stamps mounted in Scott Specialty album, starts with 1-11 mint and hinged, and continues with most issues present except for rarities,
semi-postals are well represented with better including
B68A-D and B105 mint NH, airmails, officials, franchise, occupations, Berlin, and GDR, a wonderful opportunity build
upon or to break up for retail, inspection invited, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2587 HH
German Area, mostly never hinged collection & accumulation, mounted in five Scott albums, and
housed in three binders & three stockbooks, including German Reich, Federal Republic, DDR, Occupations, plus
some German Colonies, condition is Very Fine, recommended for the discriminating dealer or collector, viewing
invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2588 Hm
German Area, mint and used collection,
housed in three Minkus albums & three Lindner hingeless
albums, including a nice representation of Bavaria, followed by "Deutsches Reich" section that includes several
mint sets issued in the Third Reich period, we also noted
nice 1939-44 General Government (N30-55) & Bohemia-Moravia (Scott 1-19) mint sections, plus DDR mostly
used collection in Minkus album and Federal Republic
1972-85 never hinged issues in Lindner albums, condition
is slightly mixed on some but overall Fine-Very Fine, interesting and worth viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2589 Hm
German Area, dealer's stock, 1870s-1980s,
mint & used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel
Catalog numbers, and housed in four red boxes and several glassine-size boxes, most sets & singles in the modest
range, including regulars, semipostals, officials, Berlin,
DDR & some occupations, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2590 Hm
Germany, Notgeld and colonies accumulation, including various silks. When this came through
the door housed in an oldfashioned snakeskin leather briefcase, we were not sure what to expect! Offered as received,
this is an accumulation of well over 400 banknotes, loose
yet overwhelmingly pristine condition, needing a little organisation and seemingly all or very nearly all, one of a kind.
We note highly unusual German-Hanseatic 75pf notes in
full color commemorating the colonies with vivid illustrations of map of Africa, palm tree against setting sun and
'Kiautschau' over scene with Chinese pagoda-style shrine.
Then a series of five extremely colorful large silk issues of
Lielefeld with control marks and illustrated with extraordinary anti-allies scenes in silhouette and crammed with advertising, slogans, powerful imagery and propaganda. The
25mk and 50mk denominations are slightly smaller format,
followed by the 500mk and two types of the 1000mk in yellow, black and red then green, black and red. The rest of the
holding is very diverse with issues from miniature to banknote size. A most fascinating range of these evocative
items including some scarce emergency currencies that we
have never seen before. A lot that will be worth multiples of
our valuation when organised and displayed. Please
inspect to appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2591 Hm
German Area, vintage exceptionally fresh
appearing collection, an interesting, mostly used and often duplicated old time collection housed in a 19th century
Robert Konig small size album. The Germany proper is limited exclusively to the large and small shield issues, with the
rare exception of the odd mint value, a lovely range of cancels etc. Additionally we note some nice Prussia, Bavaria,
Lubeck, Saxony, Baden, Hannover and Wurttemburg issues. Some very attractive examples noted throughout,
vintage old lot, inspection invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
2592 Hm
German Area, accumulation of mint and
used, housed in four binders and several stock pages, including Germany, Bavaria, Occupations & offices abroad,
value of the lot concentrated in many mint sets in the modest range, but also including some better such as 1941 Occupation of Lithuania (Michel 2-9), Serbia (Scott 2NC11-15
x2), plus eight manila envelopes with inflation period
stamps in never hinged multiples, condition varies but for
the most part is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2593 H
German States: Prussia, stamp assortment,
group of 50 stamps, including 1850-56 King Frederick William IV 4pf, 6pf x7, 1sg, 2sg & 3sg with original gum (Scott
1-5), balance mostly unused, no gum, and including
1858-60 1sg & 2sg (11-12), overall condition is Very Fine
and most of the stamps with fresh looking, and four clear
margins. See our website. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2594 Hm
Germany, one man’s virtually complete collection through to 1945, well filled album, a specialised
collection of many 100s of mint and used stamps from the
Empire through to the end of the Third Reich, all one of a
kind. Highlights include the Imperial Eagles with Small
Shields complete used including both shades on the 2kr
plus the 18kr bister superb used, unusually well-centered
and with ideal strike of Tauberbischofsheim cds. The large
shields are also complete including the 1kr blue green used
(#21a), the scarce 2kr orange used with Leopoldshoehe
cds and accompanying signatures (#22), two 9kr shades
both signed, etc, leading on to the first Germania
'Reichspost' series complete mint with the 5mk signed
Diena and also accompanied by Jaschke-Lantelme certificate. Then the first 'Deutsches Reich' Germanias again
complete mint to 5mk (#65C/78) including the 50pf and 80pf
scarce mint never hinged (#73/74), followed by the wartime
printings small perf gauge high values complete mint
(#92a/95b) with the 5mk again never hinged and signed
Jaschke, etc. Then follows a wonderful page of the Rhine
airpost locals including Gelber Hund used and 'E. EL. P.'
10pf mint signed and other material not listed in Scott, etc.
Then follows comprehensive inflation issues with better
types including such as the 1922 Munich show with good
shades on the 1¼m and 10m again both mint never hinged
and signed, 1923 the 1mrd on 100mk with violet purple
shade mint never hinged and lots more better varieties
again not listed in Scott. Then the1924 Nothilfe semi-postals complete mint never hinged (#B8/B11), the 1927 IAA
overprints complete mint never hinged (#363/365), Nothilfe
town shields complete including 1928 50p mint never
hinged (#B27) and the 1929s complete used (#B28/B32),
all the Zeppelins complete including South America and
Polar flights mint (#C38/C42) and the Chicago flights used
(#C43/C45), as well as all the souvenir sheets including the
IPOSTA mint (#B33), the 1933 Nothilfe sheet appearing
mint never hinged and seldom seen as such (#B58, a few
usual very minor imperfections mentioned for accuracy's
sake only), the 1935 OSTROPA without gum and therefore
in excellent condition (#B68) through to all the Olympics
brown band and Hitler souvenir sheets, the latter with
rouletted issue mint never hinged, etc. Of course virtually all
the regular series of the period are here too, including the
Wagner complete used, the Automobile overprints complete mint never hinged (#B141/B143), etc, as well as an
excellent range of the fieldpost issues such as the Agram
overprint in blue-black used, signed twice, the Leros overprint dark blue violet overprint mint never hinged, again
signed twice, the scarce U-boat stamp unused as issued,
etc, etc. A most impressive collection with far more here to
view. Completely uncatalogued and a joy to view and
describe, offered intact as received.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2595 Hm
Germany, semi postal souvenir sheets, compact valuable selection (B33, B58, B69), 17 S/Ss total of
just three issues, mint B33 (3), B58 (6), B68 (3 unused plus
5 used), powerful group, some purchased as never hinged,
likely a few are of the IPOSTA and Ten Year S/Ss,
OSTROPA usual brownish gum and a few faults (one is
trimmed), viewing encouraged so that you can make your
own determination as to value, otherwise Very Fine,
ex-Amberley.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2596 Hm
Germany, Third Reich, virtually complete
used including scarce Inselposts with signatures, a
substantial collection, really all superb used, housed in a
Lighthouse album, almost complete from the first
Hindenburg series to 1945. Highlights include Chicago
Zepps superb used, the Professions, etc, the miniature
sheets including the 1936 Olympics, 1937 Brown Band, all
the Hitler m/s including rouletted, even the Danzig overprints to the 2 reichsmarks on 2 superb small covers not often seen as such. Also important back of the book including
four Inselposts, 3 mint of the different diagonal overprint
types, including the so called 'Vukovea' overprints and
Agramer pair, one with sheet marginal perforated the other
so call 'durchstochen' perf, all genuine, all signed. Also, a
superb used Crete Inselpost overprints used on piece with
cancel 26th Nov 1944 in Teuschnitz, again signed, various
different signatures on all the Inselposts. Also, some covers
from eastern front, battered but full of character. A wonderful collection with rare Third Reich seldom seen (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2597 Hm
Germany, mint & used collection, 1868-1948,
presented in Scott album, and starting with 1868-69 North
German Confederation representation, followed by German Empire 1872 eagles, including 18k (Scott 11 mint), and
then by XIX Century issues mostly in used condition. The
XX Century section includes several better mint sets, singles & souvenir sheets such as 1930 IPOSTA (B33a-d),
1934 Portraits (B59-67), 1936 (B90), 1936 (B91-92), 1937
(B104), 1937 (B106), 1939 (B134-36 & 141-43), 1926 Eagle 3m(C34), 1931 Polar Flight (C40-42), 1933 Chicago
Flight (C45), plus Fieldpost, officials, franchise stamps &
1919-48 occupations, condition generally F-VF, excellent
for continuation or to be broken down into smaller units.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2598 Hm
Germany, one man’s collection to 1940,
KaBe hingeless album with virtually no empty spaces from
the Eagles through to 1940, all one of a kind, including
Small Shields with 1/4gr violet (#1) mint and signed, 2kr orange and 2kr red orange both used (#8, 8a) and the 18kr
bister used, also signed (#11), followed by the 1872 Numerals with 30gr blue mint (#13), Large Shields similarly complete including 1kr good blue green shade used (#21a), 2kr
orange unused, signed twice (#22) and the 9kr brown used
(#25). Then 'Reichspost' Germanias complete with mint 5m
type II, small thin nevertheless attractive (#65A), interesting
later Germanias possibly including the freedom printing
30pf on yellow orange mint never hinged (#86c, $2,500)
though not valued as such by us and for the viewer to decide. Then inflations mixed mint and used with no empty
spaces, 1924 small airposts complete with 20pf to 300pf
mint (#C20/C26), 1927 IAA complete mint never hinged
(#363/365), 1920s semi-postal town shields complete,
Wagner series complete used including the good perf type
on the key 20pf+10pf blue (#B49/B57), etc, etc. A very comprehensive and useful collection with lots of excellent
stamps in their own right.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2599 Hm
Germany, useful mint & used assortment,
1872-1945, arranged in a stockbook with some duplication,
opening with a group of used XIX Century stamps, followed
by mint & used section of early XX Century material, then by
mint inflation issues, value of the lot concentrated in the
Third Reich period, and including several better (mint unless noted) sets such as 1928-32 Portraits (Scott 366-84),
1934 Portraits (B59-67), 1936 Olympic Games sheets
(B91-92 x2), 1937 Hitler sheets (B102-103), 1939 Auto
Races (B141-43 used), 1928-31 Zeppelin(C35-37), 1938
officials (S1-11 never hinged) and a couple of forged zeppelin covers. We also noticed Danzig 1939 set (241-54) tied
on paper sheet, condition is slightly mixed among earlier
material, otherwise F-VF. There is more here than described and a good viewing is thoroughly recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750
2600 Hm
German Colonies, mint & used collection,
mounted on Lighthouse hingeless album pages, better
(mint unless noted) include German Offices in China 1901
(Scott 24-35 & 36A), German Offices in Morocco 1905
(20-32), German East Africa (29 used), German South
West Africa 1899 (11 used, and signed Richter), condition
is mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 1,000
2601 H
Germany, specialised collection of both
WWI and WWII occupations, collection of many 100s of
mint and used stamps neatly presented in a Safe hingeless
album with some unusual material especially on Michel
listed varieties. The collection begins with the 1914 occupations of Belgium including second series 3cts brown type II
mint (Mi#11aII) through to 6.25fr on 5mk type I mint (#25I),
followed by Etappangebiet West complete mint including
1.25fr on 1mk mint never hinged (#11IB) and 2.50fr on 2mk
very lightly hinged and signed (#12A), the
Oberbefehlshaber Ost complete mint and nearly complete
used including scarce perf type on the top value mint
(#12A), WWI Poland complete, Romania highly complete
with a good range of armyoverprints on Romanian issues
including revenues not listed in Michel. Then Upper Silesia
including 1920 surcharges complete mint (#10/12) and
1921 plebiscite complete mint all with signatures (#30/40),
through to the overprints of 1919/20 on Belgian issues with
useful mint never hinged including on 'Allemagne
Duitschland' high values to 10fr brown (#11/14), Malmedy,
etc. Then the WWII material, concentrating on Serbia with
first series overprints on Peter definitives complete mint
never hinged (#1/15), diagonal o/postal stationery and surcharges on airposts complete used (#16/30), upwards sloping o/postal stationery on Peter definitives complete used
(#32/45), Pieta se-tenant strips used, etc, etc. The Serbian
issues have non-contemporaneous cancels, nevertheless
this is a most worthwhile collection with plenty of
out-of-the-ordinary material throughout. Please view
carefully page for page, much more here to discover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2602 Hm
Germany, Post-WWI Plebiscites, Saar,
Danzig and Memel, an excellent collection, including
very good Lithuanian Occupation with much never hinged.
Mint and used collection of several hundred stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a Schaubek with hardly any
empty spaces as the used is often hidden behind the mint
stamps, with much never hinged and many good varieties.
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The collection begins with Allenstein complete mint,
Marienwerder including the surcharges on Germanias mint
and all signed with the high values with 1m red having the
broken rosette at left mint (Mi#26III) and the Upper Silesia
virtually complete. This is followed by Saar again missing
only a handful of stamps for completion. Highlights include
first series complete with 80pf mint, signed, the overprints
on the Ludwig heads mint never hinged to 1m plus mint 2m
and 3m, the top values signed, leading on to 1921 scenes
complete mint never hinged, surcharges on scenes complete used, later scenes including 1923 75cts dark gray
green mint never hinged (Mi#101), etc. Then 1926
semi-postals complete used, the 1926/27 scenes complete
mint never hinged, 1927 semi-postals complete used, 1929
and 1931 semi-postals complete used, 1931/32s complete
mint, 1932 Buildings semi-postals complete mint, 1934
statues complete mint, 1934 'Volksabstimmung' regulars
complete used and semi-postals complete mint never
hinged and 1922 officials complete mint, etc. Then
Schleswig with '1 Zone' overprints complete mint and
signed including blue overprint on 2kr blue, followed by impressive Danzig with highlights including first series complete mint never hinged, surcharges with gray network
points up mint never hinged and lilac network points up and
down complete mint, the first Ship series complete mint
never hinged and virtually everything else complete mint
never hinged through 1923, except the 'gulden' surcharges
which are complete used as well as better later issues such
as the '1920-1930' overprints complete mint, 1932 airpost
overprints complete mint never hinged and the
leistungsschau miniature sheet mint never hinged, etc. The
collection continues with the 1920/21 Malmedy overprints
to 10fr brown complete mint never hinged, followed by the
Memel, yet again virtually complete with highlights including first series overprints on Germanias mint never hinged,
the first surcharges on French issues complete mint, the
top values signed, 1921 airposts complete mint never
hinged again all signed, followed by the key 1922 airpost
3mk on 60cts violet mint never hinged lower margin plate
number example, signed, as well as wonderful Lithuanian
occupations with third 1923 series star surcharges and
1923 unoverprinted series to 1000m both complete mint
never hinged (Mi#135/150), the 1924 green and red sideways surcharges complete mint, etc, through to the
'Memelland ist frei' type I overprints complete mint never
hinged. The collection ends with WWI occupations including Belgium 40pf peace printing (Mi#5I) and top two values
all mint never hinged, the Ettapengebiet West complete
mint never hinged, the top value being the scarce shade,
possible slightly disturbed gum mentioned for accuracy's
sake only, as well as '9. Armee' overprints on Germanias
mint never hinged including the very scarce 30pf Peace
printing (Mi#4I, €2000) and Poland occs complete in colorful top marginal examples mint never hinged again including the best variety of the series the 20pf deep ultramarine
(Mi#13c). There is far more here in this intense volume, with
many further discoveries highly likely. A wonderful
collection, please study the scans (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2603 m)
Germany - Saar, impressive and valuable
used collection, 1920-1957, includes most of the key issues and S/Ss albeit mounted on pages a little out-of-order,
and with most items signed or with certificate, incluing 1-17
each value used on small piece, 19-20, 22 each signed
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ange used on piece (Mi#106II) and on the 9mk on 5fr used,
signed (Mi#107II), leading on to a magnificent showing of
the Lithuanian occupation issues highly complete including
the first four series complete mint and used including the
200m on 1L brown mint never hinged (Mi#140), the lighthouse series to 3000m with and without surcharges and the
Klaipeda surcharges on Mersons all complete used
(Mi#151/166, #193/205), followed by the 'cent' surcharges
including thick numerals 2cts on 20m yellow used and 15cts
on 25m orange used on piece (Mi#N67) as well as lots of
Michel listed varieties on the types of numerals, through to
four green surcharges on boat and anchor types complete
mint and each signed twice (Mi#N83/N86), the sideways
surcharges complete including used 10cts on 25m on 5cts
(Mi#N87), etc. There are also mint multiples showing varieties, as well as the 60pf Germania with fluted gum mint
(Mi#16y) and an excellent range of the September 1922
surcharges and October 1922 airposts in never hinged
blocks of 4, all with various spacing varieties as listed in
Michel. The postmarks are also superb, presented alphabetically from Aglohnen to Wischwill with wonderful accompanying postal history. There is much more here to be
discovered in this fascinating and completely original
collection, a close unhurried inspection is highly
recommended.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

NEY BPP(Michel A31, B31, C31 €7,150), 35-9, various
middle value sets including 85-116, 139-54, 155-71, plus a
few more modern issues, Semi Postals B1-14, B16-B64
complete, B67-B98 apparently complete, Airmails C1-12
complete, CB1, 255-7, CB1 on FDC with cert (cat €1200),
plus B64a cert and CB1a a very nice selection including
some powerful issues, extremely high catalog and reatil potential, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2604 Hm
Germany: Saar, a strong collection of mainly
mint, of 100s of mainly mint stamps housed in a homemade
album with extensive write-up, including many issues that
are usually missing from collections. Highlights include the
first series overprints on Germanias complete mint (#1/17),
second series bar o/ps on Leopold issues inc. 2mk, 3mk
and 10mk all mint and with various signatures (#36/37, 39),
leading on to the 1921 industrial series complete mint to
25mk (#68/83), the surcharges complete mint (#85/98), the
1922/23 pictorials complete used (#99/116), then continuing through to 1958 virtually complete mint. The back of the
book is equally well represented, with 1926, 1927 and 1929
semi-postals all complete mint (#B1/B8, B16/B22), both
1931 series complete mint (#23/B36), 1932 complete mint
(#B37/B43), 1933s (#B45/B46) and all the rest including the
flood relief souvenir sheets mint (#B64a, CB1a), as well as
useful officials. A very pleasing and attractive collection assembled with an eye for quality and only a few stamps required for completion, an enjoyable viewing. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2605 Hm
Germany: Saar, mostly mint collection,
1920-34, mounted on Schaubek album pages, we noted
the following better (mint unless otherwise noted) 1921
(85-98 used), 1926 (B1-4), 1927 (B5-8), 1928 (B9-14 never
hinged), 1929 (B16-22), 1931 (B23-29), 1931 (B30-36),
1932 (B37-43), 1933 (B44-46), 1934 (139-54 used), 1934
(B47-53), plus official sets, condition Very Fine, many desirable & saleable sets, you can't go wrong buying this lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2606 Hm
Germany: Memel, an exceptional collection
of stamps and postal history, a scholarly and
well-rounded old-time collector's collection of several hundred stamps housed in a Borek album, not only highly comprehensive on the main issues but also with varieties in
multiple format, lots of commercial covers, extensive Lithuanian occupations, etc., even postmark studies. The collection runs parallel mint and used, with highlights including
the first series o/postal stationery on Germanias complete
mint and used, then the surcharges on French sowers and
Mersons with two of the key stamps of the first series the 3m
on 2fr white paper (Mi#29y) and the 20m on 5fr (Mi#33) both
mint never hinged and signed, as well as the series complete used and covers bearing the lower values including
40cts on 20cts GC paper and 50cts on 35cts white paper
gutter margin examples together on cover. Then the first
airposts including 60pf small 'p' used (Mi#40Iy) and fat '4'
varieties with the mint in never hinged pair with normal and
the used superb cds and signed (Mi#46Ia), followed by
1922 '5,00' surcharge (Mi#51) on express cover, signed,
the second airposts with the good 3mk on 60cts type mint,
signed Rohr (Mi#79), as well as very scarce used. The collection continues replete both mint and used including 1922
airposts with small space between '6' and 'Mark' on 2fr or-
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2607 Hm
Germany - World War II Occupation Issues,
highly specialised collection with rare material, mint
and used collection of several hundred stamps, virtually all
one of a kind, housed in a Schaubek album with hardly any
empty spaces. There is much more here than first meets
the eye, as the used are often hidden behind the mint
stamps in this wonderful specialised collector's collection,
including much never hinged and many scarce items. Highlights include outstanding Laibach virtually complete used
(Mi#1/60, postage dues #1/9, this alone totals €12,750+),
Macedonia occupation overprints complete mint never
hinged, followed by Serbian occupations complete mint
never hinged including the 1941 souvenir sheet imperf and
perf, the 'pieta' series with E overprints to left and right, the
1943 souvenir sheets, etc. The Generalgouvernement is
also virtually complete including better types and the first
series officials complete on cover. Then Bohemia/Moravia,
starting with Sudetenland overprints, then complete regular
issues mint never hinged including first series signed, leading on to Theresienstadt camp issue mint never hinged.
There is also excellent back of the book with feldpost including Palm Tree and Swastika Afrika Korps issue unused accompanied by certificate and the U-Boat stamp without
gum as issued, signed twice, then the Flemish Legion private issues with the first two series complete mint never
hinged and the 1943 Monarch issues complete in
'kleinbogen' format again mint never hinged, followed by
French Legion Polar Bear souvenir sheet, Hitler head
postal and propaganda forgeries all never hinged and again
signed and much more. A very pleasing collection, with
much more here than described, please see the scans
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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2608 H
Germany, an important range of WWII occupations, with many stamps with multiple signatures, as well
as good postal history. A wonderful work-in-progress collection of a few hundreds stamps and a dozen or so covers
housed in a substantial volume with particularly interesting
Baltics and Balkans, including scarce used material. Highlights include Sudetenland 'Wir sind frei' overprints including fat swastikas on arms series complete mint never
hinged and all signed twice, 50h surcharge on 25h green
used on propaganda postcard tied by large eagle postmark
in pink, then the thin swastika o/ps series on arms and personalities to 1kc Masaryk also all mint never hinged. Also
seen another postcard with the 'Karlsbad' and swastika
overprints in blue green on 20h red arms and in rose on the
50h blue triangular personal delivery issue. Then
'Memelland ist frei!' overprints on Lithuanian commemoratives inc. the 30cts and 60cts on 3pf bister Hindenberg stationery from Silute registered Heydekrug with the o/p on
30cts showing 'fr' for 'frei' error, followed by Lithuania occupations inc. 'Nepriklausoma' overprints with 80k top value
mint never hinged and used, the Panevezys issues with an
excellent series of 11 with nearly all the different colors of
overprint on each denomination, all mint never hinged and
signed, the Raseiniai complete used signed twice and complete mint never hinged signed three times, through to
Rokiskis. Similarly Latvia o/ps complete mint never hinged
and used, Russian occ. Pleskau handstamps with 6 different mint never hinged inc. 20k on 1k orange, one signed
twice, followed by Macedonia occupation o/ps complete
mint never hinged and used on cover, the Zara overprints
on Italian stamps inc. the 1.25L green and 2.50L orange express stamps used on 'Comando Marina Germanica - Zara'
stationery cover, unashamedly philatelic, as well as virtually
all the se-tenant propaganda label pairs used, the Kotorska
surcharges on Yugoslavian issues complete mint never
hinged, followed by never issued Podgoritza surcharges
and much more. A wonderful array of WWII material with
much non-Scott listed, completely uncataloged of course
with the possibility of reference present. Overall with great
potential for finds when patiently researched with a Michel.
An opportunity particularly for a specialist German dealer –
make sure this is on your list of lots to view.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2609 Hm
Germany, primarily Allied Occupation
Zones, Saar and West Germany, collection with much
specialised, mint and used collection of around 800
stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a Schaubek album with hardly any empty spaces, often hidden behind the
mint stamps are the used and with much of the mint itself
being never hinged. The collection begins with the AM Post
issues with British, American and German printings, then
the uniform issue with shades on the 80pf well worth investigating with Michel, the 1946 Exposition souvenir sheets
imperf and perf mint never hinged, 1947/48 Farmers series
again with lots of shades including 24pf dark yellow brown
mint (Mi#951c) followed by extensive Posthorn overprints
including on Numerals mint never hinged, the majority
signed including to the band overprint on 16pf dark blue
green (signed Schlegel Mi#59Id) as well as 40pf signed
twice, as well as the 5pf yellow green with band overprint
used (again signed Schlegel Mi#IV/Ia), etc. Then the
Hannover souvenir sheet mint never hinged, the French
Zones comprehensive including all the miniature sheets,
Saar also replete including 1949 semi-postals complete
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mint never hinged, 1950 Stamp Day mint never hinged,
1950 Europa series mint never hinged, etc, leading on to
West Germany virtually complete including 1949 Helpers
semi-postals complete used, 1951 Marienkirche complete
mint never hinged and on to Berlin including the Black Overprints complete mint, Red Overprints with 2m used, signed,
Goethe complete used, etc, etc. There will be many more
finds to be made here, particularly on the shades and perf
types on the early issues, especially if you use study this
substantial collection carefully using a Michel (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2610 Hm
Germany, from the Allied occupations 1945
onwards, including Berlin and Saarland, a late entry, an
attractive collection both mint and used with several hundred stamps virtually all one of a kind, housed in a Lighthouse album. The quality throughout is excellent with every
stamp and virtually all the miniature sheets that we checked
being never hinged, furthermore when used they are correct of their time and in tip-top condition as well. Another interesting feature is the specialization to different Michel
numbers, with occasional better material. We haven't had
time to research this as we would have liked, however we
recommend the viewer does. All this is on top of all the obvious better red cross m/s of Baden, similarly the Freiburg
m/s both perf and imperf, through to the posthorn overprints, West Germany virtually complete, Berlin with the
black overprints complete mint never hinged signed by Dr.
Ecker, also the red overprints used again signed and
expertized with virtual completion thereafter. Finally
Saarland including the stagecoach mint never hinged, etc,
etc. A very good collection with considerable depth (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2611 Hm
Germany - Allied and Russian Occupation
Zones, mint and used collection, 3 album collection of
well over 1000 mint and used stamps, 1945/1948, covering
the SBZ locals, as well as the Allied Zones. Beginning with
an interesting range of Berlin bears perf and rouletted mint
and used, then Finsterwalde, Chemnitz and Glauchau Hitler head obliterators, Grossrachen, Gorlitz, Lobau,
Lubbenau, Meissen, Plauen, Spremberg, Storkow, etc. In
the second album are the Saxony and the Thuringen SBZs
with the watermark types differentiated and with good completion, including many good used examples tucked behind
the mint never hinged, as well as National Theater souvenir
sheet. Then the American/British Zone numerals etc. with
replete album pages as well as loaded stockpages interweaved logically in the collection with many different types
to investigate, both mint and used, followed by the 1947/48
workers/doves complete used, posthorn o/ps, etc, through
to the French occupations with lots of paper varieties on the
first issues mint never hinged, etc. Uncataloged, this collection deserves a complete viewing as there is great potential
for discoveries, when studied carefully with a Michel.
Estimate $400 - 500
2612 Hm
Germany - Soviet Occupation Zone, very
specialised and important 1945 onwards collection,
with some outstanding Michel rarities, miniature sheets etc.
An excellent mint and used collection of 1000s of stamps,
virtually all one of a kind housed in a well filled Schaubek album with hardly any empty spaces. There is much more
here than first meets the eye, as the used are often hidden
behind the mint never hinged stamps. Highlights include
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the 1945 Brandenburg bears with the rouletted issues on
white paper complete mint never hinged with the gray violet
shade on the 6pf (Mi#2Bb), Saxony Russian inscription
12pf red mint, signed (Mi#41), and shades and varieties on
the numerals including the experimental perf 11 on 6pf mint
never hinged (Mi#43C), followed by Western Saxony with
rare perf 40pf magenta mint with falling watermark
(Mi#136Xd, €9,000 for never hinged), through to large format and numbered Leipzig fair souvenir sheet used in original presentation booklet. Saxony Province shields follow
including perforate 15pf with falling watermark lower marginal example mint never hinged in scarce brown carmine
shade (Mi#80Xb, €2,400), leading on to Thuringen including Christmas souvenir sheet with 4pf cliche placed lower
mint never hinged and signed (Mi#Bl. 1xaI, €2,700), as well
as the bridges souvenir sheet on thinner paper mint never
hinged (Mi#Bl. 4ayyI, €2,400). Later material includes '3
Berlin' bezirk overprint complete including both 60pf types
mint never hinged (Mi#179I), 1948 'sowjetische
besatzungs zone' overprint including 60pf brown red used
(Mi#195b, €800), the 1949 Goethe souvenir sheet mint
never hinged, then GDR appearing complete including
1950 personalities complete used with virtually all commercial cancels, DEBRIA souvenir sheet, 1952/53 personalities all the Marx souvenir sheets mint, etc, etc. There will be
far more here to discover when studies carefully. Please
see some of the pages on the internet to get a flavor of this
wonderful collector's collection with so much material
seldom seen, 1945 to 1948, with very substantial value for
these years alone.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2613 H
Germany - Soviet Zone and DDR, mint collection, a well filled album with the most interesting part being the Occupation Zones, all housed in a bulging
Schaubek album. Highlights include studies of the Numeral
issues and the different papers of the Dresden prints with
various perforations, accompanied by Leipzig, West Saxony numeral types again with complete series, different watermarks through to the exhibition series of 1946 again with
different types, further varieties on the Halle issues through
Saxony province, Thüringen with the Bridge issues inc
interrpanneau pairs, the Weimar national theater types,
then Mecklenburg Vorpommern definitives again from
1945 onwards, through to various joint Allied Occupations
including Currency sheets, perf and imperf, through to DDR
with completion inc Mao Tse Tsung m.n.h. perfect in every
respect, a tough series to find as such since often they have
gum adhesions. Also included are all the good definitive series, the Karl Marx souvenir sheets perf and imperf and
even a study at the end of the Hitler head overprints in the
various Soviet Zone of 1945, as well as various locals such
as Niesky, Goerlitz, Spremberg multiples, Glauthau overprints and other good back of the book to investigate
especially with a Michel (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

first series with both gum types mint and used and National
Theater souvenir sheets with the white paper imperf type
mint and used, one of the mint having plate variety on '4', as
well as the rouletted type on brown paper mint and used
with the latter being with the good 6pf dark brownish olive
shade (cat. €2,600 in Michel). Then the West Saxony numerals inc. local roulette series D complete mint, first perf
series complete mint never hinged, Leipzig fair with both
watermark types complete mint never hinged, through to
later perf numerals again with shades well worth checking
out including the falling watermark 40pf light red lilac mint
never hinged and on to both falling and rising watermarks
complete used, as well as the 1946 town hall issues inc. falling watermark 6pf and 12pf mint never hinged, grayish papers complete used and virtually all the permutations of
gum and watermark types, both mint and used on the 1946
Leipzig fair, plus the souvenir sheets with watermarks both
ascending and descending, mint never hinged and used,
the latter with the good steep falling watermark (€1500+)
and also a study of plate errors. We have not had time to
catalog fully the collection, and categorise, we therefore
recommend a careful study as there will be many sleepers
present, highly challenging.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2615 H
Germany - Soviet Zone, mint collection,
1945-46, mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, opening
with Berlin-Brandenburg sets (Scott 11N1-7 & 11N1a-7a),
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (12NB1-3 never hinged), West
Saxony souvenir sheets (14NB16c x2, watermarks running
in different directions), East Saxony 12pf (15N1 signed by
Richter), Thuringia 1945 souvenir sheet (16N7b), 1946
souvenir sheet with economy gum (16NB4a), plus 1949
Goethe semi-postal sheet (10NB11). We also noticed
Thuringia bridge reconstruction issue gutter block of four &
several pairs listed & priced in Michel, plus many stamps
with different city and town names, applied when the mark
was revalued in 1948. Condition is Very Fine. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2616 Hm
Germany - Soviet Zone and DDR, one-volume specialised collection, well over 1000 mint and used
stamps virtually all one of a kind, from the Soviet occupation
zones through to 1980s, all painstakingly classified by
Michel showing the listing of each stamp. Some of the
better
material
includes
Berlin
bears
and
Mecklenberg-Vorpommern with constant plate varieties,
similarly with East Saxony, Province of Saxony, Thuringen
with national theater souvenir sheets, through to the
Bezirks overprints of Berlin, followed by useful DDR with
mint never hinged souvenir sheets inc. 1955 Schiller and
Engels issues, etc, etc. A great lot, especially for the student of the Russian occupation locals with all the hard work
having been done in categorizing the shades, watermarks
and other varieties (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

2614 Hm
Germany: Soviet Zone, collector's collection
with rarities, several hundred stamps, virtually all one of a
kind, mint and used, housed on old album pages in an album, including lots of varieties, even on the souvenir
sheets. Highlights include the two types on the
Finsterwalde souvenir sheet mint, Berlin bears and
Mecklenberg-Vorpommern nearly complete, East Saxony
numerals and Province of Saxony shields again virtually
complete with additional shades to investigate, Thuringen
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2617 Hm
Germany - Soviet Zone, collection of mint
and used, crusty-dusty collection of 100s of stamps on old
Schaubek album pages, generally very well-filled including
a good range of souvenir sheets. The collection starts with
the Berlin bears with various paper types,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern with few empty spaces, Eastern Saxony with no empty spaces, Province of Saxony
again virtually complete categorised by the ascending or
descending watermarks on the shields, through to the Leipzig fair souvenir sheet mint mint never hinged with descending watermark, as well as West Saxony similarly
specialised. Then Thueringen including the scarce type on
the reconstruction souvenir sheet unused with the 6pf in
dark brown olive brown shade, plus Cottbus, Finsterwalde,
Meissen, Gorlitz, Spremberg, Plauen, Grossrachen,
Glauchau, through to Storkow including both souvenir
sheets on white and blue papers used and Strausberg with
the two souvenir sheets, etc etc. A collection assembled
several decades ago with prices listed on the album pages
from the time when this collection was formed, fascinating
but completely irrelevant today. The condition overall is excellent, some minor toning noticed on a few values mentioned for accuracy's sake only. The key to this original
collection is the distinct probability of sleepers present, definitely complicated and deserving viewing time spent on it
with a specialised Michel (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2618 Hm)
German Democratic Republic, Soviet Zone &
Locals, stamps and cover collection, 1950s-80s, including some mint & used stamps, mounted in about forty binders, hundreds of covers, better noted include DDR 1949
Letter Carriers 12pf & 30pf first day cover (Scott 49-50,
Michel 243-44), 1950 Globe & Sun 30pf first day cover (53,
Michel 250), 1950 Debria sheet on first day cover (B21a,
Michel block 7) & 1950 Academy of Science set on registered cover to Dominican Republic (58-67, Michel 261-70),
plus some booklets and group of Germany never hinged
sheets from the inflation period, condition is mostly Very
Fine. A holding that can be well integrated into a collection
or to break down for internet sales. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2619 H
German Democratic Republic, comprehensive collection, 1949-85, nicely mounted in ten Lindner
Hingless albums, and including a high percentage of never
hinged stamps, better include 1950 Portraits (Scott 58-67),
1951 Mao (82-84), 1953 Portraits (58-67), 1953 Marx &
Engels imperforate & perforated sheets (144a & 146a) &
1953 Workers (155-71 & 187-204). We also noted a large
amount of se-tenant pairs & strips, plus some booklet
panes issued in 1955. Condition is Very Fine and fresh, the
retail value of the binders & pages is over $1,200. Viewing
will be easy and worthwhile.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2620 Hm)
German Democratic Republic, mint and
used collection, 1948-1990, including all the better values, S/Ss and the 10N numbers as well as six complete
booklet sheets, mostly never hinged, at least those that we
spot-checked were, and looks apparently complete for the
period, inspection may prove useful as this one is waiting
just for you, fresh and F.-V.F., ex-Amberely (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2621 H
German Democratic Republic, substantial
used collection, in 9 albums. Collection of 1000s of used
stamps housed in 9 hingeless albums. Most of the early material is present, including the 1950 personalities complete,
seemingly all of the Pieck definitives, the 1951 Mao series
complete with contemporaneous cancels, then the 1951/52
personalities complete with attractive correct postmarks,
the 1953/54 workers series complete, souvenir sheets, etc,
etc, all the way through to the 1990s. A worthwhile collection, requiring little for completion.
Estimate $500 - 750
2622 H
German Democratic Republic, substantial
mint collection, in 5 albums, collection of 1000s of mint
stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in 5 hingeless albums. The first album includes the 1950 Bach year series
complete, the Wilhelm Pieck definitive types, the key high
value Thalmann 80pf mint never hinged, the 1953 Marx perf
m/s mint never hinged and lots of others continuing with
hardly any empty spaces through to the 1990s, predominantly if not entirely mint never hinged, including much in
multiple format with a huge new issue cost. An excellent basis for expansion, only missing some of the early issues for
completion.
Estimate $400 - 500
2623 Hm
Germany: Berlin, virtually complete collection with Schlegel signatures, very comprehensive collection complete housed in one replete album with hardly
any empty spaces. The Black Overprint series is signed
Schlegel, however the 2, 3 and 5mk are mint and the 1mk is
used. The Red Overprint series is nothing but used with the
key value 1mk again signed Schlegel. Then follows the
UPU of 1949, the Green Overprints, Goethe series all used,
then mint for the Currency Revaluation series of 3 and also
the 1949 souvenir sheet of the same, perfect mint never
hinged. Also seen the Berlin Philharmonic with on and off
cover, all the Bells and completion thereafter. Perfection at
your fingertips (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2624 Hm
Germany: Berlin, collection with Schlegel
expertisations, mint and used collection of 1000s of
stamps housed in a substantial and almost completely filled
KaBe hingeless album representing issues from 1948 to
the 1980s including the black Berlin o/ps complete mint
never hinged, followed by red Berlin overprint used only
missing the 1mk, the 2mk dove being signed by Schlegel,
as well as the green o/ps complete used, the 1949 buildings
complete used, Goethe 20pf and 30pf, 1949 currency series from the souvenir sheet complete mint never hinged,
bells to left complete mint never hinged, bells to right complete with the top value mint never hinged and used, bells to
center complete mixed mint and used etc etc, continuing
virtually complete with lots of Michel listed varieties identified, as well as booklets, etc. Far more here than meets the
eye, as there are often more than one stamp or souvenir
sheet, stamp on stamp. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2625 H
Germany: Berlin, a good used collection including signatures, replete collection of many 100s of
used stamps housed in a special edition Sieger hingeless
album, specifically for issues from 1948 to 1990. Beginning
with the black Berlin o/ps to 80pf with the majority signed,
then Goethe complete inc. 10pf and 20pf both signed
Schlegel, the red Berlin overprints complete to 80pf with the
25pf signed Lippschutz and the 30pf signed Schlegel, 1949
von Stephan and almost everything else with the collector
continuing to prefer attractive commercially used examples, making this collection a little special. Completely
uncataloged, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 500
2626 Hm
Germany: Berlin, mostly mint assortment,
1948-90, housed in stockbook, starting with black & red
Berlin overprints, followed by several better (mint unless
noted) sets such as 1949 Heinrich von Stephan (Scott
9N35-41), 1951 (9N70-79), 1949 Plate & Bear (9NB1-3
used), plus a large amount of sets & singles in the modest
range, overall condition is Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
2627 Hm
Germany: Saar, virtually complete used post
WW2, not all the cancels guaranteed. An attractive collection of 100s of stamps in a well filled album, mostly used although some cancelations by favor. There is a small part
that is mint, with an interesting section of the overprints for
comparison purposes on for roman numeral types I and II.
The Flood Relief miniature sheets are present with suspect
cancels, followed by contemporaneous usage on the
Stagecoach, Europa forerunner of 1950 and everything
else, all housed in one album specifically for Saar (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2628 Hm
Germany - Federal Republic, parallel mint
and used collections, virtually complete including
Posthorns, attractive and highly complete collection of
post-WWII Republic issues, parallel mint and used housed
in a well filled Lindner hingeless album. Only a small handful
of empty spaces here, with highlights including first Helpers
of Mankind series of 1949 complete mint and used, 1950
Marienkirche series complete mint never hinged and used,
Bach year complete mint never hinged and used, second
Helpers of Mankind complete mint and used, followed by
the Posthorns complete mint to 90pf green, further 1952
Helpers complete mint and used, etc, continuing virtually
complete through to 1960s including the Beethoven souvenir sheet mint never hinged and used. At the back of the album there is also a section of Michel-listed varieties on the
Heuss definitives. Tip-top condition throughout with little
required for completion, please inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2629 Hm
Germany - Federal Republic, mint & used assortment, 1949-95, presented in a thick stockbook with
some duplication, better (mint unless noted) include 1949
Reconstruction (Scott 665-66 never hinged), 1954-60
Heuss (702-21), 1951 Frescoes (B316-17 x2, one set never
hinged, other used), 1952 Portraits(B327-30 never hinged),
1952 Youth Program (B325-26 x2 never hinged), 1953
Thurn & Taxis (B332-33 never hinged), plus many sets &
singles in the $10 to $30 range, condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2630 H
Germany - Federal Republic, mint comprehensive collection onto unification through Eurozone,
collection of 1000s of stamps housed in 5 hingeless albums
with issues running from 1949 through to the 2000s. The
first album includes a useful range of early issues, mint
posthorn set however mostly facsimilies, highly complete
from mid-1950s onwards including the souvenir sheets.
Considerable new issue cost here with issues running well
into the Eurozone. Condition is pristine virtually throughout,
please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
2631 H
Germany - Federal Republic, a comprehensive used collection, starting with Posthorns through
to Eurozone, collection of 1000s of used stamps housed in
6 hingeless albums, virtually all one of a kind in complete
series, with issues running well into the 2000s. The collector clearly favored postally used examples instead of 'c.t.o.'
This means that some of the souvenir sheets are represented by mint never hinged, as it was not possible to find
an example that had been through the mail. Virtually everything else however is excellent used including the surprisingly elusive Euro denomination series.
Estimate $400 - 500
2632 m
Germany - Federal Republic, complete used
collection, replete collection of many 100s of used stamps
housed in a special edition Sieger hingeless album. This is
for issues from 1949 to 1974, with every space filled. Beginning with the 1949 stamp on stamp and helpers series, the
1950 Bach pair, 1951 Marienkirche pair and stamp exhibition series, all the helpers of mankind series of 1951, 1952,
1953, 1954, etc. Occasional Michel-listed varieties identified as well, especially, the fluorescent, papers, plus postal
history. An ideal collector's collection for those seeking
complete 'Bundesrepublik' in one go, very attractive.
Estimate $400 - 600
2633 Hm
Greece, mint and used collection,
1861-1963, unmounted, in stockbook, better includes over
30 Hermes Heads, six with certificates, #49 on folded letter
sheet to Trieste, 213 used, nice runs of used sets to 1963,
please inspect, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2634 Hm
Guatemala, 1873 Coat of Arms Issue assortment (5-6), unusual group of 145 stamps mostly used,
comprising 4r (121 stamps, incl. six unused, no gum) & 1p
(24 stamps, incl. ten unused, no gum), used stamps with
Guatemala circular datestamps & large numeral cancels,
condition F-VF. The late Walter Lind studied this issue thoroughly, and took the first steps toward plating it. For the 1p
he was able to find at least two examples of each of 100 positions, identified by various flaws. His listing of the types of
the 1p was published in the Forest Green book of the Stamp
Specialist, New York, in 1948 and included in Guatemala-1.
As for the 4r, Mr. Lind never published a full list of types but
Guatemala-1 includes a listing of 29 types noted by Elliot
Perry when he mounted the former Lindquist collection, an
unrepeatable lot. Catalogue value approaching $15,000,
ISGC 5-6 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2635 Hm
Guatemala, Garcia Granados 1910 & Provisional Issue of 1911, specialized collection (140,143),
comprising 1910 Issue: plate proofs with center only in issued color (ISGC PP162A, incl. 162Aa, all imperforate);
two blocks of four & four singles, plate proofs in issued colors (PP162B, incl. 162Ba, all imperforate); four blocks of
four, nine pairs & five singles, incl. several with blue printer's
crayon marks, trial color plate proofs (ISGC PP162C yellow
brown & carmine, all imperforate); unique block of twenty
laminated between cardboard stock and showing block of
six in excised opening, from Perkins & Bacon saleman's
display book, three blocks of six, block of four, two pairs &
two singles, 1911 Provisonal Issue: group of 75 issued
stamps, incl. 46 plated by basic stamp & surcharge setting
positions, and 29 unplated, incl. block of four, also about 60
forgeries useful as reference, condition Very Fine A
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire a collection
virtually impossible to duplicate (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2636 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1930-90,
housed in two White Ace sheet albums, including a large
amount of 1930 Los Altos Railway 2¢ sheets (Scott 252),
1953 National Anthem sheets & part sheets (350-53), 1954
Odeca in sheets (C204-06), 1962 Physicians in sheets
(C259-64), 1965 Marroquin in sheets (C316-18),1965 Boy
Scouts in sheets (C328-32), 1968 Presidents Meeting in
sheets (C390-40 x2), 1968 Mexico-Guatemala Presidents
in sheets (C422-24), 1979 National Coat of Arms in sheets
(C691-713), plus several Antigua Issue sheets, condition is
Very Fine. Ideal for dealer, we couldn't list all the stamps, so
please take a look. Owner's catalogue value $6,000, o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2637 H
Guatemala, interesting asssortment of
sheets, 1926-74, mostly never hinged and housed in
oldtime sheet binder, including 1926 Waterlow 12-1/2c
three sheets (Scott 220), 1930 Los Altos Railway fair
amount of 2¢ sheets & part sheets (252), 1928 Provisional
sheets & part sheets (230 & 232), 1932 air mail surcharge
four sheets & four part sheets (C22), 1936 perforated diagonally sheet (277), 1953 Ceremonial Stone in sheets
(C182-84), 1959 Castillo Armas in sheets (C223-29), 1961
overprints in sheets (C251-54 x2), 1967 Camporee overprints in sheets (C376-80), 1971 OIT overprints in sheets
(412-15) & 1974 Antigua 20¢ sheet (C540-45), plus several
others, condition Very Fine. Owner's catalogue value
exceeding $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2638 Hm
Guatemala, assortment of sheets & multiples, 1895-1942, housed in navy blue multi-ring binder,
and comprising 24 full sheets & nine part sheets, better
noted include 1894-96 1c on 5c surcharge sheet of 100 with
multiple "El Porvenir" octagonal datestamps (Scott 57),
1898 "Correos Nacionales" overprint block of 50 (86) &
1902 2¢ on 1¢ block of fifty (112), 1919 Radio Station sheet
of 100 (162), 1920 surcharge sheet of 100 (167), 1928 Issue in sheets of 100 (230-32), 1929 Eastern Railroad
sheets of 100 (245-46), 1928 5¢ on 15p surcharge sheets &
part sheets (C5), 1931 inverted overprint block of 35
(C14b), also incl. an old English Rapkin map of Central
America in color, condition is Very Fine. Owner's catalogue
value $2,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2639 Hm
Guatemala, souvenir sheets stock, 1938-79,
mostly never hinged, and housed in a Danish spring bound
stockbook, including over 440 souvenir sheets (25 different
regular & air mail). We noted 1938 U.S. Constitution (Scott
C92 x65), 1938 Philatelic Exposition (C99 x20), 1950-51
Health (337a x35 & C180a x11) 1951 UPU (338 x30), 1969
Moon Landing (C446 x25), 1971 sheet with 1974 Munich
overprint mentioned and priced in Scott &1974 UPU overprint (C523 x38), condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended for internet trader. Owner's catalogue value
$2,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2640 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1966-77,
never hinged and housed in navy blue multi-ring binder,
and comprising 64 full sheets, better noted include 1966
Central American Independence (Scott C333), 1967 Flowers (C352-55), 1967 Churches (C364-70), 1967
Camaporee overprints (C376-80), 1968 President's Meeting (C390-400), 1968 Mexico-Guatemala Presidents
(C422-24), 1972 Atitlan Duck (C447-49), 1972 President
Arana (420-23), 1975-76 White Nun 26¢ (C573, plus some
Antigua Issue sheets, incl. 20¢ issued in 1974 (C540-45),
condition is Very Fine. Owner's catalogue value $1,950.
Estimate $500 - 750
2641 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1959-76,
never hinged and housed in navy blue multi-ring binder,
comprising 66 sheets, better noted include 1942 postal tax
(RA20), 1963 Ceiba (C273), 1964 Buildings (C274-78),
1964 City Hall & Social Security Buildings (C279-80) 1964
"Habilitada" (C287-90), 1964 New York (C291-94), 1964
(C304-09), 1965 Marroquin (C316-18), 1965 "Ayudenos"
overprint (C323-27), 1966 Scouts (C328-32), 1976
Amrican Bicentennial (C601, C604-05 & C609), condition is
Very Fine, Owner's catalogue value $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2642 H
Guatemala,
mostly
mint
collection,
1880s-1960s, mounted on album pages, including 1886
Provisionals (Scott 26-30), 1894 surcharges (52-53 &55,
52a,53a & 55a), 1897 Exposition 75¢ (69), 1898
Provisionals (80-85), 1935-37 Barrios & Ubico sets
(264-72; 280-91 x5). Airmail section includes 1935-37
(C32-46) & 1937 (C70-79), We also noted some dubious
surcharges useful as reference, plus several other singles
& sets in the modest range, overall condition F-VF. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2643 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets & part
sheets, 1928-90, housed in a Lighthouse sheet album, including 1928 Provisional 1c on 2.5p block of 60 (Scott 232),
1929 Air Mail surcharge two left & two right half sheets (C5;
only 8,838 sold), 1945 Zakuleu sheet (310), 1954 Liberation Army set in sheets of 24 (C197-203), 1963 Presidents
Meeting irregular block of 38 (C266), plus a fair number of
Antigua Issue sheets, incl. three sheets of the 20¢
(C540-45). We also noticed 1968 Child Issue in sheets
(404-07),1977 Bicentenary Issue in sheets (C621-23 &
625), plus some 1980s-90s Theather Issue sheets, condition Very Fine, recommended for internet dealer., o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2644 HH
Guatemala, never hinged collection,
1976-80, housed in three-ring binder, and including 125
singles, 260 blocks of four & 15 souvenir sheets, better in-
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clude 1976 Earthquake blocks of four (Scott C577-88),
1976 American Bicentennial blocks of four (C592-609),
1977 Holy Week blocks of four (428-29 & C614-19 x4),
1978 Cancer League blocks of four (C632-37), 1979 Tree
Planting blocks of four (C670-74 & C674a), 1979 Animals
blocks of four (C675-79), 1979 Archeology blocks of four
(C681-88), 1979 Coats of Arms blocks of four (C691-713) &
many others, condition is Very Fine, recommended for
dealer or collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2645 Hm
Guatemala, starter collection, 1871-1900,
mounted on album pages, better (mint or unused unless
otherwise stated) include 1871 (Scott 1-4), 1872 (5-6; former accompanied by APS Certificate), 1886 (31-41, including 50c used), 1894 (52, 52a, 53, 53a & 55; latter three
used), 1897 (60-73) & (80-85), condition is mostly Very Fine
and fresh, excellent basis for further expansion.
Estimate $200 - 300
2646 HH
Guatemala, Antigua Ruins assortment of
sheets, 1972-73, never hinged, group of thirteen large
sheets of 90 (Scott C480-85), as well as two part sheets of
54 & five part sheets of 36 of the lilac rose "Interfer-73" overprints, condition Very Fine, catalogue value approaching
$1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2647 HH
Guatemala, assortment of sheets, 1919-57,
never hinged, and comprising sixteen sheets, better noted
include 1911 Cabrera (Scott 142), 1919 Postal Tax (RA1),
1921 12-1/2¢ on 25¢ surcharge (176), 1924 Columbus
Theater (204), 1940 Postal Tax (RA15), 1942 Quirigua
(302), 1956 Red Cross (361-62), 1957-60 semipostals
(B8-11), condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2648 Hm
Honduras,
mostly
mint
collection,
1865-1975, mounted on album pages, starting with 1865
First Issue, and followed by several XIX sets such as 1878
Morazan (Scott 30-36 mint & used), value concentrated in
the airmail section, and including C1 signed A. Rendon,
C11a inverted surcharge & C22, overall condition F-VF
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2649 Hm)
Hungary, extensive mint and used collection, 1871-2000, in 4 stockbooks and an album, starts with
#3 on cover, #15 on cover, and #3(x3) and #4 on cover, then
on to 486 on cover, 528 mint, B80-87 mint, B94 mint,
C24-25 mint, J1-9 mint, then onwards with hundreds of
stamp in sets often with parallel imperf sets, comprehensive in scope, condition is mixed on earlier, fine to very fine
otherwise, a collection sure to please the Hungary specialist, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2650 H
Hungary, mint collection, 1900-1961, nicely
mounted in a well-filled Minkus album, value of the lot concentrated in the XX Century, we noted the following better
mint items 1920 Overprints (Scott 311-30), 1925 Sports
(B80-87), 1942 semi-postal sheets of four (B148a-50a),
1947 Roosevelt souvenir sheets (B198A-D, CB1-CB1C),
1918 Airmail (C1-2), 1936 Airmail (C35-44), plus some occupation stamps, condition mostly Very Fine. Offered intact
as-received.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2651 Hm
Hungary, dealer's stock, 1871-1994, mint &
used, sets & singles mounted in presentation cards with
Michel Catalog numbers, and housed in three red boxes,
plus additional small box, better noted include, 1871 2k &
15k (Scott 1 & 5 used), 1913 semipostal set (B1-17 used),
1925 Sports (B80-87 x4; mint), 1931 zeppelin (C24-25
mint), 1952 Birds imperforate pairs (C96-106vars), 1954
sheet (C157), 1958 imperforate sheet (1182var), 1958 imperforate blocks of four (C176-83vars) overall condition
F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2652 HH/H
Hungary, mint collection, 1927-1991, exciting
mint collection on stockcards and in a stockbook, with hundreds of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets, better
mint NH includes 218, 486, 1392-1399 in complete
sheetlets, C24-C25 and C26-C34, most others appear NH,
leave plenty of time to peruse this lovely collection, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2653 Hm
Hungary, collection & accumulation,
1870s-1980s, mostly used, and mounted in three Minkus
albums, loose album pages and large amount of glassines,
collection opens with some early used stamps, better (mint
unless otherwise noted) include 1925 Sports (Scott
B80-87) & 1932 Madonna (462-65 used), some small faults
on early issues, other F-VF. Highly recommended as a
starter collection or to be broken down into smaller units
and offered on the internet.
Estimate $400 - 600
2654 Hm
Iceland, mint and used collection,
1873-2004, mounted in Ka-Be hingeless album, starting
with some better used such as 1873 Coat of Arms 4s & 16s
(Scott 2 & 4), 1876 Coat of Arms (12 & 14), 1882 Coat of
Arms (17 x2; two distinctive shades), 1892 Coat of Arms
(19), followed by some better mint such as 1939-45 (229-31
never hinged), plus some semipostals, airmails & officials.
Also including two stockbooks with duplicates, condition
slightly mixed among earlier issues but otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2655 Hm
Iceland, holding of several hundred mint and
used stamps, organised chronologically, representing a
wanna-be dealer's stock, though with no unpleasant duplication and lots of complete mint never hinged series in the
20th century. Issues start from the 1880s inc. Christian IX to
50a used, lots of 'I Gildi' o/ps to investigate, 1907/08 double
portraits, 1911/12 Sigurdsson and Frederik VIII embossed
types, 1920/22 Christian X definitives to 5kr used inc. 25a
red cds used, 1925 pictorials complete used, 1931/32 waterfalls complete used, geysers inc. 1939 40a brown used,
etc, through to back of the book including officials with more
Gildis o/ps, semi-postals, airposts, etc.
Estimate $400 - 500
2656 H
Indonesia, mint collection, 1949-90, mounted
in Safe album pages, including many never hinged stamps
and virtually complete for the period, starting with 1948-49
Netherlands Indies issues (Scott 294-304 & 325-30), followed by abundant amount of sets up to $20, condition is
Very Fine, excellent opportunity to acquire the majority of
stamps issued by the Republic of the United States of
Indonesia.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2657 H
Indonesia, collection of about 600 mint local
issues, 1947-1948, mounted on blank pages or in a couple
glassines, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2658 Hm
Iran, important one man’s collection, a wonderful vintage collection of about 900 stamps from the classics to the 1920s housed in a special collector's album,
specifically for the stamps of Persia with some very scarce
stamps present. The collection begins with 45 lions, the
1870 8s red mint (#4), the 1875 4s bright-red on thin paper
used (#13b), the 1876 2s gray blue used with flaw making '3'
instead of '2' in lower left corner (#16 var), the 2s black also
interesting as it is used and unpriced as such in Scott (#17),
as well as the 4k yellow on laid paper superb with purple cds
(#20b), followed by the 1878 Lions including the 5k violet
shades used (#36) and the high value 1t bronze on blue laid
paper used (#40) with thin at top, insignificant as this stamp
is hardly ever seen, as to be expected there will be reference examples among some of the Lions as well. Then the
Nasser-eddin Shah with 1876/80 complete used (#27/46),
the 1881 Suns complete used (#47/49), the 1882s complete used x2 and then complete mint (#50/52), the 5s
green Sun type II mint (#53a), as well as an interesting
range of 'officiel' overprints of 1885/87, through to the 1899
handstamps complete used (#120/135), the 1900 violet
handstamps complete including the 10cts light blue mint
(#158), the 1902 'provisoire 1319' overprints complete used
(#173/188), then a range of more than a dozen of the
Meshed postmaster provisionals with the series
(#222/228), including a 12cts dull authentic blue imperf that
is in our opinion genuine (#227), leading on to a phenomenal showing of the 'chahi' types including 'provisoire' 1ch,
2ch and 5ch mint (#235/236, 238), the Red Lion
handstamps with 50k type I x2 used (#257) and type II x3
used (#290), as well as the tomans high values for money
orders complete used, leading on to several 5 Krans surcharges mint and used (#308), the 'P.L.Teheran' overprints, 1903 Blue Lion overprints complete used (#32½40),
etc etc. Then virtually all the other surcharges of the early
20th century, 'relais' overprints complete (#516/523), the
Mohammad Ali occupation of Kurdistan overprints, 1917
'1333' overprints complete mint (#543/549), the 'Novembre
1918' Peace overprints complete mint (#610/616), through
to officials and parcel posts again virtually complete. There
is also a fascinating range of non Scott listed items including the 19th century revenues and intriguing unissued officials. Since so much of the material here is scarce, this is
clearly a very important collection, offered intact as
received and a real opportunity for a dealer or advanced
collector.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2659 Hm
Iran, mint & used collection, 1890s-1960s,
mounted on Scott album pages, better (used unless noted)
include 1898 Mozaffar-eddin Shah (Scott 104-19), 1899
handstamp (131 & 133), 1909 (445), 1912 Official overprints (501-15), 1915 surcharges (537-40), 1915 overprints
(543-49 & 582-85), 1918 overprints (610-16), 1919 surcharges (617-21 mint), 1924 surcharges (681-84 mint),
1925 surcharges (686-95, incl. 687 used), 1925 Gold overprints (697-702 mint), 1926 overprints(703-06), 1930 Airmail (C34-50 mint & used), plus some official sets such as
1911 (O31-40), 1915 (O41-57 mint) & 1915 Parcel Post
(Q19-35 mint), overall condition F-VF, many desirable sets
& singles, be sure to check it out.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2660 H
Iraq, mint assortment, 1949-83, never hinged,
housed in binder, identified by Stanley Gibbons & Scott
numbers, and accompanied with detailed owner's list, majority of singles & sets in the modest range with some better
never hinged such as 1958 (Scott 188-94, SG 419-25),
1967 (452-56 & C22-26, SG 777-86), plus five souvenir
sheets, condition is mostly Very Fine, recommended for
dealer or collector alike.
Estimate $200 - 300
2661 H
Israel, specialised collection including
much forerunners and early Kibbutzim, mainly mint
never hinged collection of almost 1000 stamps of Israel and
Palestine, housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album. The Israel has useful pristine quality series such as the 1950 coins
to 50p with tabs and the tête-bêche and gutter tête-bêche
pairs complete, etc, as well as FDCs from the 1940s onwards. Yet the best section is the forerunner issues with
hundreds, including blocks and types we have seldom, if
ever seen. These include Soldier and Flag 50m block of
eight, 'KKL' embossed head 10m and 15m in blocks of ten,
14.5.1948 conference 10m blue strip of three, Jewish National Fund of Canada monument series with five different
colors each in panes of twelve, Teachers imprint gutter
panes of eighteen, Tribe Emblems complete sheet of 60 in
five different colors se-tenant and much. Also present Palestine with Jordan and British occupations. A most interesting collection with great potential for scarce issues on the
Israeli forerunners. Completely uncataloged, please
inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
2662 H)
Italian Area, mint and used collection,
1852-1960, intriguing mounted collection, excellent range
of Italian States, then starts with 1861 issues, better used
includes 37-44, 232-238, 280-289, 331-341, 359-366,
B17-19, B20-25, C77, C84-C88, D9-D14, Q1-Q6,
CE1-CE2, better mint includes 349-354, C48-49, C79-83,
D1-D14, loads of BOB and occupations, states need to be
verified, condition mixed on earlier, but dozens of mint and
used complete sets available for retail or internet sales,
needs careful review to ascertain this lots true value, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2663 Hm
Italian Area, mint & used colection, mounted
in Scott album, better (mint unless noted) include Italy
1890-91 (58-63), 1890-91 20¢ on 50¢ (66), 1911 (119-22),
1912 (124-25), 1921 (130-32 individually tied on piece),
1922 (140-42), 1923 (159-64), 1928 (208-09 used), 1932
(268-79 used), 1932 (280-89 used), 1932 (290-305), 1934
(315-21 used), 1934 (326-28), 1934 (339-41), 1935
(353-54), 1936 (364-66 used), 1937 (367-76), 1937
(377-86), 1923 semipostals (B17-19), 1926 (B30-33), 1913
Pneumatic (D9-14). We also noticed Ethiopia 1936 (N1-7),
San Marino 1877 (15 used), 1894 (29-31), 1935 (176-80),
1918 (B3-11), Libya 1934 (64A-G), plus some Sardinia &
Trieste stamps, condition F-VF, definitely worth viewing.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2664 Hm
Italian Area, dealer's stock, mint & used Italy,
San Marino & Vatican stamps, mounted in presentation
cards, and housed in red box and smaller box, including
regulars, postage dues, some military stamps & Trieste,
majority of sets, part sets & singles up to $10 but including
some higher such as Italy 1890-91 Postage Due 20c on 1c
(J26 mint), 1934 Soccer (C64 x2 mint) & 1945 Arona over-
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prints (Sassone 1-10 & 16 never hinged), mixed condition
as usual but most F-VF. Ideal for the internet seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
2665 Hm)
Italian States: Modena, mostly used collection, 1852-59, mounted on pages, comprising 1852-57
Coat of Arms 10¢, 15¢ x2, 25¢ & 40¢ x3 (Scott 2-5, including. 15¢ block of four with full original gum, and signed
Lemaire), 5¢, 10¢ & 40¢ (6-8, including. 5¢ vertical strip of
three), 1859 Coat of Arms 5¢ (10), plus 1853-57 Newspaper tax stamps (PR2-4, including. 10¢ block of four with full
original gum, and signed Lemaire), followed by an interesting section of postal history, including three fronts (one
franked with 5¢ stamp depicting misprinting in lower left corner), condition varies but for the most part is F-VF, ideal for
the specialized collector. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2666 m)
Italian States: Naples & Sicily, used collection, mounted on pages, Naples section comprising 1g x5,
2g x15, 5g x6, 10g x3, 20g & 50g (Scott 2-7), followed by
seven folded letter covers, including four single frankings,
two double frankings, a cover franked with 2gr pair & 1g,
Sicily section comprising 1/2g x6, 1g x3, 2g x8, 5g x6, 10g
x3, 20g x4 & 50g x3 (10, 12-14,16-18), and including some
forgeries useful as reference, followed by five covers, including four single frankings (two are address panels) &
double franking, small faults affecting some stamps but
generally F-VF, excellent opportunity for collector. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2667 Hm)
Italian States: Parma, mint and used collection, 1852-59, mounted on pages, starting with 1852 Issue:
5¢ (Scott 1 x5; including. one original gum, and signed
Kohler, other used), 10¢, 15¢ & 25¢ (2 x4, 3 x 3, 4 & 5 used),
1854-55 Issue: 5¢, 15¢ & 25¢ (6 used, 7 x2 & 8 used),
1857-59 15¢ & 25¢ (9 used & 10 original gum), plus
1853-57 Provisional Government 9¢ (PR2 original gum,
and signed Kohler), we also noted several fakes useful as
reference, and 15¢ (Scott 3) tied on folded letter cover by
straight-line cancel, condition varies but generally F-VF,
see the complete lot in our website. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2668 Hm
Italy, powerful nearly all mint collection,
1911-1940's, a splendid collection assembled on
stockcards, loaded with premium mint sets such as Scott
119-22, 140-42, 159-64, 171-74, 201-10, 232-38, 248-56,
242-46, 268-79, 280-89, 310-14, CB1-2, 315-21, 331-41,
349-54, 377-86, C23-26, C35-39, C42-47, C48-49,
C56-61, C62-65, C66-72, C73-78, C95-99, the Garibaldi issue for the various Aegean Islands regular issues apparently complete, plus much, much more. Fresh and
generally F-VF og, a wonderful lot for this popular period.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2669 Hm
Italy, substantial collection to 1960, in Scott
specialty album, comprised of hundreds in all, overall
mostly used, with a wealth of premium items such as (mint
or unused) Scott 26-27, 40, 42, 46, 54, 58-63 (59 used), 92,
93, 130-32, 133-35, 140-42, 143-46, 177a, 232-38 and
(used) 32-33, 67-72, 164, 209, 280-89 and strong later issues as well. Substantial aggregate catalog value usual
condition on the classics, otherwise F-VF, an ideal basis for
expansion.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2670 Hm
Italy,
collection
&
accumulation,
1860s-1980s, mint & used, mounted in Lindner album,
loose hingeless pages and two stockbooks, highlights (mint
unless noted) include 1922 Mazzini (Scott 140-42), 1932
Dante Alighieri Society (268-79 & C28-33), 1932 Garibaldi
(C35-39), 1932 Fascist Government (290-305 & C40-41),
1934 Military Medal (C66-72), 1935 Bellini (C79-83), 1937
Child Welfare (367-76 & C89-94), 1937 Caesar (C95-99),
1938 Proclamation of the Empire (400-409 & C100-105),
mixed condition but overall F-VF. If you are serious about
making money, you should definitely take advantage of the
opportunity afforded here.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2671 HHHm Italy, mint and used collection, 1938-2000,
couple of thousand stamps mounted in album, better includes 400-409 mint, C100-105 mint and used sets, includes many parallel mint and used sets, excellent
collection for the beginner or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2672 m
Italy, highly complete, intact and valuable
collection of used, 1862-1954, loaded with key values
with proper cancels, includes: 17-9, 20, 21(2), 23-36 (extra
33), 34, 37-44, 39a (signed E Diena), 40a, 42a, 45-51,
52-92, 58a, 94-112, 114-42, 142A-D, 142-64, 165-70with
extra 170, 171a-4a, 174A-G, 175-7, 175a-7a, 178-83,
181a, 188-200, 201-10, 213-46, 248-56, 257-67, 268-79,
280-648 virtually complete with 574-6 on FDC; Semi Postals: B1-4, B7-9, B11-2, B12b, B17-9, B26-34, B39-40,
B43-6; Airmails complete 1917-1948 (C1-128); CB1-3,
CE1-9, CO1-2CTO, E1-26, D1, D9-15, J2, J4-5, J5a,
J6-10, J12-20, J22-4, J25-7, O1-8, P1, Q1-6, a delightful
collection with all of the key stamps present, by far one of
the finer collections we have had the pleasure to offer and
fully intact, catalog into six figures, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2673 Hm
Italy, valuable dealer's stock, 1862-1956,
mounted in Ameen's presentation pages and identified by
Scott numbers, bettter (mint unless noted) include 1862
(Scott 17 used), 1862 (20 tied on cover fragment), 1862 (21
used), 1863-77 (27 unused, no gum), 1865 (34 unused, no
gum), 1877 (37), 1877 (42-43), 1879 (46-48), 1879 (51 x2;
used), 1889 (52 x3), 1889 (57 x3; used), 1890 (58-63 x3),
1890-91 (64-66; including two high values signed by
Diena), 1890-91 (64a x2; mint & used), 1891-96 (67 x4),
1891-96 (72 x4; including three used), 1901-26 (83 x2),
1901-26 (85 x3), 1910 (114, 116 & 118), 1922 (140-42 x5;
used), 1923-25 (157 block of four), 1923 (170), 1924
(174F-G used), 1926(183 tied on piece), 1936 (359-66),
1946 (477a), 1947-48 (486-88), 1948 (495-506), 1923
(B17-19 x3), 1926-28 (C3-9 x2), 1933 (C42-47; five stamps
never hinged), 1934 (C62-65), 1934 (C73-78; including 4L
to 10L used), plus postage dues, occupations & officials,
recommended for dealer, many desirable & saleable sets
or singles throughout, Scott catalogue value exceeding
$20,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
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2674 HHHm Italy - AMG & FTT, specialized collection,
1943-1951, mounted on Harry Cass pages, this incredible
collection starts with (mint unless noted) 1N1-1N19,
1LNC1-1LNC7 and 1LNE1-1LNE2, FTT includes 1-14,
15-17, 18-29, with many gutter pairs, several pages titled "A
Specialist's Study" with variations, reconstructed panes of
1LN2, 1LN14 and C1, group of town cancels on piece,
postal cards Sassone #15-17, Administrative Stamps, and
reconstructed panes of the French Issues, a note worthy
and meticulously annotated collection sure to please the
fussiest collector, please set aside ample time to peruse
this holding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2675 H
Italian Colonies: Tripolitania, mint collection, 1923-34, mounted on album pages, better include
1923 Propaganda of Faith(Scott 1-4), 1924 Manzoni
(11-15), 1929 Monte Casino (28-34), 1930 semipostals
(B50-53), 1931-32 air mails (C8-15), 1933 Graf Zeppelin
(C21-26), 1934 air post semipostals (CB1-10), condition
Very Fine, take a look, you will like it. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2676 Hm
Japan, comprehensive collection, well over
1500 mint and used stamps housed in three albums. Highlights include the 1872 imperf and perf dragons complete
used, followed by a good range of 1870s Chrysanthemum
issues with denominations to 30s with and without syllabics,
the 1876/92 Imperial Crest issues including the 12s rose
unused, signed (#63), the 30s violet used (#66), etc, leading through to the 1896 5s Generals mint (#88, 90), the
1899/1907 Chrysanthemums including mint 25s, 50s and
1y (#106/108) as well as interesting perfins etc. Then the
20th century including good commemoratives with the
1916 10s blue and ultra ceremonial cap used (#154), the
1921 10s dark blue Communications Building almost imperceptibly if at all hinged (#166), the 1921 Battleships
complete (#167/170), the 1923 imperfs complete unused
as issued (#179/187), the 1924 5y Jingo on attractive commercial-style Zeppelin 'round-the-world' cover, the 1927
UPU complete mint (#198/201) and later key definitives including the 1929 key 'old die' 8s olive green Fuji mint never
hinged(#174a), the 1937 Jingo high values mint
(#253/254), etc. Then follows the scarce airpost souvenir
sheet mint never hinged (#C8), the 1935 Mt. Fuji miniature
sheet of 20 mint never hinged (#222a) and all the national
parks with the souvenir sheets mint never hinged on the key
issues including the 1940 Daisetsuzan and Kirishima
sheets (#306a, 311a) etc. Further better souvenir sheets include the 1948 Beauty Looking Back sheet of 5 mint never
hinged, then virtually all the sheets, through to the 1980s.
The back of the book here also has a wide scope, with currency, revenues, 19th century telegraph issues, Japanese
occupations with postal history, etc, etc. A strong collection,
offered intact as received, though there are occasional
empty spaces for material the collector was yet to acquire.
While there may be some mixed condition and forgeries in
the 19th century, overall this is an excellent collection and
most worthwhile, requiring not much to complete.
Estimate $7,000 - 8,000
2677 Hm
Japan, one man’s collection, housed in two
very well filled Minkus albums with about 2000 mint and
used stamps. The first few pages are loaded with classics
from the first issues onwards beginning with no less than 30
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Dragons including all the denominations imperf and perf,
including genuine and reference, especially among the unused. Then the first Chrysanthemum issues of 1872/73
without syllabics with all spaces filled including an attractive
example of the 20s lilac used also the 30s gray including the
scarce foreign wove paper type, as well as lots of additional
shades and types on the other denominations here with
some wonderful looking postmarks and fancy cancels.
These are followed by another replete page with an impressive range of more than 20 different syllabics, also to the
30s gray top value followed by the Goose, Wagtail and Goshawk types, leading on to the 1876 Chrysanthemums with
distinct shades on the 1877 30s violet, etc, etc. The 20th
century is also very worthwhile with the second album
loaded with the souvenir sheets and virtually complete as
such, for example the national parks souvenir sheets complete with covers, including 1938 Nikko, 1939 Aso, 1940
Daisetsuzan, 1940 Kirishima, 1941 Daiton/Niitaka-Arisan,
1941 Tsugita-Taroko, etc, all mint never hinged. Also the
1946 Postal Service imperf sheet never hinged, 1947 Tokyo philatelic exhibition mint, 1948 5y and 8y Miner complete booklets, as well as the 1948 lady looking back and
1949 Wild Geese sheets of five both mint never hinged,
Smiling Boy imperf sheet of 10 mint never hinged, lottery
sheets, etc, etc. The issues continue virtually complete
though to the 1980s, followed by useful Ryukyus etc. This is
an excellent lifetime's collection offered intact as received
and completely uncataloged. Although there is reference
material among the classics that must be expected, there is
enormous potential for finds in the 19th century especially
for those with knowledge of these challenging issues, as
well as plenty of excellent 20th century material in tip-top
condition that is often missing from many good Japan
collections. A close inspection highly recommended.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2678 H
Jordan, mint never hinged assortment,
1947-85, housed in glassine envelopes, identified by Stanley Gibbons & Scott numbers, and accompanied with detailed owner's list, majority of singles & sets in the modest
range with some better such as 1952 Emir overprints (Scott
255-69, SG 313//33), 1955 Temple/ King Hussein (306-18,
SG 445-48), 1965 Temple/ Hussein with new watermark
(335-37, SG 456-58), 1965 (C42A-F, SG 692-97 never
hinged), 1968 (552-58 & C49-50, SG 821-29 never hinged),
1970 (588-90, SG 929-31 never hinged), plus three souvenir sheets issued in the 1980s, condition is mostly Very
Fine, recommended for dealer or collector alike.
Estimate $300 - 400
2679 Hm
Korea, classic holding with important rarities, quite a holding of early Korea with a few 100 items including distinctly rare material, housed in one volume, as
assembled by this collector as bought from collections and
separate purchases over many years of worldwide buying,
specifically Korea segregated from the Far East. Probably
the best item here is an extraordinary marginal imprint used
block of six of the 1902 3ch on 'Tae Han' 50p purple (#37g)
with the red Chinese characters being inverted on the three
stamps in the upper row. This error on the initial Tae Han
overprint is not listed in Scott on the 50p and only a handful
in existence. This block is accompanied by a Holcombe
opinion stating that it is genuine and rare, with a separate
letter from Holcombe that he has never seen or even heard
of this error despite having collected Korea himself! Other
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highlights include the 1884 5m rose #1 mint pair, 1895 'yin
yang' series complete mint x2 including both types of the
50p purple, as well as complete definitives used together on
piece, a very impressive and visual multiple franking (#6/9
rare). The 10p blue also seen with distinct flaw in right-hand
tablet (#7 var), followed by the 1897 'Tae Han' overprints in
red on 10p unused (#11) and 25p mint (#12), the black overprint on 50p purple used (#15) and dozens more crammed
together on a manila stockcard requiring categorisation.
Then further 1900/01 'Yin Yang' definitives including the
20ch red brown mint (#27), the 50ch mint (#31), the 1901
10ch purple wing-marginal mint (#25) with unusual
pre-printing paper fold, etc, followed by four of the 1902 Emperor's Crown issue mint and lots of the 1902 handstamp
surcharges including 2ch on 50p purple used (#36e), again
needing further categorisation leading on to the 1903 Falcons to 1w mint, the best being the 1w violet on lavender
(#50), a completely sound and very attractive example with
full original gum. Also present are Japanese Post Offices in
Korea and a fascinating card of the 'tourist forgeries' including overprints and other interesting reference material etc.
An excellent range for the Korean specialist collector or
dealer, some faults are present as to be expected in such a
holding, yet clearly with much more here to discover.
Please inspect page for page, stamp for stamp, a lot that
gets better and better on each inspection where you find
more.
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2680 Hm
Liberia, an old time collection, several 100s
mostly mint stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed on
well-filled old Minkus album pages, starting off with half a
dozen of the 'Liberia' freedom allegory first issues to 24cts
green and 24cts rose, then the 1880s numerals including
imperfs to 8cts, 1892/96 to $10 President Johnson mint,
then a range of 19th century officials, postage dues and
registration issues, 1896/1905 50cts mint, official overprints 10cts to 50cts mint, the 1906 pictorials complete mint
to $5 brown and black, through an interesting range of surcharges of the 1910s to 1918s complete mint to $5, complete red cross surcharges semi-postals mint, etc.
continuing with good completion and many further complete mint series through to the 1950s. We also note a study
of the progressive proofs on the Jehudi Ashmun 5cts as
well as the 1952 Ashmun commemoratives in complete
sheets of 20. An attractive and very useful collector's collection, completely uncataloged. The vast majority is in tip-top
condition, offered intact as received (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2681 P
Liberia, specialized holding, 1936-1949, delightful lot of proofs, essays and specimens that includes
three photo essays and approved proof for 1936 air mail all
signed by John Webb, five proofs from the 1909 issue, and
the 1949 issue with five die essay small numerals and five
die proofs, 1952 specimens and proofs, 1952 issue in
sheets of 20, proofs of border of 1952 souvenir sheet, and a
stockbook with complete sheets of #300, 311 & 312,
C54-C56 and 368-370, beautiful and scarce, an excellent
value for the specialist, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2682 Hm
Libya, mostly mint collection, 1912-65,
mounted on album pages, better mint include 1912-22
overprints (Scott 1-16), 1921 Victory (31), 1934 Sample
Fair (64A-G), 1929 semipostals (B18-22), 1931
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semipostals (B30-37), 1932 semipostals (B45-47), 1933
semipostals (B48-54), 1932 air mail (C4-7), 1934 air post
special delivery (CE1-2), 1915 postage due (J1-10), condition is Very Fine, viewing will be a pleasure. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2683 HH
Liechtenstein, powerful assortment, Never
Hinged, and mounted in stockbook with valuable & useful
duplication, better include 1921 Views (Scott 54-69), 1928
Prince Johann (82-89, accompanied with 2006 Marxer Certificate), 1930 Views (94-107), 1934 Agricultural sheet
(115), 1934-35 Views & Portraits (116-31), 1931 Zeppelin
set (C7-8), 1934-35 Eagle (C9-13 x2), 1936 Zeppelin set
(C15-16 x2). Condition Extremely Fine. What a fascinating
lot!.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2684 m
Liechtenstein, dealer's stock, 1960-1995,
huge stock on large format black stockcards, comprising of
used, mostly never hinged and Cancelled-To-Order singles
and sets, arranged in order on several thousand cards, with
both an extensive range and depth and including S/Ss and
officials, catalog value will add up fast, and is tremendous,
extra time should be committed to this valuable stock which
will have an overall staggering catalog value which we
would estimate at well over $25,000, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2685 Hm
Liechtenstein, mint & used dealers stock,
1959-1995, excellent dealers stock of mint and used
stamps, often with heavy duplication, there is one book of
year sets 1961-1995 in blocks of four, and the remaining six
albums are mostly complete sheets, mint includes
#366(x40), 368(x30), 372-374(x80), 376-378(x80),
381-384(x140), 390(x160), C17-18 with duplication,
O37-046 in complete sheets, O55 complete sheets(x2),
O59-O70 complete sheets, and there are parallel group of
complete used sheets, a rare opportunity to acquire a large
stock of this popular country, examination is encouraged,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2686 m
Liechtenstein, delightful used collection,
1912-1962, on stock pages and contains many better items
and a high degree of completion for the time period, includes 1-3, 1a-3a, 3ab, 4-9, 54-69, 74-80, 82-9, 90-3,
94-107, 108-10, 111-3, 116-29, 130, 131, 136-52, 154-331
mostly complete, Semi Postals include B1-6, 11-13, 15-21,
Airmails C1-37 complete, Officials O1-8, 9-10, a lovely selection and worthy of inspection, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberely (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2687 HH/H
Liechtenstein, mint collection, 1912-2002,
meaty collection in stockbook with multiples of most issues,
better includes 1-3, 238, C7-C8, C15-C16, interesting parallel sets with hinged and NH, multiples of BOB, great opportunity to acquire stock for retail or internet sales, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2688 m)
Liechtenstein, used collection, 1912-1997,
all used, neat little collection on pages, starts with 1-3, 674,
C1-6, C9-13, with a few first day covers, most chosen for
better cancels, please set aside time to peruse this lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2689 H)
Lithuania, covers & stamps, mounted on
pages, and starting with four stampless folded letter covers
used in the 1840-46 period, followed by 1919 Berlin Issue
20sk, 30sk & 1auk imperforate strips of five (Scott
52-53vars & 58var), plus two covers, including mourning
cover to U.S., also 1922 Stulginskis 6auk stamp dark blue
shade, condition F-VF, recommended for collector.
Estimate $200 - 300
2690 H
Luxembourg, quality mint collection,
1852-1962, beginning with first issues and with many complete sets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, Semi Postals
well represented, includes unused: 1, 3, 4-11, 13-4, 16,
17-24 including 22A, 26, 29-33, 37, 39a signed, 39b cert,
40-7, 48-59, 60-130, 60a, 63a, 82a, 115b, 125a (2), 151(2),
152-367 apparently complete with many purchased as
never hinged, 278-9 extra 8 sets in blocks, Semi Postals
B1-B238 apparently complete including key sets and S/Ss,
many NH, Airmails C1-20, and Officials O52-182 looks
complete, plus Occupation N1-32, NB1-9, a very nice collection possesing many of the difficult issues, inspection will
prove usefulas there is substantial value, some faults on the
classics but selectively purchased, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley (photo on web site). Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2691 H
Luxembourg, a perfectionist’s collection,
immaculate mint collection housed in a Schaubek album for
issues from 1945 to 2000, with everything in never hinged
condition and appearing complete, including the heroes
and martyrs souvenir sheet (#B131), the 1947 Echternach
series complete (#B137/B142), 1949 Charlotte souvenir
sheet (#B151), 1950 child welfare (#B156/B161), 1951
united Europe complete and tip-top mint never hinged as always in this collection (#272/277), 1952 stamp centenary
2fr and 4fr in se-tenant pair (#278/279) and the stamp on
stamp on stamp airposts complete (#C16/C20), etc, thru to
the 1956 Europa towers (#318/320) and the1957 PAX
Europa complete (#329/331), etc, etc. An absolutely pristine collection without faults.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2692 Hm
Luxembourg, mint and used collection,
1852-1999, wonderful collection mounted in an album, with
many used classics such as #1, 2 but the strength lies inn
the semi postals including used B4-6, B7-10, B15-19,
B20-24, B25-29, B30-34, B35-39, B45-49, B50-54 mint &
used, B86-91 mint & used, B121-125, B131, B151, with
hundreds of postage dues, officials and occupations, there
are many parallel mint and used sets throughout, should
prove useful, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2693 Hm
Luxembourg, mostly mint collection,
1860s-1980s, in two Ka-Be albums and two stockbooks,
starting with some XIX Century issues, followed by many
XX Century issues. We also noted an attractive section of
semipostals issued in the 1921-79 period, plus some officials, occupation stamps & two stockbooks with unchecked
duplicates, some mixed condition on early issues, otherwise F-VF, a good foundation collection to build upon or to
be broken down into smaller units and offered on eBay.
Estimate $500 - 750
2694 HHHm Luxembourg, mint and used collection,
1852-1987, very clean collection of several hundred
stamps, start with used #1, 4, 5, 12, mint 13, 14, & 16, then
mostly parallel mint and used from 1891 forward, better
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mint NH includes 217, B55-59, B86-91, B151, C16-20, with
nice selection of officials including inverted overprints O1a
and O15a, an excellent opportunity to build upon or break
up for retail, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2695 Hm
Mexico, one man’s collection with an extensive range of classics through to comprehensive 20th
century, mint and used collection of well over 2000 different stamps, from the first issues through to the 1990s,
housed in a very bulging Scott specialty album. The classics are loaded page for page, with well over 40 of the
imperf Hidalgo issues including (used unless otherwise
stated), many attractive high values to 8r black on red
brown (#11) with Apam district name, as well as the 8r
green on red brown (#12), with other unusual o/ps attractively added to the side of the page, for example Acapulco
on 1/2r black on buff mint (#6),as well as blue Apam on 1r
yellow unused (#2), even several italic type Mexico o/ps to
4r red on yellow x2 and 4r rose on grayish x2 etc. Then over
20 imperf eagles with different district o/ps, shades, etc, the
1866 Maximilians with litho and engraved types both to
50cts green, useful range of 1868 Hidalgos, 1872 imperf
12cts anotado o/p (#72), thru extensive banknote type Hidalgos and numerals of the 1880s including useful ruled
lines issues, the 1895/98 mail types inc. the1898
unwatermarked series to 50cts (#279/288), followed by the
civil war period beginning with several Sonora green seals
then the Oaxaca complete inc. 5cts orange type I (#417),
lots of provisional o/ps and monograms of the 1910s, continuing virtually replete with much mint never hinged from
about 1916 onwards, with better material right into the
1950s and '60s, for example the 1956 stamp centenary
souvenir sheets mint never hinged (#896a, C234a), the
1953/56 airs inc. 80cts claret mint never hinged (#C213),
the 1960 Elmhurst society o/ps both wing marginal mint
never hinged (#909, C249), etc, etc. Also interesting Porte
de Mar imperfs, officials and non Scott listed back of the
book making this a most worthwhile collection. Please
inspect carefully.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2696 Hm)
Monaco, princely collection of mint high
quality, 1885-1975, includes all the key values, 9-10 (10
with cert) also 10 on cover! (counted as a used single), B8,
B18 cert, C41a-44a, 1021 special S/S perf and imperf, "Albert" Dürrer error (cats €6000), B99 Deluxe Proof S/S. apparently complete for the period and only missing a few
inconsequential sets, Semi Postals, Airmails, Postage
Dues all present and accounted for, the finest quality collection of this popular principality that we have had the pleasure to offer, viewing is a pleasure, generally F.-V.F.,
ex-Amberley (photo on web site). Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2697 H
Monaco,
mostly
mint
collection,
1880s-1990s, mounted in Minkus album & Lindner hingeless album, value concentrated in the fresh sets & souvenir
sheets issued in the 1955-87 period, including many in the
$10 to $20 retail range, overall condition F-VF, viewing is a
must for full appreciation!.
Estimate $300 - 400
2698 HH
Monaco, booklet stock, 1990's, composed of
3 different booklets, most unfolded, Scott 1871a(96),
1879a(89) and 1975a(8) plus 3 different souvenir sheets
1852(6), 1853(6) and 1863(6). Good topical material, Very
Fine og, NH. Scott $2,644.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2699 H
Mongolia, extensive collection to 2010, an
impressive mint collection of several 1000s of stamps in 4
very substantial albums, predominantly mint never hinged
from the 1920s onwards and highly complete from the first
issues to 2010. Highlights include Indra's scepter first series complete (#1/7), the scarce 1926 handstamp o/ps on
revenues complete, the 50cts and $1 unused and all the
rest mint and all with signatures (#16/23) - exceptional quality for these highly elusive, still much underrated issues.
Then the 1926/29 Soyombo series complete with the top
value never hinged (#32/44), the 1931 revenue surcharges
complete (#59/61), 1932 pictorials complete (#62/74), 1945
Marshal Choibalsan never hinged (#83), 1951s and 1953s
with top two values of each never hinged (#102/103,
114/115), then virtually complete from 1958 onwards as
bought on a new issue service, inc. 1958 animals never
hinged (#144/148), 1959 language congress never hinged
(#174/178), 1962 Genghis Khan mint never hinged
(#304/307), 1975 communication anniversary o/ps mint
never hinged (#850A/850G), 1990 'Chinggis Khan
crownation' o/ps mint never hinged (#1846/1849) and other
very difficult to find modern material, particularly the gold
stamps not priced in Scott and the souvenir sheets inc. the
1993 Taipei exhibition pair (#2137/2138), 1994 Dalai Lama
(#2166), the 1996 Capex gold Genghis Khan (#2246C),
etc, etc. through to 2010. Collections of Mongolia in this
quality are hardly ever seen, with scarce early issues in the
same exceptional condition, as well as a new issue cost
over the last 30 years alone that will easily exceed $3000,
notwithstanding the excellent range of early issues. An
opportunity. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2700 Hm
Mongolia, assortment, 1920s-1990s, mint &
used, mounted in well-filled binder with duplicates, better
(mint unless otherwise noted) stamps include 1924 5c &
20c (Scott 3 x2 & 5), 1924 50c (6 used), 1932 (62-74 x 5, including 5t block of twelve), 1951 Bator & Lenin blocks of
four & singles (102-103), 1953 Choibalsan & Bator (114-15
blocks of four & singles), 1956 (137), and from there onwards we noted a fair amount of mostly used sets, condition
F-VF, opportunities are never lost; someone will take the
one you miss.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2701 HH/H
Netherlands & Luxembourg, mint collection,
1927-1992, lot with a beautiful all mint collection of Netherlands that includes syncopated type B perf set,
#226-243(x2), B25-32, B94-107, B144a-B145a, Luxembourg includes group of imperf, rouletted and perforated
Coat of Arms issues, #55, 86, 217, B45-49, B50-54,
B55-59, B60-65, additionally there are two stockbooks, one
with mint Netherlands and one with used Netherlands and
Luxembourg, a wonderful opportunity to acquire an excellent stock of these two popular countries, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2702 Hm
Netherlands, very good collection, well over
1500 used stamps from the classics onwards, housed in a
well-filled bulging Schaubek album. Highlights being from
#1 through to Goldilocks to 1gld violet (#50), 1898/1907
Wilhelminas to 5gld, 1920 2.50gld surcharge on 10gld orange (#105), then highly complete thru 1979 including extensive 1920s syncopated perfs on specialised pages, the
1942 Legion souvenir sheets completely free of creases
(#B144a/B145a), the 1952 PTT good colors (#336/339),
etc, thru to back of the book with postage dues 1870 on-
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wards including types identified on the second series including the 1gld top value being the best type IV (#J12c)
seldom seen, then the 1894/1910 third series complete
(#J13/J26), plus some interesting non Scott listed material,
etc, etc. A very useful collection with quality well above that
normally encountered and plenty of pleasant surprises. A
delight to view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2703 HHHm Netherlands, mint and used collection,
1852-1998, mounted in album, 2500+ stamps,better used
includes 3(x2), 11(x2), 12, 53, 101, plenty of mint sheetlets,
excellent collection to build upon, please investigate, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2704 Hm
Netherlands, 19th century collection,
mounted on pages, including (used unless otherwise
noted) 1852 KWIII 5c (Scott 1 x10, incl. two pairs), KWIII
10c (2 x8) & KWIII 15c (3 x6), 1864 KWIII 5c (4 x8), KWIII
10c (5 x8) & KWIII 15c (6 x5), followed by 1867 issue representation, including 15c perforated 10.5 x10 (9c), then by
1869-71 Coat of Arms issue, including 1c black, 1c green &
1-1/2c rose, some small faults but overall F-VF, excellent
opportunity for the plate specialist or cancel collector.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2705 Hm
Netherlands Colonies, mostly mint collection, including several (mint unless noted) better sets such
as Netherlands Antilles 1950-59 Queen Juliana (Scott
224-29 never hinged), Netherlands Indies 1938-40 QW 5g
block of four (225 never hinged) & 1947 QW 80c vertical
watermark block of four (274var), Surinam 1945 air mail
blocks of four (C23-25), condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2706 Hm
Netherlands West Indies, mint and used collection, a virtually complete specialised mint and used collection of Curacao and Netherlands Antilles from the first
issues thru the 1990s, housed in two large volumes on
homemade album pages with an extensive write-up. The
collection begins with the King William III 1873/89 issues
categorised by the perf types inc. large and small holes to
the high values with 1889 1.50g perf 111/2 unused (#12),
followed by surcharges, the 1904/08 definitives complete
mint/unused (#30/44), the 1918 bisects on piece, the different perforation types again on the 1923 Wilhelminas including the scarce top value 5g brown with perf 11x111/2 mint
(#81a, Scott retail $625), minor gum toning as always, a seldom seen stamp. Then the 1934 founders series complete
mint (#110/126), 1947 5g and 10g top values mint
(#186/187), 1950/79 Juliana definitives complete mint
(#208/229), etc. At the end of the second album, there is
similarly excellent back of the book, including a range of
booklets as well as airposts with complete first series mint
the 1947 plane over waves series complete mixed mint and
used with mint top values (#C32A/C50), airpost semi-postals first series complete used (#CB1/CB8), through to the
postage dues, again organised by types inc. 25cts type III
with s.o.n. cds cancel (#J7), 'cent' issues type by type,
1948/49s complete mint (#J31/J40), etc etc. A most attractive collector's collection, far more in-depth exceptional
than usually seen for this country. This is a parallel collection from the same owner as the Netherland
Indies/Japanese Occ in this auction. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2707 H
Netherlands West Indies, a virtually complete collection including specialised items, a tip-top
quality mint collection of 100s of stamps housed on Lighthouse hingeless pages. The first page has the King William
III issues of 1873/1889 complete with vibrant colors including high value 12½cts signed (#1/12), then the 1889 Numerals with mint never hinged 5cts (#17), followed by six
different imperf proofs on the William III heads including
1.50gld blue, then Goldilocks complete (#19/23), William
2½cts on 30cts gray unused without gum as issued (#26)
and all the Numerals and Wilhelminas 1904/1933 complete
(#30/72). Then the 1923 Anniversary series complete
(#75/81), the scarce 1929 6cts on 7½cts surcharge inverted
mint never hinged (#106a), the 1934 Founding of the Colony series complete (#110/126), 1947s complete to 10gld
orange red (#208/229), etc, through to the back of the book
with airposts complete including 1929 first series with 50ts
on 12½cts signed and the 1gld and 2gld surcharges both
never hinged (#C1/C3), as well as the 1947 Plane Over Water series complete (#C32A/C50), etc. Also postage dues
completely unchecked for better types, yet with huge potential including the elusive 12½cts from the first series (#J4). A
delightful collection with far more here than described. Collections of Curacao are rarely seen in such outstanding
quality, please see the parallel Surinam from the same
collector.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2708 Hm
Netherlands West Indies, mint and used collection, mounted on Scott pages, starting with XIX Century
representation, followed by singles, sets & part sets issued
in the XX Century, including mint material from 1950s onwards, also couple of booklets, airmails, semipostals &
postage dues, overall F-VF, excellent starter collection.
Estimate $250 - 350
2709 Hm
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, a virtually
complete collection including specialised items, a very
attractive and near complete collection, mostly mint,
housed on Lighthouse hingeless pages with only a handful
of empty spaces, as well as some interesting non Scott
listed material in the 19th century. Highlights include King
William III first issues complete including the key 25cts ultra
mint, signed (#11), 5 attractive William imperf proofs to
50cts brown, the 1900 surcharges complete mint (#39/42),
1902/08 Wilhelminas complete used (#44/60), 1909 5cts
red tête-bêche pair perf unused as issued (#62a), the 1911
30cts on 2.50gld mint (#67), etc, leading on to the 1923
Wilhelmina anniversary series complete mint and all signed
(#109/115), the Do.X airposts complete mint never hinged
and also all signed (#C8/C14), followed by virtually everything else complete through to the 1960s. There is also
good back of the book with postage dues unchecked for
better types, including the first series complete mint with the
key 10cts never hinged (#J3). An excellent collection with
the best quality often where least expected and an opportunity for those looking for the country nearly complete.
Please see the unhurried Curacao from the same collector.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2710 H
Nicaragua, interesting mint collection,
1862-1957, mostly colorful & fresh, and housed in well filled
Scott album, starting with 1860s to 1890s issues, followed
by a nice XX Century section, including some singles with
inverted surcharges and better sets such as 1932 Rivas
Railroad (Scott 570-74 & C67-71), 1932 Leon-Sauce Rail-
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road (575-79 & C72-76). Airmail section also contains several minr singles & sets such as C1a, C3b, C9-10, C14-17,
C20-24, C25-29, C32-39, C65-66, C112-16, C117-20,
CO15-19, plus some postage dues, officials, postal tax,
Zelaya & Cabo stamps. We also noted 1949 Sports in
sheets of four (717-29 & C296-308), 1931 Managua Earthquake reconstruction imperforate pairs & 1900
Momotombo die proofs showing design used in the issued
postal envelopes, condition is mostly Very Fine. Don't let
this opportunity slip away! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2711 H
Nicaragua, useful collection, mounted on album pages, and including several interesting singles & sets
such as 1890s Seebeck imperforates, 1932 unissued airmails (Sanabria 82-84; 40¢ on 50¢ block of four, 1cor on 2¢
& 1cor on 1cor), 1932 Rivas Railroad (570-74 & C67-70),
1932 air post officials (CO4-8 blocks of four with "OFIAIAL",
"OFICAL" & "CORROE" varieties), 1937 U.S. Constitution
(C203-14 blocks of four, incl. 30¢ block of four with stamp
showing Great Lakes omitted variety), plus several 1930s
sheetlets of four, overall condition F-VF. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2712 Hm
Norway, provocative collection, 1855-1996,
mint & used, and presented in three binders, starting with
several better (used unless noted) singles & sets such as
1855 (Scott 1), 1863 (6-9), 1867-68 (11-15), followed by a
representation of Post Horn & Crown used sets 1872-75
(16-21), 1877-78 (22-34), 1882-93 (35-45, 39a, 39c & 40c),
1893-98 (47-58), 1893-98 (47a//57a), 1905 (59-61, including low value used in 1907), 1907 King Haakon (65; mint),
1909-10 (67-69)., then by 1941 (218 never hinged, and accompanied with 1991 Pollak Certificate), 1943 London
overprints in aid of the resistance movement (Facit
335B-40B). We also noted that the collection is marinated
with many intact booklets such as 1958 (Facit H27 & H30),
1961 (H31), 1962 (H28), 1964 (H34) & 1968 (H37-38), plus
officials, postage dues & some revenues, overall codition
F-VF, be sure to see, you will like it.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2713 Hm
Norway, mostly mint holding, well over 1500
mostly mint stamps from the 19th century to the 1970s, representing a wanna-be dealer's stock, though with no unpleasant duplication and with the majority in complete mint
series in the 20th century. The material starts with a useful
range of 1860s issues with a handful of lions and skilling
posthorns among which we note the good 1873 deep green
shade on the 1sk used (#16a) and well-centered for this issue, followed by page after page of the 'ore' posthorns with
hundreds including the King Oscar high values on the
1877/78 series, 1882/93s with many different shades,
1893/1908 roman 'Norge' posthorns with at least one complete series used and many Facit-listed varieties. The 20th
century progresses with series after series in tip-top mint
condition inc. 1955 philatelic exhibition o/ps complete mint
never hinged x3 (#340/342), 1955/57 Haakon definitives
complete mint never hinged x2 (#345/352), 1958 King Olav
V 45o complete booklet (#363), etc, etc. through to back of
the book again including non Scott listed. An ideal accumulation for the dealer wishing to replenish stocks inexpensively, with the potential for sleepers as well. The quality
overall is far better than normally encountered. Please
inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2714 Hm
Norway, mint & used assortment, 1855-2002,
housed in stockbook, better include 1855 4s (Scott 1 with
ample margins and used), 1863 24s (Scott 10 used),
1867-68 2s (12 used), 1953 & 1957 North Cape sets
(B54-56 & B59-61 never hinged), followed by a group of
Post Horn and Crown issues, also 1930 semipostal set
(B1-3 used), plus large amount of sets & singles in the modest range, overall condition F-VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
2715 Hm
Norway,
collection
&
accumulation,
1880s-1980s, mostly used, and mounted in two albums,
stockbook and loose album pages, starting with some XIX
Century numeral issues, and also including many XX Century sets in the modest range with some better such as 1925
Bear (Scott 104-10), 1945 Anniversary Post Office
(279-89), plus a group of 1981-99 post office presentation
folders with new issues, overal condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2716 Hm
Paraguay, mint & used collection,
1879-1988, mounted on well-filled album pages, good representation of XIX & early XX Century issues, followed by
large amount of sets in the modest range, also semipostals,
airmails (Scott C74-78, C79-83, C88-92 & C93-97 mint) &
postage dues, plus many modern sets & sheets, including
some imperforate stamps, overall condition F-VF, excellent
basis for continuation.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2717 Hm
Poland, nice mint and used collection with a
useful bit of Baltic States, housed in three volumes with a
strong showing of BOB including mint unless noted Scott
B11-14, B15-25 NH, B29 paerf and imperf used, P4 used,
N30-55 complete mostly used, 1K24, 2K1-12, Danzig 31
and 40 plus much more. A clean and valuable lot that requires just a little extra time to view, F-VF +, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2718 Hm
Poland, mostly mint assortment, 1860-1960,
arranged in chronological order, better (mint unless noted)
include 1919 surcharges (Scott 72-76 plus 10pf on 25pf
block of four), 1921 semipostals (B11-14, including three
signed by Krawczyk), 1924 Arms of Poland (215-26 never
hinged), 1925 National Funds (B15-25), 1925 First Airmail
(C1-9 never hinged blocks of four), 1927 Congress of Medicine (246-48 never hinged), 1928 Philatelic Exhibition
stamps (251a-b), 1933 Pilots (C10 block of four), 1933 Veit
Cross & Deliverance of Vienna (277-78 never hinged),
1934 overprints (280-81), 1934 Challenge (C11-12 block of
fours), 1946 semipostal set (B49-49B never hinged), 1948
airmail set (C26A-C x2 never hinged), 1960 Warzaw Exhibition sheet (B107 x2), condition is mostly Very Fine. A
useful array.
Estimate $500 - 750
2719 Hm
Poland, collection & accumulation, 1918-88,
mint & used, mounted in two Scott albums, Minkus album,
Lindner hingeless album, glassines & loose album pages,
abundant amount of sets in the modest range, better (mint
unless noted) include 1918 normal & inverted overprints
(Scott 27-29 & 27a-29a), 1919 surcharges (72-76), 1921
semipostal set (B11-14), 1925 semipostal set (B15-25),
1945 1z + 5z Poznan & 1z + 9z Westerplatte (B40-41 imperforates), also fair number of glassines with 1960s-80s
never hinged issues, plus some General Government
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stamps, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, be sure to
ask for it.
Estimate $500 - 750
2720 Hm
Poland, dealer's stock, 1970s-90s, mint &
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in red box, sets & singles in the modest range, value of the lot concentrated in Offices in Danzig,
and including 1926 5g & 10g (Scott 1K11-12 used),
1926-27 15g (1K13 used), plus some locals such as Zarki
1918 5H & 10H (Michel 2 used & 8 mint), Przedborz 1918
4g (Michel 4C used), 1918 6g imperforate (Michel 9B),
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2721 Hm
Portugal, pleasing mint and used collection,
1853-1966, classics well represented mostly used and including 1-5, 6-11, 12-16, 17-24, 25-33, 34//66 with a few
vars, some mint starting with #67, 79-96 mostly used,
97-109 used, 132-46 both mint and used and very nice
quality! 156-69 mint, 170-83 used, 185-206 mint, 207-298
Complete mint, 299- 970 mostly complete (missing some
later ones) better sets are there, C1-10, J1-13 mint/used,
S/Ss include 586a, 594a, 602a, 614a, 637a, 641a, 649a,
657a, 661a, 667a, 670a, 674a, 682a, 701a plus a handful of
modern ones, many tems were purchased as never hinged,
especially clean and fresh, some small faults but well above
average, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2722 Hm
Portugal, a very comprehensive collection, 4
volume collection of 1000s of stamps, firstly a well-filled
Borek album with mint and used from the first issues thru
1950s with a supplementary stockbook for the mint never
hinged, then issues from the 1950s thru 1990s virtually
complete mint never hinged in two Lighthouse albums.
Highlights include the 1855 5r brown straight hair King
Pedro V used with '28' numeral cancel, three good margins
and just touching at top (#5), 1862/64 10r orange mint (#13)
and 1866/67 10r yellow used (#18), the 1867/70 20r and 50r
used (#27, 29), followed by a good range of the 1870/84s including 150r blue used (#47). Then the 1880s Luiz issues
including both perf types of the 500r violet used (#63, #63a)
as well as mint never hinged examples of the 5r black, 25r
brown and 50r blue, King Carlos first series including 100r
and 200r mint never hinged (#75, 77), '1893 provisorio' o/p
50r blue used (#93) and both the surcharges mint and used
(#94/95), 1894 Prince Henry 1000r black used (#109),
through to 1898 postage dues top three values mint never
hinged (#J4/J6), leading on to extensive 20th century Ceres
types including lots of mint never hinged as well as the
scarce perf type on the 10cts 'Revalidado' used (#490a).
Better mint never hinged material continues in the 1930s including 1934 colonial Exposition complete (#558/560) the
1938 wine series (#575/578), etc, thru good post-WWII including Queen Maria stamp centenary series complete in
mint never hinged singles and blocks of four (#784/791),
1955 telegraph series complete in blocks of four, etc. There
is also lots of back of the book throughout the collection including the 1917 overprinted red cross issue mint (#1S3)
and a fascinating range of 1930s red cross overpints with
double and inverted errors not listed in Scott. A most attractive collection with much more here than described. In a
quality far better than normally encountered (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2723 HHHm Portugal, wonderful mint and used collection, 1853-1996, used 19th century, mostly parallel mint &
used 20th century, better mint includes#147-154, 156-169,
170-183, 185-192, 437-452 with 447 used, 594, 650-657,
670a, 694-701, 721-726, and used C1-C10, as expected
condition is mixed especially with the earlier issues, but
much sound fine to very fine material can be found, viewing
is invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2724 Hm
Portugal, mint and used assortment,
1850s-1970s, mounted in two stockbooks, Lindner hingeless pages and some old-time album pages, one stockbook
contains a nice array of Portugal mint & used issues mostly
in the modest range with some better (mint unless noted)
such as 1924 Camoens (Scott 315-45, including two 20e),
1928 Third Independence 1.6e & 4.5e (451-52), the other
stockbook contains a representation of Mozambique material, and the Lindner pages show 1983-87 Portugal issues,
condition slightly mixed in stockbooks but generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2725 Hm
Portuguese Colonies, mint and used collection, mounted on album pages, and including representation from several colonies, we noted the following better
(mint unless noted) Portuguese Guinea (116-39 mint &
used), Quelimane (1-24 mostly mint), Mozambique (332-55
used), Mozambique Company four unused picture postal
cards issued in 1904, St. Thomas & Prince (300-301,
341-50). Also some Nyassa, Tete, Timor & Zambezia
stamps, overall F-VF, many desirable singles & sets
throughout, recommended for dealer or collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2726 Hm
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, useful one
volume mint and used collection to 1998, with nice runs
of never hinged sets and souvenir sheets from the 1950's
including Scott 372-81, 394-98, 524-29, 572 and 577, plus
a nice range of mixed mint and used earlies. Good value to
be found throughout making careful viewing a must, overall
clean, fresh and F-VF +.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2727 H
Romania,
excellent
mint
collection,
1860s-1970s, housed in two albums, including many desirable & fresh sets, part sets & singles such as 1862 (Scott 12
& 16-17), 1864 (21a-b), 1865 (22a & 24-27), 1866-67
(29-32), 1868-70 (34-35), 1869 (40-42), 1871-72 (43-44 &
47), 1872 (48), 1872 (53-59), 1876-79 (60-65, incl. 62d
cliché of 5b), 1885-89 (75-79), 1885-89 (80-87) (94-100),
1891 (101-07), 1893-98(119var & 126var), 1903 (158-65),
1903 (166-72), 1906 (196-206), 1922 (283-89 imperforate),
1926 (291-301 imperforate), 1930 (369-79 imperforate),
1930 (384-88), 1930 (C7-12), 1931 (389-95), 1931
(396-99), 1932 (417-19), 1945 (B276-78 imperforate),
1945 (B284-88 imperforate), 1945 (B292-303 coarse paper), 1948 Sports perforated & imperforate sheetlets, plus
officials, offices in Turkish Empire, postage dues and occupations, condition is mostly Very Fine, a delightful viewing
experience!.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2728 Hm
Romania, dealer's stock, 1850s-1990s, mint &
used, sets & singles mounted in presentation cards with
Michel Catalog numbers, and housed in three red boxes,
we noted the following (used unless noted) better, 1858
Coat of Arms 80pa (Scott 10), 1862 6pa pair, one sideways
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(20b mint), 1865 2pa & 5pa laid paper (26-27, former mint,
latter unused no gum), 1868-70 3b & 4b (34-35), 1869 10b
(38 x2; mint & used), 1869 (38b x2; mint & used), 1871-72
10b type I (45 x2; mint & used), 1871-72 25b (47 x2; mint &
used), 1872 5b & 10b (50-51 mint, latter with small cross on
top), 1872 25b (52 x2; mint & used), 1893-98 King Carol 1b
vertical pair imperforate between & 3b horizontal pair imperforate between, 1900 King Carol 2L (157 x3; mint), 1930
3L, 4L, 6L, 7.50L & 20 L imperforates (373-76vars), plus
some airmails, officials & postage dues, overall condition
F-VF, ideal for dealer or collector. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2729 Hm
Romania, mint & used assortment,
1930s-1960s, attractive holding in three stockbooks, large
amount of sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the
$5 to $20, and including many better (mint unless noted)
such as 1936 Boy Scouts (B63-65), 1938 King Carol (Scott
B83-93), 1939 Statue 7L vertical pair imperforate between
(483var), 1941 Occupation of Cernauti & Chisinau
(B154-63), 1945 Marx (B273-78), 1945 Armistice
(B292-303 x2, one on coarse paper and ungummed, other
on white paper and never hinged), condition is mostly Very
Fine. Have a nice view.
Estimate $500 - 750
2730 Hm
Romania, collection & accumulation,
1870s-1980s, mint & used, presented in two Minkus albums, Schaubek album, loose album pages and glassines
with duplicates, we noted a fair amount of never hinged
sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the 1960s to
1990s, and mostly with catalogue values up to $10, early
material some mixed condition, otherwise F-VF, recommended for dealer or collector, be curious take a look!.
Estimate $500 - 750
2731 Hm
Romania, mint & used collection, 1872-1960,
mounted in a well-filled Scott album, starting with representation of Prince/ King Carol stamps issued in the 1872-1900
period, followed by sets & singles in the modest range issued in the XX Century; semipostal section includes many
mint sets such as 1938 (B94-98) & 1939 (B99-109), plus
1930 airmails (C7-9 used), postage dues, officials & occupation stamps, overall F-VF, recommended as starter
collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2732 Hm
Romania, one man's collection, housed on
homemade hingeless pages in an album, starting from the
classic imperfs, then virtually complete from the 1880s
through to mid-20th century. The collection includes the
scarce 1865 5pa blue Prince Cuza used (#23) with minor
faults nevertheless a good-looking and highly collectible
four-margined example, signed twice. Then top values of
various series from 1869 to 1879, then most of the King
Carol heads 1880/1903, followed by 1903 Post Office Facade top two values used with the 2L being the good orange
shade (#171a/172). Then the first semi-postals complete,
1906 King Carol and Pictorials series complete used, 1906
General Exposition series complete mint (#196/206), 1913
Silistra Annexation complete used, 1932 Bucharest souvenir sheet mint (#B40), etc, etc. The back of the book is also
diverse including occupations of Hungary. A very useful
collection, especially the classics, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2733 Hm
Romania, nice mint and used collection,
housed in a couple albums, some pages and a small number of stock cards in a small box. Strength is in the BOB with
some nice runs of complete mint sets. Overall clean and
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400

ror (20d), 1935 (559-68), 1945 souvenir sheet (970), 1949
souvenir sheet (1325), 1935 (C58-67), plus some
semipostals & airmails, overall condition F-VF, don't pass
up the opportunity afforded here. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2734 Hm
Russia, outstanding postal stationery collection, 1840-1930's, Excellent and diverse, mostly used
selection of over 150 items covering a broad section of Russian Stationery housed in one binder. We note a good variety of mint or used Imperial period entires and postal cards,
a few foreign post office examples, Far Eastern Republic
items, plus excellent Soviet era items, highlighted by a wonderful range of propaganda envelopes and cards. Nice
cross section of material, bulk largely F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2739 Hm
Russia, excellent collection/accumulation
to 1990, a curious, valuable assemblege of many hundreds
of items, mostly all mint, housed in one 3-ring binder. We
note many premium items form the Soviet era on, including
(mint unless noted) Scott 265-72, 375-81, 411-12,485-86,
487-88 used, 859, strong mint airmails like C10-11,
C12-13, C26-33, C40-44, C58-67, a 1962 "green" Olympic
sheet, later mint blocks of 4 and much, much more. Fresh
and generally F-VF or better, well worth a carful review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2735 Hm
Russia, collection and accumulation,
1850s-1990s, in two Scott albums, four binders, three
stockbooks & some small boxes, better (mint unless noted)
include 1889-92 Imperial Eagle (Scott 54), 1927-28
Worker, Peasant & Lenin (382-400), 1932 Polar Year
(C34-35), 1933 Stratosphere(C37-39), 1933 Kuznetsk
(C45-49), 1935 Anti-war propaganda (546-50), 1935 Subway (551-54 used), 1935 Sassanian Dinasty (569-72),
1939 (724-33), plus Offices in China (1-8). We aslso noted
a representation from Offices in Turkish Empire, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia, Siberia & South
Russia, condition is mostly F-VF, a nice foundation collection with many desirable sets, be sure to see!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2740 Hm
Russia, a fat album replete with material, a
very interesting collection mint and used, bulging at the
seams. Completely uncatalogued with several 100s of
stamps from the Tsarist period onwards in 1865 to 30 kopeks (straight edge), the 1866/70 to 20 kopeks superb, similarly 1875 to 1879 to 70 kopek, followed by dozens of
different types including higher value to 7rbs from 1883
through to the revolutionary periods, including 7rbs and
Tsar Nicholas 5rbs, as well as the emergency bank note issues, currency numeral overprints on the stamps for both
1916 and 1917.Then follows the Soviet Federated Socialist
Republics through to the inflation period with the imperfs
definitives leading onto better commemoratives of the late
1920/30s, particularly the 1934 Refugees, the Engels, Lenin first decade, the 1935 International Spartacist games,
the Congress of Persian Art, Pushkin m/s, the Constitution
of 1938, the Child Welfare series, the attractive View and
Shoreline series, all complete, with the latter part mint, with
virtually all full pages thereafter in this substantial album. A
very good collection to build on and an engaging viewing
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2736 Hm
Russia, Soviet Era propaganda stationery
collection, ca 1925-1935, attractive group of 58 mostly
used entires showing a nice variety of designs of the era.
Mostly all different, some with normal usage flaws, bulk
F-VF, nice specialist lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2737 HH
Russia, sheets accumulation, 1960s-90s,
stunning amount of mostly never hinged sheets & part
sheets such as 1961 Nansen (2557 sheet of 50), 1976 Art
(4511-15; 35 sheets), 1989 Culture Fund (B160-64; 40
sheets), 1990 Soccer (5895-99; 7 sheets), 1990 Whale,
Sea Lions, Sea Otter & Dolphin (5933-36; 44 sheets), 1991
Cultural Heritage (6004-08; 85 sheets), 1991 Ducks
(6009-11; 90 sheets), 1991 Airships (6012-16; 110 sheets),
1991 Sports (6023-25; 66 sheets), 1991 Folk Holidays
(6045a; 165 sheets). We also noted some cancel-to-order
sheets issued in the 1955-57 period, and some sheets from
Carpachia,
Donetsk,
Kovel,
Lokhvitsa,
Lviv,
Novograd-Volinsky, Poltava, Ukraine, Vinnytsia &
Zolotonosha issued after the Soviet Union was disolved in
the 1991, plenty of animal, flowers, space & sports topical
stamps, we didn't have the time to check every single
stamp, this is just a brief overview, so please spend some
time inspecting.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2741 Hm
Russia, dealer's stock of mint and used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in four red
boxes and two glassine-size boxes, mostly issued in the
1961-90 period and in the modest range, however we noted
many better (mint unless noted) singles & sets such as
1941 German Occupation of Lithuania (Michel 4c,6c, 7b &
8c), Russia Post Offices in Turkey 1909 (Michel
46XIII-47XIII & Scott 67a "Constanttnople"), Russia 1921
Science & Arts 250r tete-beche pairs (Scott 183 x2 mint),
1933 Stratostat (Scott C37-39 x2 used), 1934 Decade without Lenin (Scott 488-93 used), 1934 airmail (Scott C53-57),
1943 Gorki 60k imperforate (Michel 871var), 1944
Strathosphere (Scott C77-79 never hinged), 1951 Maps
(Michel 1601-05 used) & 1958 Centenary Postage Stamps
imperforate blocks of four (Michel 2114B, 2118B & 2119B
used), overall condition F-VF, recommended for dealer,
well worth inspecting.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2738 Hm
Russia, mint & used collection, 1865-1980,
mounted on Scott album pages, loaded with many useful
sets, better mint include 1913 (Scott 104), 1923 (242-49),
1924-25 (292-93), 1925 (294-97), 1925 (336-41), 1933
(509), 1935 (569-72), 1938 (666-77), 1938 (678-85 & 687),
1947 (1104-20), 1948 (1230-33), 1948 (1265-67), 1949 imperforates (1392a-93a) & 1937 (C69-75). We also noted
some better used such as 1866-70 "V's" in groundwork er-
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2742 H
Russia, virtually complete late 1950s to
1980, including scarce green Skater miniature sheet. Mint
never hinged collection, housed in two bulging Schaubek
album for the years 1960 to 1970 with only a handful of
stamps required for completion. The first album has almost
no empty spaces with everything in pristine condition, then
the second album including the 1970 Lenin portraits series
of 10 in complete sheetlets with all the se-tenant labels.
Also all the souvenir sheets are present, starting with the
1959 exhibition of science, technology and culture and including the 1964 Olympics green skater sheet usually missing from collections. Some of the apparently empty spaces
here are deceptive, as the material is often loose in new issue glassines between the pages and awaiting incorporation, especially where there are series with se-tenant labels
that do not fit in the printed spaces. Completely
uncataloged, ideal for the collector looking for modern in
tip-top quality throughout. Perfection!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2743 Hm
Russia,
mint
&
used
assortment,
1860s-1970s, in thirteen stockbooks, some stock pages &
glassines loaded with sets, part sets, souvenir sheets &
some large blocks, we noticed a small stockbook with Coat
of Arms issues, another stockbook with airmails, plus an extra stockbook with semipostals, special delivery stamps &
postage dues, we also noticed a large amount of souvenir
sheets in the modest range with some better such as 1949
Stalin Birthday (Scott 1325 used), overall condition F-VF,
highly recommended for dealer, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
2744 Hm
Russia,
mostly
used
collection,
1860s-1960s, presented in a Minkus album and loose album pages, opening with Coat of Arms issues, including
1906 10r vertically laid paper (Scott 72 mint), 1917 10r vertical lozenges of varnish on face (135 mint), followed by
some early XX Century stamps such as the 1913 Romanov
set (88-104 mostly used), 1933 (489-509 used), 1935 5k,
10k & 20k (551-52 & 554), 1938 (678-86), we also noticed a
representation of Russian Levant, Western Army &
Wrangel issues, condition is slightly mixed but overall F-VF,
worth spending time inspecting.
Estimate $500 - 750
2745 Hm
Russia, mint & used assortment, 1940s-80s,
in six stockbooks, including sets, singles, souvenir sheets &
some larger blocks, majority in the modest range with some
higher such as 1957 Tsiolkovsky 40k (Scott 1991 two
blocks of twenty), useful duplication and many Never
Hinged, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2746 Hm
Russia, mostly used collection, 1868-1990,
housed in two bulging Scott albums plus additional album
for 1980 Olympics in Plate # blocks, mainly sparse in classics, CTO strong after 1950 and includes quite a few
stamps and sets, occasional mint item, excellent start to
this interesting area, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2747 Hm
Russia, Soviet Republics collection composed of Civil War Period issues, with some better like
mint unless noted Scott Batum 13-20, 39, Georgia 37a
used block of 4, Transcaucasian Federated Republic 13,
plus much, much more. Exceptionaly clean and fresh, F-VF
+, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2748 HH
Ryukyus, mostly never hinged collection,
1948-72, mounted in Scott album, fairly complete (less
#17), and including 1948 First Printing (Scott 1a-7a), 1950
(8-13), 1951 (14-15), 1952 10y on 50s (16, 16A-B), 1959
complete sheet of 50 with gold background missing in five
stamps (63), 1950 (C1-3), 1951-54 (C9-13), 1952-54 revenues (R1-8) & 1959-69 revenues (R21-22 & R27-28). We
also noted Christmas seals, revenues and useful showing
of postal stationery & some air letter sheets, condition is
Very Fine, nice foundation collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2749 Hm)
Ryukyus, mint and used collection,
1948-1972, almost complete mint and used collection except for #1a, 5a, & 17 mint, and 5a, 7a & 17 used, with many
first day covers, sheetlets, souvenir sheets and some varieties, mint are hinged or NH, used have light cancels, a
wonderful opportunity to acquire the entire run, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2750 Hm
Ryukyus, postal staionery collection,
1948-1971, intriguing collection mounted on pages, includes UC1-UC4, UX1-UX3, UX5-UX11, appears complete after that with many varieties including UX20b
"Keyhole" and "Broken Wing" variety on UX21, there is also
a study of the UY3B card, varieties of the 1959 New Year
card UX13 and of the UX12 overprint, with quite a few first
day cancels, a fascinating collection, well worth the time
spent to inspect it, a sure fire delight, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2751 Hm
Saudi Arabia/Hejaz and Nejd, revenues collection, including original documents, one volume collection of a few hundred stamps, all different, mint used and
used on documents, from the 1920s onwards with extensive descriptions and diversity including airport tax, certification fees, customs duty, visa stamps including used on
passports, etc, as well as a good range of earlier
Hejaz/Nejd material including court registrations, documentary tax inc. wreath overprints, proportional fee stamps
and the railway tax issues. Also road tax issues with design
of car and train, tobacco tax from ornate large format, as
well as postage dues possibly used as revenues and a
handful of the railway tax stamps overprinted for postage. A
great collection for the specialist of Saudi Arabia, with
material seldom seen, please inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
2752 m
Serbia, highly specialised and important
postmark collection, 19th century only, an extensively
researched and systematic representation of virtually every
conceivable postmark, represented by the Prince Michael
and Prince Milan first issues, with at least 300 stamps including better issues in their own right, all housed in one volume. The collection starts with well over a dozen different
boxed straight line cancels including a wonderful range of
black and blue types on Michael 20p and 40p issues, also
blue versions on the Milan issues and an unusual oval 'paid'
cancel on Michael 20p, then a detailed progression of the
types of Belgrade postmarks from the various ornamented
cds cancels including attractive strikes on Milan 15p oranges and 50p green, followed by the plain cds cancels including superb type 5j on 35p green Milan, leading on to an
extensive alphabetical survey of the other towns and vil-
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lages including ornamented Breanskye cds with scarce inverted date on 40p Milan, colored versions, superb
Kursumlija ornamented cds on 40p, good Pirot types including a superb plain cds on 25p ultra and ornamented on
ideally centered 25p rose, as well as scarce Studenica,
Trstenik on 1p yellow imperf signed Diena, Vranje, etc, etc.
An exciting collection showing great scholarship, a fascinating survey with places as small as a single monastery!
Some of these postmarks are quoted by the collector as listing at well over $100 each to replace, certainly the Scott catalogue is irrelevant with so many superb quality classic
stamps. Please see the scans, it will be a long time before
you see such a specialised collection like this again, offered
intact as received (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2753 Hm
Serbia, a very good range, housed in 3 old
fashioned booklets without covers, with over 600 mint and
used stamps from the classics through to 1920, organised
issue by issue including unusual back of the book. There is
special attention given to postmarks with a plethora of superb cancels, particularly on multiples etc. Material includes the 1866 #1 mint signed by Richter, the Prince
Michael 10p orange Belgrade printing on pelure paper mint
(#11), cyrillic 'S' in Posta broken on 20p rose mint, followed
by Prince Milans including 1p yellow imperf pair with centrally struck cds, signed Pfenninger and the first King Milan
issues with lots of constant plate varieties, many superb
cancels, used gutter pairs, etc. Then in the second book
there is the same intensity on the turn-of-the-century surcharges, the 1901/03s to 5d violet used, 1903/04 arms
overprints, 1904 double portraits complete used and King
Peter issues, etc. and the third book with newspaper
stamps, postage dues and unusual cancels, Austrian occs
including diagonal 'Serbien' on 10k ultra used. A wonderful
lot for the specialist with much potential, so much of this is in
superb eye-catching quality.
Estimate $400 - 500
2754 Hm
Spain, mainly used collection, 1850-1990,
with a few mint, mounted in album, classic period is well represented with #1(x3), 6(x5), 28(x4), 35-39, 44-47, 59 and
170 punch holed, continues on to 1990, no major rarities
just plenty of useful material, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2755 Hm
Spain, collection & assortment, mint & used,
mounted in a Minkus album with some early material but
well filled in the 1950s-80s period, we also noted a small
stockbook with many 1965-66 Jose María Sert never
hinged sets (1337-46), plus a group of well filled album
pages with 1961-72 mint issues, including 1961 Velazquez
sheets, and some useful mint duplication, usual mixed condition among early issues, otherwise F-VF, a lot that will
break down well into smaller units. Estimate $300 - 400
2756 Hm
Spain,
collection
&
accumulation,
1930s-1990s, mostly mint and mounted in three Lighthouse albums and three stockbooks, collection with value
concentrated in the 1960s-70s never hinged issues, accumulation with some better items such as 1938 Historical
Monuments sheets (Scott B108E, B108Ej, Edifil 847-48),
overall condition F-VF. Viewing will be quick and rewarding.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2757 Hm
Spain & Portugal, dealer's stock, mint & used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in two
small-size boxes, Spain majority of sets, part sets & singles
in the modest range but including some better such as 1931
(468-77) & 1930 (C18-30), Portugal section includes XX
Century stamps, plus Azores, Angola, Cape Verde,
Guinea, Madeira, Macao, Portuguese India, Timor &
Zambezia representation, slightly mixed condition but most
F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2758 Hm
Spain & Colonies, useful collection, mint &
used, and mounted in Scott album, better mint include
Spain 1929 (358-70, E4), 1930 (386-402), 1930 (406-14),
1930 (418-32, E8), 1930 (433-48), 1931 (478-87), 1938 inverted surcharge (C97b signed by Galvez), 1939-40
(687-89), 1928 (B74-105), Offices in Morocco 1937
(169-75), 1937 (176-91), 1940 (198-213), 1940 (214-29),
Cape Juby 1937 (70-85), 1940 (90-105), plus some Philippines, Porto Rico, Rio de Oro & Spanish Guinea stamps,
overall F-VF, recommended for dealer or collector. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2759 H
Sudan, lovely highly comprehensive mint
collection to 1975, neatly assembled and identified by
Scott numbers in one binder. Coverage is nearly complete
including all the better such as (mint) Scott 1-8, 9-16, 17-27,
28-35, 36-50, 51-59, 60-62, 63-78, 79-94, 93a (scarce),
98-114 and apparently complete regular issues from there.
We also note excellent BOB like C1-42, CO1-8 singles and
matched corner margin blocks of 4, good dues, MO1,
MO5-10, O10-24, O28-43, O44-60, O62-75 and lots more.
Fresh and F-VF, a lovely lot of this popular country.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2760 HH
Sweden, massive and valuable booklet collection, composed of about 330 different booklets running
to 1997 with a owners catalog value of SK72,500 = $15,
000+. A excellent lot to build on with many better including
Facit H14, H15B, H18I(2), H20A1, H21, H24, H28, H31,
H32, H37, H55, H65, plus many, many more. A few booklets short a couple of stamps but overall clean, fresh and
Very Fine. Leave plenty of time to review this one as there is
a great deal of useful value to be found thoughout. ex
Amberly (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2761 HHHm Sweden, mint and used collection,
1855-2000, many hundreds of mint and stamps in two albums, better used included 6-12, 209, 213-226, C1, with
strong Posthorns, Lion and King types, better mint includes
B1-B10, C2-C3, second volume is specialized mint collection 1941-1959, a wonderful collection for the specialist, includes notes and annotation, worth inspecting, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2762 HH
Sweden, pairs, strips & blocks of four from
booklet panes, 1938-75, neatly mounted in a Lindner
hingeless album, and virtually complete for the period,
starting with 1938 issue pairs (Scott 273a x2 & 274a x2),
1939 King pairs (289a x4), 1939 Berzelius & Linné pairs
(297a x2, 298a x2), 1940 Bellman pairs (312a x2), 1941
Royal Palace pairs (322a x2), and many other in the modest
range, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2763 Hm
Sweden, mint & used assortment,
1850s-1980s, mounted in two stockbooks, better (used unless noted) include 1858-62 24o (Scott 10 x4, including vertical pair), 30o (11 x3) & 50o (12 x2), 1872-77 1rd (27) &
1924 UPU (197-211), plus a large number of sets & singles
modest range, condition slightly mixed among early material, otherwise F-VF, worth investigating.
Estimate $500 - 750
2764 Hm
Sweden, collection & accumulation,
1850s-1980s, mint & used, mounted in Schaubek album,
stockbook and loose album pages, collection starts with
some XIX Century used stamps such as 1858-62 Coat of
Arms (Scott 10-12), followed by 1872-79 Numerals, better
(used unless noted) XX Century sets or part sets include
1916 semipostal (B1-10 mint), 1920 Airmail (C1-3) & 1924
UPU (197-208 & 213-24) & 1955 Centenary of Swedish
Stamps (479-83 panes of nine), small faults here and there
but overall F-VF. We checked this lot in two shakes of a
lamb's tail, so sleepers may be lurking!.
Estimate $500 - 750
2765 Hm
Sweden, mostly used holding, more than
1500 stamps, representing a wanna-be dealers stock
mostly used in the 19th century and almost entirely mint in
the 20th century, housed on stockpages with superb cancels, lots of mint never hinged in complete series and no unpleasant duplication. Issues begin with the 1872/79
numerals with postmarks inc. Askersund, Filipstad, Gefle,
Ture, etc, thru three crowns and Gustaf V definitives of
1910/19 inc. mint blocks of four, useful range of arms and
lion coil issues, similarly on the crown and posthorn and
later Gustaf definitives, etc, inc. intact booklets from 1946
Geijer onwards. Then the back of the book with semi-postals from the 1916 surcharges onwards, postage dues inc.
1874 20o blue unused x2 and 1877/86 to 1k x3 mint, as well
as officials from the first issue onwards inc. 1881 6o lilac
shade used, thru to fieldpost.
Estimate $400 - 500
2766 m)
Switzerland, used collection including
cantonals, 1843-1962, a bit out of order but loaded with
better items including 1L2, 2L2-4, 3L1 signed, 5, 7, 7(II)
cert, 8, 10, 11(2), 12(2), 14, then various seated Helvetia
with better and duplication, many useful and nice quality, includes 37a on partially reduced cover, and ends abruptly for
the regular issues with 181-5, 186-8, 193-8, 301-5, then
Semi Postals apparently complete B1-B322, Airmails C1-2,
C3-9, C10-2, C13-5, C25, C25a cert, plus all S/Ss and the
B229a sheetlet, quite a valuable and interesting selection,
some mixed quality but mostly clean and useful, inspection
invited and almost necessary to properly value, time spent
will be rewarded, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberely (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2767 HH/H
Switzerland, valuable dealer's stock,
1910-1969, enormous stock stuffed into two large cartons,
containing 15 albums of clear pages with tens of thousands
of stamps, the vast majority are either mint and Never
Hinged or used Cancelled-To-Order, many in complete
sheets, starts with William Tell's Son and William Tell issues, continues with definitives and commemoratives, then
semipostals with many complete sets in heavy duplication,
airmails are excellent with C4,C8-C12, C16, C20, C23,
C37-C39 again with duplication, and concludes with officials, many in complete sheets, a stock for even the most
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meticulous dealer, incredible assemblage of issues, would
be impossible to duplicate, catalog value well in excess
$25,000+, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2768 HH
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s semi-postal
mint never hinged stock, an immaculate holding of well
over 2000 semi-postal stamps, the vast majority in complete series and all, as far as we can see, in pristine mint
never hinged condition from the forerunners through to
1963, housed in a luxury stockbook. The forerunners are
strong with the three different languages including the
scarce 'Un'anno di sole!' 10cmi rose in never hinged quality
with near ideal centering, as well as colors hardly exposed
to light as with virtually everything else here. There is also a
spectacular horizontal strip of five of the German inscription
10rp brown perforated double vertically in three places.
Then the 'Pro Juventute' issues with highlights including
1915 series complete (#B2/B3), 1916 complete x2
(#B4/B6), 1917 complete (#B7/B9), 1918 complete x5
(#B10/B11), etc, then the National Fete souvenir sheet with
three examples needless to say for this holding all flawless
mint never hinged (#B105), similarly 6x the 1942
Geneva/National Fete souvenir sheet (#B119), as well as
the scarce Insects se-tenant sheetlet and much more. A delightful stock with nothing but pleasure throughout, a virtual
no-brainer for the Swiss dealer looking for the best quality.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2769 H
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s stock of Pro
Juventute and Pro Patria, a very comprehensive stock in
superb used condition throughout. An impressive stock of
well over 3000 stamps, appearing superb used throughout
from the first semi-postal issue through to 1960, housed in a
luxury stockbook. There is no excessive duplication as
there is one line on the stockpage per catalog listing. Better
items include the 1915 series x6 (#B2/B3), 1916s x7 with an
additional 10cts key value (#B4/B6), 1917s x6 again with an
extra top value (#B7/B9), 1918s x3 with a further three of
the 10cts (#B10/B11), 1919s x5 etc, leading through to the
1940 National Fete issue including 7 of the good shade on
the 20cts+5cts (#B102a), as well as the complete imperfs
cut from the souvenir sheet and used on piece
(#B105a/105d), followed by the 1942 National Fete souvenir sheet used on piece and an extra center 'geschnitten'
(#B119a/b), etc, etc. The approximate catalog in Michel comes to €13,000, though this will be far higher in Zumstein.
You hardly see dealer's stocks with such a high standard of
quality representing a great opportunity for those looking for
nothing but the best.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2770 Hm
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s mint and used
stock of postage dues with much elusive material, a further holding from the wannabe dealer with a penchant for
quality, this time a wonderful array of postage dues from the
1884/97 series onwards, housed in two volumes with
around 3000 stamps mint, mint never hinged and superb
used. The first book is dedicated to the 1884/1909 olive
green issues with numerals in red, with several 100s of mint
and used, appearing at first sight to be a little disorganised
compared to the other sections of the stock, however on
closer inspection it becomes clear that this is an extraordinary in-depth showing of the different printings with systematic studies of the constant plate varieties, many in multiple
format right up to the 100cts. Some of the most interesting
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of these are the constant flaws, moreover there are certainly inverted centers on the same issue, here as shown by
the breaks in frame which are otherwise very difficult to detect. There also multiples showing tête-bêche breaks in corner ornament, etc. The more you look the more you see
here, making an exciting this a particularly exciting this
viewing. The later issues in the second volume with many
varieties identified, including the 1924/34 25cts on grilled
paper mint and used, etc. This was obviously a favorite area
of Swiss philately for this man. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2771 m)
Switzerland, “Strubel” Issues, 1854-62,
mounted on pages, and identified by Scott number, better
used include 1854 First Munich Printing 5r orange brown,
15r pale rose & 40r pale yellow green (Scott 14, 17a & 18),
1854-55 First Bern Printing 5r to 20r (20-23, incl. extra 15r &
20r), 1855-57 Second & Third Bern Printings (24 x2, 26 x3,
27 x4, 29 x3 & 31 x3), 1858-62 Rough Impressions (35 x3,
36a x2, 37 x6, 38x7, 39x7 & 40 x6), plus a couple of covers
(one franked with #36-37, other with #38), small faults affecting few stamps but overall F-VF. The strubel issues
(also known as the imperforate sitting Helvetia issues) are
the most popular specialization subject for most serious
classical Switzerland philatelists, careful viewing
recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2772 HH
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s stock of
definitives and commemoratives, mint never hinged, a
delightful holding of about 1500 stamps all pristine mint
never hinged, running from the 1907 Tell's series through to
1959, housed in a luxury stockbook. We note better early
Tell's Son types, 1914 William Tell with 15cts dark violet
shade x2 (#172b), 1925 40cts x2 and 70cts Helvetias with
grilled gum (#138a/142a), 1924 Shields including the three
different gum/paper types on the 1.50fr blue and red (#202,
202a, 202b), followed by 1933 Tell type grilled gum 15cts
and 25cts (#173a, 179a), 1932 Disarmament series including 60cts x2 and 1fr x3 (#214/215), 1934 Views series also
complete (#219/225), 1939 National Exposition and Crossbow series with all the languages, etc, all the way through to
the PAX series complete and beyond into the 1950s including Europa PTT overprint x3, etc, etc. A virtually flawless
accumulation ideal for the dealer looking for a turn-key
stock with nothing but tip-top, mint never hinged quality.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2773 m
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s stock of used
definitives and commemoratives, a fantastic specialised
holding of nothing but superb used material, with well over
4000 stamps from the 1907 Tell's Son issues through to the
1970s including good items throughout and with no unpleasant duplication, as no issue has more than one line of
the stockpage each. Highlights include the 1908 40cts purple Sitting Helvetia type with full engraver's name x3
(#136a), grilled papers to 1fr, 1909 3cts violet Tell's Son
with string in front of stock type I x12 (#147), 1915 80cts on
70cts surcharge x10 (#189), Shields including 90cts on
smooth paper x2 (#200b),there is the 20cts orange UPU
centenary with perf 11¾ with Huttwil cds, cat. €18,000 in
Michel, requiring certificate. Then later Tell issues including
three examples of the 1933 15cts brown red on grilled paper (#173a), Mountains high values including 10fr green
Jungfrau x3, etc. followed by even more intensely packed
pages with 1932 Disarmament series x13 (#210/215), 1934
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scenes complete x10, 1940 10cts Chillon castle type on
grilled paper x3 (#230e), leading on to the PAX series with
3fr and key 5fr both x2 (#303/304), etc, etc. This will no
doubt catalog just on the regular issues a small fortune, a
great opportunity for the dealer looking for a tip-top quality
stock at a small fraction of the potential value (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2774 HH/H
Switzerland, mint collection, 1862-1963,
lovely mint collection, starts with a few Seated Hevetias including #60-68, Standing Helvetias with 97, French & German semi-postal forerunners, B1-9, nice selection of
se-tenant and tete-beche pairs, airmails C3-C12, C13-15,
condition is mostly fine to very fine, with many NH stamps,
please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2775 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850-1974, mounted in Scott album, better (mint unless
noted) include 1850 10r (Scott 8 used), 1852 15Rp (12
used), 1945 Peace (293-305), 1915-17 semi-postal sets
(B2-11), followed by 1919-25 semi-postal used sets, airmail
section including 1919-20 First Issue (C1-2) & 1923-25
Second Issue (C3-12). We also noticed a 1951 Lunaba
souvenir sheet (B206), plus some officials & postage dues.
Condition appears Fine to Very Fine. Nothing further to say
except "a good basis for expansion with several desirable
items scattered through". (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2776 Hm
Switzerland, substantial collection to the
1970's, in Scott specialty album, an attractive, very nicely
filled collection with a few used earlies such as Scott 8 etc,
then well-cered from the imperf Seated helvetias on, wiht a
good range of items in the $100 to $1,000 catalog value
range. Some better later mint items show 75, 76, 86-87,
126-44, 146-63, 164-66, 167-80, 182, 200-03, 242, extensive semi-postals from B1-11 on and much, much more. A
useful collection with a correspondingly huge aggregate
catalog value, well worth inspection. Estimate $500 - 750
2777 Hm
Switzerland, collection and accumulation,
1880s-1980s, mint & used in two binders and several
stockbooks, one binder including many semipostal sets issued in the 1913-89 period, other binder with selection of
airmails & officials, stockbooks containing mostly used duplicates, condition varies but overall F-VF, offered as received from consignor and unchecked in detail.
Estimate $400 - 600
2778 Hm
Switzerland & Liechtenstein, dealer's stock,
mint & used stamps in presentation cards, and housed in
red box and two smaller boxes, majority of sets, part sets &
singles up to $10 but we noted some better (used unless
noted) items such as Switzerland 1862-64 (Scott 50), 1882
Helvetia 3fr yellow brown (88, 88a-b), 1905 Helvetia 40c
(108a), 1915 (B2-3 mint), 1924 (B29-32), 1929 (B49-52),
1931 (B57-60), 1936 (B81-84 x2), 1944 (B133-36), 1945
(B146-49), 1950 (B196-200), 1951 (B207-11), 1952
(B217-21), Liechtenstein 1912 (1-3 mint), slightly mixed
condition among early issues but including many saleable
F-VF sets & singles. You can't win if you don't play, right?.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2779 Hm
Switzerland, a perfectionist’s stock of
tête-bêche mint never hinged and superb used, a
high-quality dealer's stock of about 200 tête-bêche pairs
plus more than 70 gutter tête-bêche pairs, as well as occasional additional se-tenant 'zusammendrucke' on the William Tell issues, all housed in a stockbook and neatly
categorised by Zumstein. Highlights include 5+5cts green
Tell's Son type I mint, 1921 surcharges including 20cts on
15cts Tell and 20cts on 25cts Helvetia both used, 5cts red lilac Son and 10cts green Tell tête-bêche pair used, 10cts violet Tell tête-bêche mint never hinged with grilled gum and
a Tell and son se-tenant, 10cts violet and 5cts olive green
used with grilled paper not apparently listed in Michel probably scarce as such. Then the Landscapes including the
first series 20cts red Railroad used gutter pair - far the
scarcest of the Landscape issues, followed by the second
series 20cts red Railroad tête-bêche pair and tête-bêche
gutter pair both mint never hinged, the latter having gutter
type C with vertical perforations. Much more here than described, all in tip-top condition, please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600
2780 Hm)
Switzerland, mint and used collection,
1858-1960's, mostly used & mounted on pages, noted a
few better as Helvetia Issues, including imperforate & perforated examples, 1900 UPU, 1916-22 Semi-Postals
(B4-24), and many "Pro-Juventute" sets, also some airmails, dues & officials, plus group of twelve covers sent to
the U.S. in 1960s & glassine envelopes stuffed with duplicates, usual mixed condition but mostly F-VF, excellent for
continuation.
Estimate $200 - 300
2781 Hm
Tannu Tuva, mint and used collection,
1926-36, mint & used, mounted in binder, better mint include 1926 (Scott 1-10), 1932 (29-34), 1934 (45-52), 1935
(54-60), 1935 (61-70 x2), 1934 (C1-9) and some unchecked dupplicates, condition F-VF. Estimate $200 - 300
2782 m
Turkey, an outstanding accumulation of
mostly pre 1920s with high values including rare varieties, over 3000 mostly used stamps, most unusual with the
vast majority pre-1920 including an impressive showings of
high values and scarce issues in quantity. To give you an
idea of the unique nature of this holding, there are for instance more than 700 examples of the 1916 star and crescent semi-postal overprints on the 10pi red used (#B25
Scott, $200 each, Scott retail therefore $140,000), at the
end of this group there is a range of errors that the collector
has personally discovered over the decades, including no
less than four inverted overprints not listed, seldom seen if
not at all. This pattern is repeated with other issues some
170+ examples of Scott #512 ($35 each, total Scott retail
$6000), with three 'missing star' errors, accumulated over
several decades squirreling, followed by 570+ examples of
the 1901 5pi lilac rose newspaper stamp (#P48, $27.50
each, Scott retail $5000) including double and inverted
overprints and highly unusual additional crescent and star
overprints in red and black, nevertheless genuine postally
used as is the case with virtually all the rest as well. Then
75+ examples of #390 (Scott retail $67.50 each, approximately. $4000), 270 x #315A (Scott retail $35 each, total
nearly $10,000), #315B including overprint inverted, followed by the 'Imprime' handstamp newspaper issues including the 1891 1pi blue and gray with black overprint x18
(#P12) and blue overprints x2 (#P12a), plus 2x 10pa with
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blue overprints (#P10b), followed by the 1892s with 10x
10pa gray green (#P25), 39x 20pa rose (#P26, Scott retail
$375 each, approaching $15,000), then 32x 1pi pale blue
(#P27, Scott retail $150 each, nearly $4000)- an astounding array of good material. Elsewhere there are fascinating
groups of Tughras, later 1860s overprints on Crescent and
Star types including the 1867 imperf 1pi lilac, the 1886 25pi
black and pale gray mint (#73), the Sultan's visit overprints
for Monastir, Pristina, Salonique and Uskub an extremely
unusual 1913 post office 20pa carmine rose block of 25 with
inverted 'Star and Crescent' overprints not listed in Scott,
even Turkey in Asia including the 3pi red surcharge on 2pa
violet Artillery x15 mint never hinged (#10), etc, etc. The
Scott retail on just the stamps we could find in Scott listed in
this description alone well exceeds $200,000 and there is
far more here. A phenomenal lifetime's accumulation of expert cherry-pickings, the likes of which are hardly ever
available today on the market, offered intact as received
with good yet unlisted rarities.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2783 Hm
Turkey in Asia/Anatolia, a highly important
collection, exceptional collection of Turkey in Asia housed
on Scott album leaves, mint and used with much material
expertised. There are some very scarce if not quite rare material present, seldom seen on the market especially in collection format. The first page sets the pace with postage
stamps surcharged with better types, overprint types including an elusive variety on the Scott #1 expertised. Then
the surcharged revenues with 'Religious Tribunals' 500pi
orange mint (#16) and extremely scarce 1000pi brown
(#17, accompanied by colored photograph certificate), followed by 'Court Costs' with the 10pa green mint and 100pi
brown used (#18,#22), the Notary Public (#24, #25), followed by an excellent showing of the '1337' overprints with
an extraordinary mint part sheet of 20 of the 5pi red (#35)
with the different settings, as well as 50pi ocher with
handstamped overprint used (#36a), etc, etc. Then the 2pi
blue black 'Land Registry' with two used, one on piece
(#40), the 1921 5pi green used (#41), and scarce 'Museum
Tax' issues (#42, #43) both superb used copies, followed by
the type R16 revenues complete mint and used with both
overprint types, as well as an impressive array of the Railway Tax issues again loaded with mint, used and varieties,
through to the 'Naval League' complete used again with varieties and signed (#59/63), through to the Newspaper of
1915 overprinted scarce used on piece (#67), the 1922 pictorials complete used (#78/89), etc, etc. An exceptional
collection, offered intact as received (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 6,000
2784 Hm
Uruguay, collection with interesting classics, a good-looking mint and used collection housed in a
Scott Specialty album, with few empty spaces and
cram-packed pages in the 19th century. The collection begins with a 1 real red Diligencia Sun unused and attractive,
with margins clear to close as usual and signed three times.
Then the imperf Montevideo suns all used, including rare
1858 240cts red used on piece, another very attractive
stamp and seldom seen (#6, Scott retail $1,500). Then the
thick and thin numeral Suns follow with every denomination
on the latter including 180cts green (#17), leading on to
1864 coats of arms with an excellent example of the key
6cts salmon used with light blue postmark and large margins all round (#20, Scott retail $500), then a range of 1866
surcharges, 1866/67 Numerals imperf and perf complete
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with lots of additional varieties, the 19th century continuing
replete through to early 20th century including overprint errors, as well as 1924 Olympics complete mint and used
(#282/284) and the back of the book, especially the airposts
with 1925 Rincon used on cover and $1 Pegasus used on
centenary cover, as well as lots of officials to investigate.
While there are occasional small faults on the 19th century
as to be expected, the condition far better than normally encountered, virtually throughout. A very useful collector's
collection with much more than described, please inspect
carefully page for page (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2785 H
Vatican, virtually complete mint collection,
attractive mint collection housed in a Lighthhouse hingeless album, with no empty spaces through to the 1980s except for the 1934 surcharges. The vast majority is in pristine
mint never hinged condition, with highlights including 1933
Basilica series complete mint never hinged (#19/34), 1935
Juridical Congress and 1936 Press Conference complete
mint (#41/54), 1938 Archaeological Congress and 1939 Interregnum series both mint never hinged (#55/67), the latter
all signed. Then the scarce 1948 airposts complete mint
never hinged (#C16/C17) and similarly the 1949 UPU, 1951
Gratianus and 1953 Dome (#C16/C23), as well as the 1952
Mail Coach souvenir sheet mint never hinged (#155a), etc,
etc. A comprehensive collection in pleasing quality, please
inspect.
Estimate $600 - 800
2786 HH/H
Viet Nam (South), valuable collection,
1951-1975, a beautiful mint collection on stockcards, includes such gems as #1-13, 30-35, 39-50 and 450, with
hundreds of other stamps in complete sets, much of the
material is NH so inspection is a must, a rare opportunity to
acquire stock in this popular country, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2787 Hm
Yugoslavia, an extensive and important specialised collection housed in 2 albums, with many signatures, highly specialised two albums collection of the
'Freedom Breaking Chains' issues, newspaper stamps and
postage dues 1919-1921, with many 100s of mostly mint
stamps housed in 2 Lindner hingeless albums, including errors, postal history and many signatures. The Chain Breakers are organised methodically by the six different paper
types and printings, with usually more than one example of
each variety showing the shades as well as plate flaws, etc.
The postal history in this album includes rouletted 10f carmine single and two blocks of four on advertising cover registered from Prozega, as well as a colorful franking of the 14
different issues to 2k with magenta cds postmarks on cover,
plus commercial frankings on documents inc. 5k King Peter
on 10h blue acknowledgment of receipt stationery of
Bosnia/Herzegovina, accompanied by the cyrillic
'Kraljevstvo SHS' o/p and '12 x' beneath. Then in the second album, the highlights include scarce imperfs appearing
complete from 3f to 20k, followed by the postage dues inc.
Prussian blue and dark blue shades on the high values
complete mint, 5k Prussian blue mint pair imperf vertically,
the complete set of unsurcharged issues in imperf pairs,
then the red star surcharges on lithographed issues with
four distinct shades on each and the typographed printings
with 10p on 15f both shades mint never hinged and signed,
as well as the 8d on 30f deep rose serrate x straight roulette
mint, again signed. The postage dues continue with spec-
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tacular 50p on 15f litho lower sheet block of 30 with overprints misplaced, also an extraordinary series of six multiples on the litho high values, all cancelled, showing
surcharges partially or completely missing se-tenant with
normal, etc. A wonderful in-depth collection in very attractive condition having a high proportion of mint never hinged.
There is much more here to research, a joy to describe and
view carefully, page for page (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2788 Hm
Yugoslavia and forerunners stock, including
many printing errors, often with signatures, substantial
holding of well over 3000 mint and used stamps housed in a
large stockbook, organised from the overprints on
Bosnia/Herzegovina through breaking chains through to
modern Yugoslavia. We note 'SHS' overprint inverted on
15pf violet reaper mint never hinged, 1918 freedom 45f
dark green mint, 1919 allegories series categorized by the
Michel-listed types including 5f green pair and strip of three
used showing double vertical perforations, then lots of constant plate varieties on the Chain Breakers with their positions identified, as well as unusual perforation types
including combinations of serrate and a straight-line roulette on 20f and 30f used pairs not listed in Scott, as with
many of the varieties here, double perfs again on the 40f
bister and 2k blue multiples, leading on to back of the book
including 'SHS' overprints on postage dues with signatures,
through to better post-WWII including 1949 Electric Train
airpost souvenir sheet perf and imperf used and other
sheetlets through to 1974 Ice Skating and 1978 Boxing issues imperfs, mint never hinged again not listed in Scott,
the surcharges on the 1975/77 type scenes including 50d
on 16.50 inverted signed, etc, etc. A treasure trove for the
Yugoslavia specialist. Please inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2789 H
Yugoslavia, mint collection, 1944-62, presented in three Lindner hingeless albums, and virtually
complete for the period, most of the sets in the modest
range with some better such as 1945 Labor & Agriculture issue (Scott 185-96 singles & se-tenant pairs), 1953-55
Workers (378-84A), 1954 Animals (398-409), 1955 Serbian
Insurrection (411-14), 1956 Sports (461-68), 1947 Plane
(C17-28 se-tenant pairs), 1961 Insurrection Anniv. sheet
(611), 1949 Train souvenir imperforate & perforated sheets
(C33 & C33a), 1951 Belgrade souvenir sheet (C43), plus 95
Lindner hingeless pages filled with stamps & souvenir
sheets issued in the 1987-2002 period, condition is Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2790 Hm
Yugoslavia, collection and accumulation,
1918-89, mostly mint, housed in five binders and six
stockbooks, opening with 1918-19 Bosnia & Herzegovina
surcharges, including semipostals and postage dues, followed by Croatia-Slavonia overprints, plus Slovenia issues,
and then by general issues for use throughout the Kingdom,
mostly in the modest range. We also noted a nice section of
semipostals isued in the 1921-47 period, overall condition
F-VF, excellent starter collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2791 Hm
Yugoslavia - Trieste Zone B, mint and used
collection, 1948-53, mostly never hinged, and presented
in Lindner hingeless pages, we noted several sets up to
$35, and some better (never hinged unless noted) sets, singles & sheets such as 1952 (Scott 51-56), 1952 souvenir
sheet (65a), also 1950 imperforate & perforated souvenir
sheets (C17 & C17a), 1953 (C21), 1948 (RAJ1), plus some
postage due sets, condition is Very Fine. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Foreign Area Collections
2792 Hm
Africa, from the 19th century onwards with
strong Egypt, very much an old fashioned collection
housed on large homemade album leaves and written-up
by hand. Starting off in Egypt with the Sphinx and Pyramid
types from 1867 with values through to 2 ½ piasters, some
lovely strikes here, through later 19th century issues 5pi
and then the last 10pi, interestingly accompanied by a few
19th century revenues as well. On to the 20th century again
through to crown overprint 1920 high values, the international geography congress set mint,etc. Also, represented
here are French Colonies including Algeria, Cameroons,
French Post Offices in Morocco, Tunisia, etc. The collector
goes beyond French Colonial interests to also include Italian POs in Libya again through to higher values, some British Commonwealth with reasonable South West Africa, etc.
Definitely worth spending time on, as there is the distinct
probability of finds since this was collected many decades
ago.
Estimate $300 - 400
2793 HHHm Africa, mint and used collection, 1919-1980,
collection of African nations in eight albums, includes Liberia collection, Algiers, Angola, Burundi, Cameroons, Ifni,
Morocco, Mozambique Company, Niger, Nyassa and Upper Volta, most albums are sparsely filled but with glassine
of stamps between pages, will take some effort to uncover
hidden gems, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2794 Hm
Asia, miscellaneous group of collections,
mint and used, no China, Japan or Korea but plenty of
good value in 4 Scott Specialty albums and album pages.
The best part appears to be a mint and used Malaya and
Area collection, with a nice group of complete mint or used
sets plus a number of better used like Malaya Johore 122,
Straits Settlements Scott 4, 7, 10-18, plus mint Malaya
Kedah 19, Kelantam 42, Trengganu 38 plus much more.
There are also some other better country groups like
Burma, India and Thailand including used 145-56 (short
150) and NH 442-49. Majority fresh and clean, F-VF with
good value to be found, viewing invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2795 Hm
Asia, mostly used accumulation on album
pages, composed of hundreds with strength in Hong Kong,
Japan, Korea with some useful mint souvenir sheets,
Macau and Thailand, mostly F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2796 Hm
Asia, from the 19th century onwards, with
strong Thailand, very much an old fashioned collection
housed on large homemade album leaves and written-up
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by hand. Starting off in India, interestingly only the
immediate 1948 post independence years, similarly with Indonesia, Pakistan and Bahawalpur i.e. all the late 1940s.
However, the main interest is in the Thailand with the 1887
definitives through to the 24 atts, followed by various atts
overprints, then the second king profile to the left with the 24
atts mint through to turn of the century intermediate baht
values etc yet not the highest values, through to the post
WW2 era. Then Vietnam with the North being the better part
from 1951 onwards as some of these issues are becoming
very much in demand today. Definitely worth spending time
on, there is the distinct probability of finds, as this was
collected many decades ago.
Estimate $300 - 400
2797 Hm
Benelux, extensive collection through the
1968's, in Scott specialty album, mint or used and very
nicely represented throughout, including Belgium (used)
Scott 1 (3), 2 (2), 6-8, 9-12, 13-16, 18-22, 28-36, 55-59, 74,
172-84, 212-15 and (mint) 24a-26b, 68-69, 75, 71-72,
88-90, 435-45, B514, 449a, B44-46, B69-77, B93-98,
B99-105, B113, plus good dues, parcel posts, etc. Similar
coverage is offered for Luxembourg and Netherlans from
1-6 on. Very substantial aggregate catalog value, with coverage often parallel mint and used, largely F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2798 Hm
Benelux, dealer's stock of mint and used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in two red
boxes and glassine-size box, Belgium section includes regulars issued in the 1963-2006 period, plus some airmails &
back-of the-book issues, followed by Belgian Congo,
Katanga & Burundi material, Netherlands section includes
regulars issued in the 1852-1999 period, plus some airmails and postage dues, also Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea & Surinam sets &
singles, overall F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2799 Hm
Benelux, useful old-time selection, neatly assembled on stockcards by Scott number in one binder.
There are dozens of useful items present including Belgium
used 1 (4), 2 (4), 9-12 (3), plus extras of 9, 12 (5 including a
pair), 13-16 (2), 82-91 and mint 13, 67-70, 108-22,
B99-105, B107-13, B114-22 and many more. The Netherlands begins with used 1, 2, 3 (3), 5 (5) and continues on including a nice section of the 1969-1975 Juliana issues
withcontrol number coil strips with phoshers, phosher
blocks of 4, some Colonies etc. A very worthwhile lot, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2800 Hm
Central America, mint & used collection,
mounted in Scott album, including many sets up to $10 and
several better mint such as Costa Rica 1941 (201-08), El
Salvador 1874 (5-8), Guatemala 1898 (80-85), 1937
(280-91), Panama 1921 (226-31), 1936 (278-87 & 288-97),
and some better used such as Costa Rica (3-4), Guatemala
(31-41). Also Honduras & Nicaragua sections, plus some
Canal Zone stamps, condition is F-VF, well worth alloting
time to check it out. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2801 Hm
Europe, mostly never hinged assortment,
housed in stockbook loaded with fresh sets, value concentrated in the France section, and including many better
(never hinged unless otherwise noted) sets & singles such
as 1923 Philatelic Congress (Scott 197), 1927 Airmails
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(C1-2 mint), 1929 Le Havre Exhibition (246 mint), 1931
French Provinces (B38), 1937 Samothrace (B66-67),
1949-50 Airmails (C23-27), 1950 (B249-54), 1951
(B258-63), 1952-55 (B267-72), 1953 (700-05), 1954
(B285-90 & C29-32) & 1955 (B294-99), also Denmark
(167a, 171a & 175a), Greenland (19-27), Hungary (C12-25
& C35-44), plus useful representation from Liechtenstein,
Norway, Slovakia, Switzerland & Yugoslavia, condition is
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. This is deal of the decade you
have been waiting for!.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2802 HH
Europe, mostly never hinged assortment,
housed in a well-filled stockbook, we noted the following
better (never hinged unless noted) sets: Austria 1930
(B81-86), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B118-21), 1934
(B122-27), 1935 (B128-31), 1935 (B132-37), 1935
(C32-46), 1945 Hitler 1m, 2m, 3m & 5m with vertical bars
and "Osterreich" (Michel VaB-VadB), 1945 Styria (428-31),
1946 (B185a-88a), 1948-52 (520-55), 1950-53 (C54-60),
Russia 1945-46 (992A-1001), 1947 (1104-20), Monaco
1937 (B19-23), 1939 (B26-35), 1940 (B36-50), 1941
(B51-60) 7 1953-54 (J39-56), Poland 1944 Monte Cassino
(3K17-20) & Switzerland 1923-25 (C3-12), 1944 (3O62-82,
4O10-21), 1948-50 (5O6-25). Also including Croatia,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, Romania, Serbia, Turkey & Vatican sections, condition is Very Fine to Extermely Fine, excellent choice for dealer.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2803 Hm
Europe, dream maker collection, old time
style and mounted in Ka-Be pages, including many valuable sets & singles, better include France 1917-19 (B8-10),
1918 (B11), 1922 (B12-19), 1928 (B28-30), 1929 (B32-33),
1930 (B34), 1936 (C13 & C15), 1937 (B66-67), 1938 (348),
Liechtenstein 1925-28 (B1-3 & B7-10), 1936 (C15-16),
Austria 1925-30 (C12-31), 1933 (B106-09), Vatican 1934
(35-40), 1936 (47-54) & 1938 (55-60), better used include
France 1849 (3a), 1937 (B66-67), Austria (127 x2), plus
Switzerland used representation, overall condition F-VF,
many saleable sets & singles.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2804 H
Europe, useful collection, mounted in three
albums, including mint & used sets up to $25, but we noticed Luxembourg 1935 Intellectuals set (B65A-Q used) &
Poland 1938 Balloon sheet (B31 used), condition appears
F-VF. Worth inspecting.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2805 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mostly used, and
mounted in a home-made album, majority of singles & sets
up to $20 but we noted some better (used unless noted)
such as Denmark 1905 (68-69), 1925 (C1 & C3), Great
Britian (179-80), Poland Sosnowice 1916 (Michel 3-4 mint
& 5 tied on piece) & Sweden. We also noted a representation of Turkey and some XX Century covers, some stamps
stuck to page but overall F-VF, take a look in order to appreciate, treasures may be hidding!.
Estimate $400 - 600
2806 Hm
Europe, useful accumulation of mostly used
Spain and Portugal, composed of thousands on album
pages and a well organized well filled stockbook of each
country. A good lot for the eBay dealer, overall clean and
F-VF, waiting to be broken down.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2807 )
Eastern Europe (Balkans), an extensive
postal history holding, accumulation of several dozens of
covers and cards from the mid-19th century stampless period through to WWII, though the vast majority being from
before 1920. Highlights include Serbian pre-philatelic covers with postmarks including superb 1836 Peter-vardein
(Petrovaradin) in oval, 1843 Gurgusovac, 1853
Smederevo, Valvejo straight line with Naplacen ('charged')
on covers of 1861 and 1863, 1864 Cuprijska, etc. Then
Bosnia/Herzegovina eagle issue postal stationery including
a small 1880s/'90s correspondence, interesting material
from Montenegro including 1916 'Etappenpost' fieldpost
from the village of Virpazar with special handstamp cachets
in blue, another card from Obrenovac, Serbia is to the same
addressee, as well as a good range of Prince Nicholas issues 19th century postal stationery mostly unused, through
to the Cetinje Monastery View bi-color issues of 1896. Serbia also has extensive postal stationery, this time virtually
all used including 1906 5p green with arms overprint
uprated with the 5p green and black with blue overprint to
Croatia, at that point then requiring the Hungarian 10f postage due tied by Krizevci cds, certainly impressive and unusual. Another interesting area is the Italian occupations
with Lubiana overprints on Yugoslavia 2d deep magenta
single usage, followed by an Italian Victor Emmanuel 1.25L
blue single usage on censor cover from Spalato to Banja
Luka. Also some good stamp issues including Serbia Austrian occupation diagonal overprints complete used and
King Peter I top three values mint of 1911, the 3d and 5d
both signed. A great lot for the specialist of this area with
much more here than described. Please inspect carefully,
page for page (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2808 HHHm Eastern & Central Europe, mint and used
collections, 1918-1960, housed in ten stockbooks, mostly
used, a few with mint and used, includes Austria BOB,
Belarus, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Fiume, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovania, Turkey, Yugoslavia,
there does not appear to be any great rarities, just lots of
useful material, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2809 Hm
Western Europe, mixed up mint and used accumulation, mostly on album pages with a few stock
sheets and glassines. You will find a nice range of classics
as well as nice sections of Denmark and Greece. Condition
can vary although most F-VF, viewing invited. Estimate
$200 - 300
2810 Hm
Latin America, mint and used collection, mint
& used to mid 1960s in thirteen Minkus albums, includes
South & Central America, Cuba & Dominican Republic,
plus Mexico, we noted that the vast majority of sets, part
sets, singles & souvenir sheets are in the modest range with
some better such as Cuba 1955 souvenir sheet (C126a
used) or Dominican Republic 1944 Independence souvenir
sheet on presentation folder (407 used), usual mixed condition in the XIX Century material, otherwise F-VF. The lot
should be inspected.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2811 Hm
Latin America, dealer's stock of mint and
used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog
numbers, and housed in red box and several glassine-size
boxes, including Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru & Uruguay, majority of sets
& singles in the modest range, plus Chile group of 45 booklets issued in the 1990s, overall condition, F-VF, highly recommended for eBay seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2812 Hm
Latin America, mostly mint collection,
mounted on album pages, and including El Salvador, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico & Uruguay, value is concentrated
in the Colombia section that includes several singles & sets
up to $50, followed by El Salvador section that contains
many mint sets in the 1960s-80s period, overall condition
F-VF, recommended for eBay seller, worth viewing.
Estimate $300 - 400
2813 Hm
Middle East, country collection group, many
hundreds housed in 4 albums composed of Aden including
mint Scott 36-46, plus other complete mint sets, Egypt with
useful Palestine, Ethiopia, Israel mint or used in two volumes, Saudi Arabia with nice Hejaz and Nejdi including
mint 32-33 with photo cert, 145, plus more and useful Yemen. A bit jumbled with duplicated album pages in a single
volume, overall clean and useful, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
2814 Hm
Middle East, dealer's stock of mint and used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in red box and
several smaller boxes, including Afghanistan, Egypt, Iran,
Iraq, Jordan, Turkey & United Arab Republic modern sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, plus some Abu
Dhabi, Dubai, Kuwait, Oman & Saudi Arabia, F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2815 Hm)
Scandinavia, scintillating mint and used collection, 1850-1991, excellent collection of couple of thousand mint and used stamps in two albums and two
stockbooks, includes Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland and Norway, better Denmark includes #5 on cover,
11-15 used, Finland used includes 2(cut to shape), 7, 9,
10(x3), 17, 20 23, mint includes 177-179, Iceland includes
many Christian IX and double portraits, B5 mint, C3 mint,
Norway used includes 1, 2-5, 6-9, 11-15 and 16-21, in addition to the above the two stockbooks are crammed with useful used material, a good lot in mostly fine to very fine
condition, inspection advised for full appreciation, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2816 Hm
Scandinavia, collection to 1970s, mostly used
in a Scott album plus a stack of premium in "107" display
cards, generally mint starting in the 1950s, some better as
UsedDenmark 3-8, 11-15, 17, 20, 25-37, 136, P1-10,
Finaland 7 (4), 8, 24, Norway 6-10, 11-15, 59-61, 64-66,
Sweden 6-12, 14, 189 plus B11 NH, very mixed condition in
classic period, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

better items present such as Norway #1, one can expect a
lot of stamps/sets for the money.
Estimate $500 - 750
2818 Hm
Scandinavia, interesting collection, thousands of mostly used stamps and some covers in two binders, better (used unless noted) Denmark 1912 Surcharges
(#79-81 mint), 1913-28 King Christian X (#97-131), 1915
Post Office (#135), 1915 Surcharges (#136-7 mint) & 1925
First Airmail (C1-4 mint) & 1934 Airmail set on cover to
Iowa, Greenland 1938-46 First Issue (#1-9 mint), Iceland
1876 Numeral Issue 5a & 40a (#9 & #14), 1911 Sigurdsson
(#86-91), 1920-22 Christian X (#108-28), 1930 Surcharges
(#140 & #143), Norway 1855 Arms 4s (#1), 1856-57 King
Oscar (#2-5), 1863-68 Arms (#6-15), Sweden 1858-62
Arms 50o (#12), 1877-79 Numerals (#28-38), 1886-91 Numerals (#40-9), 1924 UPU short set (#213-25), condition is
a little mixed on some but mostly F-VF. Many useful stamps
throughout, worth checking closely. Estimate $500 - 750
2819 Hm
Scandinavia, dealer's stock, thousands of
mint & used stamps, mounted in presentation cards, and
housed in six red boxes and several smaller boxes, the
holding includes Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway & Sweden, most sets, part sets & singles up to $10, and including some better (mint unless
noted) such as Denmark 1875-79 (Scott 31-33 used), Finland 1937 (B24-26 x2), 1938 (B35-38), 1940(B39-42 x4) &
Norway 1925 (104-10 used) & 1957 (B59-61), some mixed
condition as usual but generally F-VF, worth exploring!.
Estimate $500 - 750
2820 Hm
Scandinavia, collection & accumulation,
mostly used, and mounted in a Minkus & Lindner albums,
stockbook & album pages with some value concentrated in
the Iceland material, Minkus album includes Denmark, Norway & Sweden material in the modest range, Lindner album
with never hinged stamps (Denmark, Greenland, Iceland &
Norway) issued in the 1976-86 period, mixed condition
among early material, other F-VF. Viewing suggested.
Estimate $200 - 300
2821 Hm
South America, mostly used collection,
mounted on album pages, better (used unless noted) includes Argentina: 1912-14 (Scott 204), 1930 (389 mint) &
1935 (452 mint), Brazil: 1866 (53-60), 1876 (64-67),
1878-79 (68-75 & 77), 1881 (79-81), plus Bolivia representation, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, viewing invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2822 Hm
South East Asia, dealer's stock, mint & used,
mounted in presentation cards, and housed in red box and
a couple of smaller boxes, including Indonesia, Thailand,
Viet Nam & North Viet Nam sets, part sets & singles in the
modest range, overall F-VF, ideal for dealer.
Estimate $300 - 400

2817 Hm
Scandinavia, mostly used assortment, with
some mint and contained in Scott Specialty albums and
stockbooks Countries represented include Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Formed by a collector
that was most interested in filling the albums although some
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2823 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, mint and used collection, mostly mint, housed in five binders and several
stockbooks, we noted strength in railroads, butterflies &
flower topical stamps, including some better items such as
Guatemala 1984 Coffee 25¢ & 30¢ sheets mentioned and
priced in Scott, condition is for the most part Very Fine. We
invite you to check this lot, because even when opportunity
knocks a man still has to get up off his seat and open the
door.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2830 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin cover hoard, incredible
selection of worldwide zeppelin covers and cards, around
200 items including a 1934 zeppelin schedule, breakdown
by country is as follows: Argentina (11), Austria, Belgium,
Bolivia (5), Brazil (38), Chile (6), Egypt (2), Germany (66),
Hungary, Italy, Netherlands (3), Paraguay (4), Russia,
Spain (3), Sweden, Switzerland, Uraguay (2), US Graf Zeppelin (37) and USS Los Angeles (14), with many premium
frankings this lot is not to be missed, many will sell for $100
or more, occasional small faults but generally neat and
clean fine to very fine, viewing will prove very worthwhile
due to the scope, diversity of material and value offered
here, an excellent profitable lot for expansion or to
breakdown for shows or the internet.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

2824 m)
Worldwide Topicals, World Wildlife Fund
collection, 1983-1989, exciting collection of hundreds of
first day covers and official Proof Edition sheets, covers are
cacheted and unaddressed, sheets have drawings of every
animal, fish and reptile imaginable, with biography of cachet
artists, covers and sheets are either housed in deluxe binders or loose, a beautiful collection of one of the most popular
topics, extensive issue cost, some duplication, please
leave time to assess the proper bid for this lot, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2825 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, nice almost all mint
sports related accumulation, with excellant Japan including never hinged Scott 421a (4), 469 sheet of 30 + 2 labels,
508a plus much, much more. Clean and mostly Very Fine
og, NH, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2826 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, insects topical collection, mint & used stamps mounted in several binders, including sets, singles & part set from around the globe,
majority fall in one of the following insect orders;
Coleoptera, Lepidoptera & Orthoptera. Condition is F-VF, a
good start to your own collection.
Estimate $400 - 500
2827 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, Foreign & Princess Diana topical collections, includes four binders of Princess
Diana philatelic and collectable material, two boxes with foreign stamps, many still on original approval pages but with
some better sets present, and a Scott International Album
with Part III pages, with a few stamps, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2828 HH
Worldwide Topicals, Disney accumulation,
1980s-90s, including a fair amount of sheets & part sheets
from Bhutan 1982 (340-46), 1991 Wonders of the World
1ch to 50ch (Scott 952-58), also 1989 issues from
Grenadines of St. Vincent (Bequia) & St. Vincent, plus 1980
Grenada & Dominica representation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, recommended for the topical collector, o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2829 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, History of Olympics
collection, an attractive topical collection well timed for our
auction, from 1896 onwards mint and used. Key material includes the Greek first Olympics to the 5dr, second Olympics
to the 2dr, through to 1920 Belgium both with and without
overprints, the 1924 Paris Games, through to 1936 Third
Reich Winter Olympics and then the regular Olympics with
a complete set used and then on cover, as well as a superb
used pair of miniature sheets, all of course to the 40pf
purples. Then follows a very colorful range of material all
the way through to the 1980 Olympics with miniature sheets
etc, etc.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2831 )
Worldwide, postal history collection of West
Indies Steamship Lines, with extensive 19th century, a
wonderful and evocative collection of a few 100 items of
postal history methodically presented with a detailed
write-up, housed in 4 old fashioned albums. They are organised by the steamship companies and the various lines
they operated from the 1850s onwards. There is much accompanied witth collateral to do with the ships, as well as
other interesting material. Shipping lines include the Atlantic Mail Steamship Co., Canadian Pacific, New York and
Havana Direct Mail, Porto Rico Line, New Zealand Shipping Co, Pacific Steam Navigation Co, Elder Dempster
Line, Morgan Line, Shaw Savill & Albion, etc. The collection
begins with stampless covers 1860s/70s carried by ships of
the Atlantic Mail SS Co. including the 'Eagle', 'Missouri' and
'Morro Castle', leading on to an 1864 'Roanoke' cover carried in the year the ship was seized and burnt by Confederate forces! Further seen items including the 1854 cover
Matanzas to NYC carried on the 'Empire City' of the Morgan
Line with perfectly struck postmark, etc, as well as a Barbados 1d postal stationery and cover with pair of the 4d brown
sent in 1886 and 1890 respectively on the 'Advance' and
'Seguranca' of the U.S. & Brazil Mail SS Co. Also in this first
album are the Central American SS Co. labels with all denominations represented unused including the 50cts in two
different colors. Further highlights in the second album include an 1891 cover with 4d orange Bahamas single franking and blue 'per SS Santiago' handstamp with Captain's
letter contents, as well as a confined Colombia advertising
cover with stamp tied by purple strike of the Colombian SS
Co. Then Antigua and St. Vincent frankings of the Western
Ocean SS Corp, an 1876 whole used merchandise form of
the Porto Rico Line, through to Leeward Islands 1½d KGV
jubilee tied on cover by squared circle 'SS Scanpenn posted at sea', U.S. 10cts stationery envelope with purple
'Red D Line, 1886, New York' postmark sent via the 'Philadelphia' with Curacao arrival cds in blue, a particularly attractive registered two-color franking Curacao to England
carried on the Red D Line, as well as good Jamaica, Haiti,
etc. Also seen the Pacific Mail SS Co. private o/postal stationery for 9 different ships on Guatemala quetzal 1ct ultra.
The briefest possible list of highlights for the other albums
must include the 1850s issues of the De Cordova's Mercantile Intelligencer, steamship agents' cachets including large
stars of Laurie and Co., Barbados in pink and purple, then illustrated memograms from Martinique and Grenada, 'Barracouta' mail including British Guiana newspaper wrapper
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1884 and Trinidad used on folded 'prices current' bulletin
1887, a wonderful 1904 US consular service Barbados stationery envelope 'per SS Terence' with strip of 5 2½d ultra
Britannia, a GB 1880/81 4d gray brown plate 18 paying rate
to La Guaira, Colombia per 'West Indian' of the West India &
Pacific SS Co., etc, etc. Time and space do not permit further description other than saying this is an immaculately
presented and well researched collection, disclosing the
development and history of 19th century West Indies
shipping lines representing one man's lifetime work.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2832 )
Worldwide, one man's collection of postcards, mostly 19th/early 20th century, housed in six
small but well filled boxes. Many 100s of postcards both in
color as well as black and white, also early multi-layered
embossing/printing types giving an experimental 3d effect,
etc. There are very diverse themes here such as pretty
women, turn of the century circus performers, Swiss cantonal propaganda, as well as much other propaganda WW1
from other countries, early Spanish Matadors, sailboats
through to early transatlantic liners, 1909 exhibitions cards,
general advertising to name but a few. A thoroughly original
lot which was going to be placed in this man's postcard albums, yet he never got around to it, after many years of buying individually at flea markets and the like. Postcard
dealers particularly, spend some time viewing this lot, as
there will be many pleasant surprises here way beyond this
outline description, needing a little work to give it the
presentation this excellent holding deserves.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Collections and Accumulations
2833 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection, last
minute entry as we were going to press with a must sell instruction. This is a voluminous lot housed in 5 boxes, some
far better than others with a very diverse range of material.
Chaotic in presentation, a very quick overview shows good
postal history, especially US, and at the other end of the
spectrum good solid topical collections. There is so much
here to sort and value - we have put an arbitrary $1200 per
box with clearly 3 of these boxes worth much more. Go figure, this estate deserves a good viewing and has to have
time spent on it to be appreciated.
Estimate $6,000 8,000
2834 Hm
Worldwide, grandfather's collection with
plenty of good surprises, vintage collection of 1000s of
mint and used stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a
well-filled Ideal album from the early 1930s with spaces for
issues from 1915 to 1930, from Abyssinia to Yunnan-Fou.
The majority of countries are replete, with highlights including Albania Korce eagles with 1919 shooting stars to left
complete used signed (#91/97) and 1920/21 'besa' and
posthorn o/postal stationery complete used (#129/140), excellent Alexandria 1921s to 30m on 1fr mint signed (#31/43)
and the two Port Said surcharges also both signed
(#45A/46), then the following page mostly mint, although a
genuine and sound used example of the very scarce 60m
on 2fr purple and ocher signed by Diena (#59, Scott retail
$2,400). This clearly sets the pace for a collection that must
be viewed carefully page for page, as much is nonchalantly
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presented. Further highlights continue with Austria with the
1931 Rotary o/postal stationery complete mint (#B87/B92),
Belgium Antwerp exhibition souvenir sheet used (#221),
Castellorizo 1922 o/postal stationery complete mint
(#51/59), then a range of useful China, leading on to the Italian POs in China including Peking 20cts orange mint (#16)
and the 1918/19 ½ct on 1ct brown mint (#22), similarly the
Tientsin with the same key issues (#9, #15) etc. Also interesting Cilicia, Czech with lots of 'Posta' o/postal stationery,
Danzig, Fiume including pairs imperf between through to
1921 Governo Provvisorio 2L and 3L mint (#144/145), followed by Iceland Christian X 1kr and 2kr mint (#126/127),
strong Italy including Manzoni complete mint with particularly good centering on the 5L (#165/170, Scott retail
$1,400+) and 1928 Philibert complete mint (save first three
values used), the 1930 Virgil complete mint (#248/256,
#C23/C26), etc etc. Then we are only just crossing the halfway point of the album with better material continuing
throughout. We note Japan including the 1921 battleships
complete (#167/170), Oltre Giuba complete mint regulars,
semi-postals and express stamps (#1/#E2), Rhodes 1929
crusaders complete with the 5L and scarce 10L used
(#22/23, Scott retail $1,150), good Polish Levant 1919 complete mint (#2K½K12, Scott retail $840) and Poland herself
also excellent with the rare 'Poczta Polska' 20pf ultra used
(#21a, Scott retail $2,250), as well as Cracow o/postal stationery with used 3h, 5h, 10h, 20h, 30h and 4k (#41/49,
#51/57, #59, total Scott retail $1,200+), etc, etc. Far more
here waiting to be discovered, especially in the Russian
revolutionary period onwards. An extraordinary and
satisfying old-time collection to view, much recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
2835 H
Worldwide, an outstanding clean and valuable selection, comprised of many thousands in all,
housed in 15 stockbooks. There is little or no duplication
here and the lot is brimming with better sets, singles, souvenir sheets and booklets throughout. Some notable sections
include fantastic Portugues Colonies Common Design
sets, Spain Scott B1-13, B19-31, B32-46, B64-73, Spanish
Sahara 24-35 with double overprints in different colors, plus
lots of Europa issues, Monace and French Colonies, premium Poland souvenir sheets, outstanding Hungary, Middle East with Dubai, Yemen, Kuwait, UAR etc, good Asia,
with Taiwan 1355-58 NH, Sierra Leone foils and irregulars,
Turkey, Latin America, premium Austria semi-postals, Afghanistan and much, much more. A wonderful, diverse
holding, largely Very Fine, do yourself a favor and leave
ample time for review.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2836 HHHm Worldwide, early collection, 1850-1920, marvelous collection in old German album, hundreds of stamps
with many better, used unless noted, United States 71, 524
mint, J6, Austria 1 & 2, Belgium 1, 8, 19 mint og, Finland 7,
excellent Germany and States, Japan 8, 15, 17, Netherlands 3, Norway 28, Portugal 33, Siam 1-6 mint, Sweden 2
& 4 and Switzerland 8, with dozens more better single
stamps and sets, condition mixed on some, an opportunity
to acquire better stock for retail, please inspect, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2837 Hm)
Worldwide, diverse and valuable stamp and
cover assortment, filling a medium sized carton and composed of excellent sections of souvenir sheets, a small
stockbook of freaks, errors and oddities, numerous Scott
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unlisted items including nice group of Spanish Civil War period stamps and souvenir sheets plus about 250 covers and
stationary items from some 19th to early 20th century Canadian postal history to some useful FDC's. We note various old "Stampazine" lots and other diverse items of
interest, eclectic, worthwhile mix, F-VF, well worth a careful
inspection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2838 Hm
Worldwide, useful mostly mint assortment,
a very diverse lot, including thousands of stamps issued in
the XX Century, housed in eighteen stockbooks and some
glassines, vast majority of sets & singles in the modest
range with some higher such as Austria 1928 (B77-80) &
1937(B138-41), stronger countries include Czechoslovakia, Hungary & Romania, plenty of fresh and never hinged
material, overall condition Very Fine, careful viewing is essential for full appreciation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2839 Hm
Worldwide,
massive
old-time
approval/packet dealers stock of hundreds of thousands,
overall primarily used, assembled long ago and offered
here as received, with virtually everything in numbered
glassines or stockcards filling several boxes. This massive
holding offers a distinctive "older" flavor to it, and includes
extensive Austria, Netherlands Indies and Antilles, British
Empire, United States, Asia, very strong Canada from the
Queens on, unlisted and unusual material such as revenues and labels, good Eastern Europe with lots of Soviet
era Russia and much, much more. We are talking serious
quantities here, with lots of nice surprises throughout,
mostly F-VF, leave some time for a proper evaluation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2840 Hm
Worldwide, oldtime collection, mostly used,
and presented in a Scott international album issued in
1935, starting with U.S. representation, including nice sections of cut-squares & revenues, we noted some better
(used unless otherwise stated) worldwide stamps such as
Albania (Scott 91-94 & 96 mint), Austria (40), Canada
(46-47), Denmark (2), Iran 1915 (O41-57 & Q19-35 mint),
Netherlands (B1-3), New Zealand (132-33 & 135-39), Norway (32-34) & Spain (228-30 mint), plus many other sets,
part sets & singles in the modest range, condition varies but
overall F-VF, this collection arrived at the last-minute, and
we didn't have the time to inspect every stamp so remember
that the true delight is in the finding out rather than in the
knowing.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2841 Hm
Worldwide, 1950s to 1990s, a spectacular
stock of mostly mint series including lots of British
Commonwealth, enormous holding with 10s of 1000s of
stamps, both definitives and commemoratives, the results
of many years of hoarding, mostly bought on a new issue
service at the time, generally x4, x8 or x12 on material that
this wannabe new issue dealer liked. Better countries include Jamaica, Portugal, Norway, Vatican, Zambia, various pacific Islands of which most are British
Commonwealth as well as British West Indies, etc etc. This
immense holding is 'A-Z'. A conservative figure easily put
the catalogue figure in at $40,000 +++ which means this a
great opportunity for a dealer looking to break down a valuable new issue holding of those years, specifically selected
series by series often with popular topicals in Mindelheim &
Kirchheim, especially birds and animals etc. This is a must
sell instruction and is an extraordinary opportunity for a
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dealer to sell on quickly at very competitive percentage
rates, especially considering most of this is easily saleable
material. Dealers, make sure this is on your list to view.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2842 Hm)
Worldwide, massive accumulation in
stockbooks, 1840-1980, in sixteen stockbooks, worldwide
stock includes Luxembourg Presentation booklet
1948-1952, couple of stockbooks of Central & South America, US stockbook with 1869 Pictorials, Banknotes, officials, group of CSA material, stockbook of Russia with good
classics and airmails, book of Portuguese Colonies, a couple of stockbooks of French Colonies, Great Britain
stockbook with #1, book of Eastern Europe and DDR with
#82-84 mint, stockbook of Belgium and Scandinavia, plus a
small box of covers, condition is mixed, but there is a few
thousand stamps to inspect so value is there to be discovered, please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2843 HHHm Worldwide, collection of collections,
1890-1990, tens of thousands of stamps mostly on pages,
interesting collections includes British Commonwealth,
Germany with 459-462, B134-136 mint, five Hong Kong
stamp duty stamps, New Guinea airmails, Persia, Philippines, Spain and Colonies, many souvenir sheets including
Liechtenstein 151, Netherlands 448-450 in sheets of 10
with tickets, many topicals including space and Olympics,
needs organization, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2844 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collections,
1850-2000, stuffed in cartons with hundreds of album
pages, better collections includes British Commonwealth,
Russia, South & Central America filling one carton, Spain &
Colonies with material including C18-30 mint, Philippines,
better individual items include Egypt mint #205(x40) and
PRC 796-798 used, will need some elbow grease to organize this lot to obtain maximum value, please investigate,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2845 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used accumulation,
heteregeneous lot containing thousands of mint & used
stamps mounted on album pages, better countries include
Angola, Canada, Great Britain, Middle East, Italy & Sweden, usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, the lot must be
inspected closely as there will be many sleepers present.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2846 Hm)
Worldwide, tutti-frutti accumulation, thousands of mint & used stamps, mounted in albums, loose album pages & stock pages, vast majority of sets, part sets &
singles in the modest range with some better such as Vatican City collection on Safe hingeless pages, including 1935
Juridical Congress (Scott 41-46). We also noted a couple of
albums with U.S. plate blocks issued in the 1940s-60s period, plus large amount of first day covers, mixed condition
as usual but mostly F-VF; a nice group for resale.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2847 Hm)
Worldwide, useful assortment, mint & used
singles, mounted in two binders, and up to $10 with many
(mint unless noted) higher such as Canada (175 & 203),
Falkland Islands (93), France (302, 308), Great Britain
(108-09 & 139 used), Mexico (Scott 811, 818 & C157), Monaco (C41 used), North West Pacific Islands (35), North
Borneo (258), Norway (109 & B2-3), Penrhyn Island (15),
Portugal (284 & 436), Roud Island (16), St. Marie de Madagascar (13), St. Vincent (54), Sweden (204-06 used), Switzerland 1929 cover to MA, U.S. (225 pair), overall condition
F-VF, ideal for the internet trader.Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2848 HH
Worldwide, very substantial 1990's new issue accumulaton, comprised of thousands of items, still in
the original glassines. In addition to hundreds of sets, extensive souvenir sheets and booklets are included as well.
the bulk of coverage comes from Australia, New Zealand,
Poland, France, Czechoslovakia, Monaco, hungary and
Sweden with a correspondinly huge aggregate face value
and corresponding acquisition cost. Very Fine og NH, a
very attractive lot, examine, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2849 Hm
Worldwide, powerful old-time valuable accumulation as received, comprised of tens of thousands
of stamps, mint or used, with the great majority sorted by issue on Scott numbered stockcards or glassines. There is
little rhyme or reason as respects composition, but we note
excellent, high catalog value early Armenia, nice classic
Venezuela, British Clonies, Western Europe, Hungary,
early Canada, Brizil Scott 364-75, Timor 245A-K, some
used PRC, Italian Colonies, quantities mint of the
1973-1975 British Antarctic Polar Explorer issues in blocks
and gutter blocks, lots of topically related material, material
suited for packets and more. A fun lot to carefully explore
and evaluate, mostly F-VF, a careful inspection
recommended.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2850 H
Worldwide, eclectic assortment, mint & fresh
with many Never Hinged sets, better noted (mint unless
noted) include Belgium (Scott B605a never hinged), Cyprus (226a x2; never hinged), Falkland Islands (93-96),
Germany (B105), Great Britian (222-24 used &), Great Britain-Morocco Agencies (55-56, 219 x3), Ireland (13-14),
Liechtenstein (C15-16), Malta (191-205), St. Pierre &
Miquelon (222 signed H. Bloch, 224), Russia (53), Spain
(877a-78a x2; never hinged), Switzerland (B116, B144,
B229a,3O80-82, 3O83-93 blocks of four & singles, 5O1-25
never hinged), Togo (80-91 with "specimen" overprints),
Tristan Da Cunha (1-12) & Vatican (155a), condition is
mostly Very Fine, ideal for internet dealer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2851 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used accumulation
with strength in European countries, composed of thousands in albums, album pages, stock cards and glassines.
Better showings include Australia, Austria, Belgium and
Conlonies, Spain and Switzerland. Tough lot to view but
good value spread throughout this one, overall F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2852 HHHm Worldwide, collection of collections, in ten
albums or stockbooks, includes two albums collection of
Nobel Peace Prize topicals, collection of Ross Dependency
1994-2006 in stockbook, stockbook of unexploded booklet
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from Finland, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan & Vatican,
Liberia collection in stockbook 1880-1956, collection of British Antarctic Territory 1990-2006, two worldwide
stockbooks with Austria, Italy and Norway, 1956-1990
Europa in stockbook with duplication, almost all mint NH,
small collection of Channel Islands including Guernsey Occupation stamps and a small collection of Nambia, will take
some time to ascertain true value, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2853 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection,
1880-2000, several thousand stamps in sixteen albums, a
great deal of moderately priced material but some digging
should uncover some gems, there is an album with good
Russia, a very intriguing album 1880-1935 with such diverse countries as Cameroon, Caroline Islands, Corfu,
Cyrenaica, Dalmatia, Danish West Indies with #6, 10 & 18
used, Epirus with 42-56 mint, Estonia, Fernado Po, excellent Greece, Griqualand West, Latvia, Madeira, Memel &
Obock, Philippines collection 1880-1993, a few Eastern Europe collections, Switzerland collection with better material,
and a worldwide collection with Benelux and colonies,
Egypt and Greece, needs organization to maximize value,
please inspect, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2854 Hm
Worldwide, dealer's stock, thousands of mint
& used stamps in glassines and presentation cards, mostly
identified by Scott numbers, majority of sets & singles up to
$15, but including many (mint unless noted) better sets
such as Alexandretta 1938 (Scott 1-9, 16, C1-8 & J1-6), Algeria 1930 (B14-26) & 1949-53 (C8-11), Egypt 1948 occupation overprints (NC1-12 never hinged blocks of four),
1953 (N20-27 & 29-38), 1954-56 (N39-56), Germany 1934
(B59-67 used), Quatar 1957 (1-15), Russia 1933 (C37-39
used), Somalia 1934 (164-69), Sudan 1931-32 (C1-16),
1935 (C17-22), 1948 (79-94), 1951 (98-114 & O44-60),
usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, must see to appreciate the profit potential.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2855 Hm
Worldwide, collection and accumulation,
thousands of mint & used stamps issued in the XX Century,
housed in thirteen binders, several stockbooks and some
loose album pages, diverse lot with majority of sets & singles in the modest range. We noted a 1942-84 Greece collection in binder, plus some other mounted on Lindner
pages, 1886-1953 Belgian Congo collection including 1938
National Parks sheet (B26 mint), 1947-50 (231-56 mint) &
1952-53 (263-84 mint), 1986 Royal Wedding
Vaitupu-Tuvalu, Nanumea-Tuvalu, Niutao-Tuvalu &
Nukufetau-Tuvalu perforated and imperforate issues, and
additional binder with 1961-84 Europa sets, condition
mostly F-VF, inspection is invited to see all that this holding
has to offer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2856 Hm)
Worldwide, mint & used accumulation,
hodge-podge style lot with stamps mounted in binders and
envelopes, most of the singles & sets in the humble range
with some better such as Germany (C37 mint) & Great Britain (179-81 & 222-23 used), also several cigar boxes bulging with used stamps, plus U.S. White Ace album
containing Christmas Seals issued in the 1907-80 period,
and some first day covers, mixed condition as usual but for
the most part F-VF, viewing invited, you don't know what
you will find!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2857 Hm
Worldwide, mostly used collection, thousands of stamps housed in nine well-filled albums with majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range,
including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Jugoslavia, Lain America, Monaco, Poland, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland &
some British Commonwealth countries. Without much time
to research we noted some better (mint or unused unless
noted) such as Belgium (B208) and Poland 1937 (314-16),
overall condition is F-VF, a collection that must be seen to
be appreciated (photo on web site).Estimate $750 - 1,000
2858 Hm
Worldwide, massive old-time pack-rats accumulation as received, mint or used, comprised of tens
of thousands in all, nearly everything in either glassines or
stockcards, mostly ID'ed by Scott numbers. There is little
rhyme or reason as respects coverage, but we note strong
Germany and area, nice Scandinavia, Asia, including good
Macau, Thailand and Korea among others, British Empire,
classic France, nice Soviet era Russia, Portuguese
Cononies and much, much more. A fun old-time lot to sift
through and evaluate, with lots of nice surprises noted.
Leave some time for this one, F-VF examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2859 Hm
Worldwide, massive, diverse and valuable
accumulation, loosely organized, comprised of album
pages, stockcards with little rhyme or reason as respects
organization, yet brimming with lots of useful sections
within. We note lots of US scattered throughout, a sheet file
of used Japanese sheets, collections of Switzerland, Sweden, Azores, Chile and others, lots of early France, some
nice classic Switzerland with attractive helvetias, Scott J1-6
and J8 mint, a small stock of mint Portugal, including
561-68A, 579-86, 650-57, 675-82, 713-16 (7) and many
others, some Western Australia from 1 on and som much
more. Worth the time spent for a through inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2860 Hm
Worldwide,
tantalizing
accumulation,
1850-1990, tens of thousands of stamps in glassines, on
stockpages and in albums, probably no great rarities, but
plenty of sellable material, a few pages reveal Dominican
Republic 266-276 mint, Germany C55-56 mint, Japan #33
& 41 used, and a nice Russia collection in one album, condition varies as usual, you will need to set aside plenty of time
to peruse this winner, o.g., F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2861 Hm
Worldwide, useful accumulation, mint &
used, and housed in two albums, three binders & couple of
large envelopes, better (mint unless noted) include Germany 1926 (B15-18), 1927 (B19-22), 1930 (B34-37 x2
used), 1933 (B49-57 used, incl. extra high value), 1934
booklet panes (B60a & B63a), 1936 Hitler sheets (B90 x2;
never hinged & used), 1936 Olympics (B91-92), 1937
(B102 x6 used), 1937 (B104 & B106 never hinged), 1937
Munich-Reim Race sheet (B105 used), 1939 semipostal
(B141-43 x2; mint & used), 1950-51 (B314-15 & B318-19
never hinged), France 1924 Olympics (198-201), Mexico
1932 (C40-44), Nicaragua 1931 (C12 block of four),Poland
1945 imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets issued to
aid Dachau victims, Spain (B108A & B108C). We also
noted Vatican City starter collection in two White Ace albums, overall condition F-VF. If you want to make a profit,
put your plan in motion!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2862 Hm
Worldwide,
gainful
accumulation,
a
mish-mash style lot in two cartons, including diverse never
hinged, mint & used material, we noted a large amount of
sets up to $5 in glassine envelopes with duplication, and
several better (mint unless noted) such as Cyrenaica 1933
(C18-19), France (B48-53, B238-42), El Salvador 1902-06
Municipal Revenues in sheets, French Equatorial Africa
1932 airmail (C1-3), 1937 airmail (C1-8 x14 never hinged),
Netherlands 1949 (B199-202), plus Japan unused postal
cards in two binders. We also noted Hungary starter collection in Scott album and many unchecked covers, condition
varies but for the most part is F-VF, ideal lot for eBay seller,
are you ready to keep winning?.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2863 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used miscellany, including 1949-70 Germany & 1919-70 Czechoslovakia collections in Scott albums. We also noted Portugal 1940
(Scott 595-602), General Government 1942 2Gr, 8Gr,
24Gr, 30Gr, 50Gr, 60Gr & 1.60Zt imperforate pairs, Austria
mint & used representation, two Norman Rockwell albums
with many commemorative covers, another album with covers recording major events in America's birth postmarked
on the exact bicentenial dates, additional album with covers
dedicated to the signers of independence and authorized
by the Philadelphia 1976 Commission for the Nation's Bicentennial, plus 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee album with firt day
covers issued by commonwealth countries, usual mixed
condition but overall F-VF, recommended for dealer.
Estimate $600 - 800
2864 Hm
Worldwide, diverse and eclectic carton accumulation, offered as received, housed in one album, a
half dozen stockbooks, a binder etc. We note lots of used
GB issues in several stockbooks from Victoria on, including
£1 KGVI, Scott 275, over 90 used copies, a nice binder of
Portugal and Colonies with some classics and lots of common design types, a good stockbook of used Finland, a
Minkus album collection of China and Japan, a stockbook
of labels and unlisted material and lots more. Unusual, useful, high catalog value holding, largely F-VF, well worth
inspection.
Estimate $600 - 800
2865 Hm
Worldwide, interesting and extensive consignment balance, comprised of many thousands, strongest in used, housed in 15 stockbooks or binders. We note
nice Portugal and Colonies, including 6 sets of the UPU omnibus complete, duplicated 1970's Portugal souvenir
sheets, one volume of Ceres issues only for Portugal and
Colonies, etc. We also note lots of British Empire, some
China, Western Europe and more. Lots of interesting, useful items througghout, largely F-VF, well worth a review
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2866 Hm)
Worldwide, mystery lot, 1850-1990, wide
ranging assortment with many useful saleable items, with
collection of mint & used French Africa, collection of French
Colonies with mint St Pierre & Miquelon C20, C21-C22,
C35-C36, C41-C42, useful Russia collection, mint & used
Central America collection, German Area collection with
Danzig B21a mint NH, box of US & foreign first day covers,
and useful United States collection, also includes three
1998 APS certs for Italian States, all with No Opinion,
should prove to be a profitable lot, condition mixed, inspection invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2867 Hm
Worldwide, collection and accumulation, a
diverse holding, including four International albums with
mint & used stamps. We also noted Israel collection of
tabbed stamps issued in the 1957-75 period, and mounted
in two albums, several binders with diverse worldwide material in the modest range, plus U.S. 1942-45 first day covers and a large group of souvenir pages with stamps tied by
first day cancels, overall condition F-VF, recommended for
dealer.
Estimate $600 - 800
2868 Hm
Worldwide, ‘A – Z’ 1950s to 1970s only, quality collection of 1000s of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets housed in 2 Scott International albums
specifically, parts VII and VIII for issues from late 1950s thru
early 1970s. The albums are generally well-filled, one of a
kind, with much in complete series, often assembled intermittently as part of a new issues service for example Australia 1972 complete mint never hinged, China,
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, France, useful New Zealand,
Northern Rhodesia 1963s complete mint to 20/-, comprehensive Russia, French Colonies again mostly in complete
mint series, San Marino complete mint never hinged including the 1960 Olympics and 1962 Europa souvenir sheets,
extensive Spain with Velasquez miniature sheets complete
mint never hinged, Swaziland 1961 cents series complete
mint never hinged, Tonga embossed self-adhesives, Yemen Olympics imperf pairs, all the way through to Zanzibar
and much more than this outline description. Lots of potential in our valuation range, dealers put this on your list of lots
to view.
Estimate $600 - 800
2869 Hm
Worldwide, massive jumble, thousands of
mostly used stamps housed in several binders, spanning
the 19th Century to around the 1970s, composed of a few
useful collections from Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Italy, Poland & Romania, also several stock binders with
material from Germany, U.S & some Latin American countries, plus shoebox filled with worldwide covers, condition is
a little mixed on some, but plenty F-VF. Viewing recommended to find any hidden treasures.Estimate $500 - 750
2870 m
Worldwide, oldtime collection, housed in a
French Senf album, mostly used and stuck down to pages,
used highlights include France 1869 Napoleon III 5fr (37),
Great Britain 1865 1sh (48), Netherlands 1852-64 King William III (1-3 & 4-6), United States 1869 30c (121), condition
is a little mixed on some but mostly F-VF. Viewing suggested as this is sold as received.
Estimate $500 - 750
2871 Hm
Worldwide, mostly used collection, thousands of stamps in the modest range, mounted in eight International albums, better countries represented include
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
China, Colombia, Cuba, France, French Colonies, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Jugoslavia, Libia, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway,
Persia, Poland, Portugal, San Marino, Sweden, Switzerland, Russia, Spain & Uruguay, usual mixed condition, but
mostly F-VF, hours and hours of enjoyment for the dedicated general worldwide collector.
Estimate $500 - 750
2872 Hm
Worldwide, extensive selection dream lot,
several thousands of stamps in 50+ stockbooks, mostly
modestly priced material comprised mostly of Eastern Europe, includes Ecuador collection and Czechoslovakia col-
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lection, quite a few souvenir sheets, should prove worth
while with some organization, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2873 Hm
Worldwide, diverse mint and used miscellany, with thousands of mint & used stamps in fifteen binders, nine stockbooks & loose pages, vast majority of sets &
singles in the modest range with some higher such as Bahamas 1965 QEII (204-18 mint) and Spain 1938 airmail surcharges (Scott C92-96 mint). We also noted a stockbook
with Croatia fresh sets, Bulgaria 1960-80s collection, etc.,
usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, recommended for
eBay seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2874 Hm)
Worldwide, mint and used accumulation, a
diverse lot including United Nations collection in two White
Ace albums with stamps issued in the 1951-90 period.
There is also a fair number of worldwide first day covers,
some Antigua booklets, plus large amount of glassines
loaded with mint & used stamps, usual mixed condition but
overall F-VF. We didn't have the time to inspect every
stamp, so treasures may be hidding. Estimate $500 - 750
2875 Hm)
Worldwide, mish-mash accumulation, mint &
used, mounted in stockbooks, stronger areas include British Commonwealth, Europe & Latin America. We also
noted an interesting group of Canada checks issued in the
1910s-40s period with postal & revenue stamps as tax, plus
four small red boxes with Canada, Australia, Austria, Japan, Mexico & New Zealand stamps, also some Canada
first day covers with stamps issued in the 1970s-80s, usual
mixed condition but overall F-VF, recommended for eBay
seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
2876 Hm
Worldwide, collection of collections,
1858-1990, hundreds of stamps in 11 albums, some are
sparsely filled, many better sets and singles, countries include Australia, Belgium, China, Cuba, Eastern Europe,
Egypt, France & colonies, Germany & states, Great Britain,
Greece, India, Japan, Scandinavia, South & Central America, Spain, and Turkey, albums are mostly Scott International, excellent value, o.g., F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2877 HH
Worldwide, new issue collection, 1950-1990,
a wonderful find, with hundreds of mint NH stamps in sets,
singles, S/S's and blocks, a quick examination reveals Argentina 1909, Bermuda 363-379, France C43, C47(x2),
C56-59, Hong Kong 478-481, 486-489, 490-504 and
515-518, PRC 1479-1482, 1582-1585, 1613-1616,
1864-1871, and Switzerland B541 block, and that's in just
half the box, also includes Great Britain and British Commonwealth, Japan, Russia, Saudi Arabia and Thailand,
plenty of other better sets and singles, please reserve
enough time to peruse this money maker, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2878 Hm
Worldwide, huge accumulation of tens of
thousands, mint or used and primarily older issues
mounted on album pages, stockcards, stocksheets etc, filling a couple large cartons. We note groups of US, lots of
British Empire with lots of Australia, Antigua like mint Scott
13, 19, 42-57, good Israel, Italy, Scandinavia, Europe and
more. Little rhyme or reason, but quantities of useful pickings through out, mostly F-VF, needs a through inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2879 Hm
Worldwide, clean and attractive group of
country collections, comprised of a nice GB Scott Specialty Album collection to about 1970, mint or used, cataloging approx $3,000, a lovely South America Scott Specialty
collection with good classics to the 1930's from Ecuador,
Peru, Uruguay and Paraguay, each with some surprises.
We also note a well filled, all mint Indonesia collection in a
Minkus album to 1970, plus a stockbook packed with Germany for good measure. Very useful group, F-VF, well
worth a close inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2880 Hm
Worldwide, massive wide ranging accumulation of tens of thousands, a portion of a true, old-time
pack-rats horde, comprised of various collections on
pages, score of stockcards sorted by country, etc. We note
a useful worldwide, mostly used collection on pages to the
1920's, a nice clean mostly mint Korea collection with many
miniature sheets, a good range from the US, Germany,
Austria, general Asia, Latin America and the Middle East
scattered within, etc. The nature of this lot dictates more
than a careful inspecton is required, bulk generally F-VF, a
fun lot to wade through, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2881 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection,
1860-1990, mounted in four albums and two stockbooks,
includes album with Trieste Zone B collection, used Belgium and Netherlands collection, used Turkey & Cyprus
collection, mint & used Poland collection, mint German collection 1949-1974, and the best and most valuable is a
French Colonies collection with better mint including
Alaouites 16-21, J1-J5, Cambodia 38-52, French Guiana
CB1, French India 212-229 and French Southern & Antarctic Territories C10a & C16a, needs to be reviewed, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2882 Hm)
Worldwide, bountiful collection, 1850-1980,
meaty collection of mostly mint material housed in eight
stockbooks, many in complete sets, starts with stockbook
of mint British Commonwealth with better like Basutoland
18-28 & 46-56 mint NH with many in pairs or blocks of four,
San Marino collection mint & used, Peace Issue with duplicates and Russia collection with better including C69-75
mint, mint Haiti collection and Spain & Spanish Colonies,
Switzerland 2005 stamp yearbook, French Guinee collection,another stockbook with mint worldwide and finally a
stockbook with mint & used worldwide with US Possessions, an exciting lot to plow through, a sure bet to win, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2883 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection, two
battered Schwanenberger albums for issues from the classics to the 1930s with both mint and used. On a quick inspection we note China, Japan from the dragons onwards,
Persia including the 1894 Nasser-eddin series complete
used, Latin America especially Dominican Republic classics including 1862 ½r black on rose #1 used and 1860s
imperf arms with pelure paper 1r black on lavender used
with wide margins all round, similarly Venezuela with every
space filled on the first page, then Siam with interesting
'atts' surcharges, Iceland, British Commonwealth with useful Canada, India and British Africa, etc. Then in the 2nd album, Fiume with the Carnaro overprint, Lombardy-Venetia
with 45cts blue pre-printing paper fold and attractive cancel,
Yugoslavia, Romania, Hungary, Russia, Baltic States,
Switzerland from Strubeli leading on to the Sitting Helvetias
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to 1fr gold, numerals, the Standing Helvetias to 3fr, all the
Mountain high values to 10fr green and 10fr violet, thru telegraph stamps to 3fr mint and other useful back of the book,
etc, mixed condition. Please inspect. Estimate $500 - 750
2884 HH/H
Worldwide, exciting grabbag, 1850-1990,
box with thousands of stamps on cards and in glassines, at
first glance it appears to be run of the mill material, but
deeper inspection reveals many better mint including Belgium J12-J16, Cape Verde 257-265, Italy C48, Netherlands 50, Portugal Colonies Anti Malaria set(x3),
Sarawak 28-31(x2), Singapore 62-69, Spain 877a-878a,
and Switzerland B192-B195 NH blocks of four, an excellent lot for the retail or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2885 Hm)
Worldwide, philatelic gambler's delight, a
possible treasure chest of stamps and covers with many
valuable items, includes material such as Portugal 713-716
mint(x 6), Russia 2 used and two mint duck stamps, and
Transcaucasian Federated Republic 17 imperf mint (x43)
along with a group of Bulgaria postal cards and a United
Arab Republic collection, but the gems are on stock cards
with a cornucopia of worldwide material that needs identification, with a surprise or two this could be a winner, condition is mixed on some, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2886 Hm)
Worldwide, cover balance, four cartons
stuffed with thousands of covers and cards, there is a lot of
chaff but gems can be found, covers include worldwide ads,
postal stationery, picture postcards with several better including a hold to light, first day covers with quite a few US in
the 20's and 30's, commercial mail with a nice group of Ireland, group of Kentucky documents 1801-1853, foreign
currency, and much much more, this lot is messy and needs
hours of organization but the result should prove extremely
profitable, plan on spending some time with this bargain,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2887 Hm
Worldwide, balance of consignment, several
thousand stamps on pages and in envelopes, strong in Poland, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Hungary, many are already
in envelopes identified, a variety of topicals and some pickings throughout, viewing highly recommended for this lot,
o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2888 Hm)
Worldwide, miner's delight, thousands of
stamps in eleven stock boxes, a little bit of everything residing within, a quick look at half the boxes show countries that
include Egypt, Ethiopia, Germany and States, Israel, Liberia, Mongolia and Russia, with better used items such as
Cuba J1-4, DWI 31-36, France C56-C59(x5), better mint includes Macao 372-381 and 383-390, and Russia 437 and
1246-1247, there are thousands more to dig through, sure
to please and a joy to work, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2889 Hm)
Worldwide, philatelic smorgasborg, tens of
thousands of stamps, loose, mostly sorted by country, on
paper in a large box, on approval sheets and in stockcards
in many cartons, countries include Eastern Europe, Egypt,
Italy and Spain, quite a few topicals like Disney, but occasionally better pops up like Australia Antarctic #L41 mint
NH(x40), a few Queensland 1865-1899, Switzerland 60-68
mint and Russia C12, C16-17 used, there may be others
some where hidden in this vast holding, some elbow grease
should obtain the maximum value, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2890 Hm)
Worldwide, substantial consignment balance "caboose" lot, filling several large cartons including
US souvenir pages, some postage, tens of thousands of US
or Foreign stamps in church envelopes, Foreign year sets,
lots of nice 1990's British FDC's, etc. Just about anything
could turn up in this one, examine. Estimate $400 - 600
2891 Hm
Worldwide, useful group of various albums
and stockbooks, part of an old "pack rats" holding, including some useful Scandinavia in a Scott Specialty album, a
nice mint US 1926-1958 collection in a White Ace album,
several stockbooks jammed with various Worldwide, etc,
etc. You will need to view and determine this one, largely
F-VF, good quantities of stamps here, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2892 Hm
Worldwide, very useful tail-end of consignment lot, filling a couple large cartons. Includes numerous
US collections, mint or used, in Harris or Scott albums along
with several stockbooks with 19th century wihich is mostly
used, but with some nice mint surprises, BOB etc. We also
note 3 Canadian collections, an International volume, plus
a number of stockbooks, etc. Worthwhile mix, generally
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2893 Hm
Worldwide, substantial and valuable
mixed-up accumulation of tens of thousands, overall
mostly used and truly worldwide in composition. We note an
excellent run of Ryukyu Islands sheets with many different,
various country collections on album pages, including Hungary, Germany and area and others, large stacks of manila
stockcards holding everything from US to Latin America,
Eastern and Western Europe, etc. We also find mint, Abu
Dhabi 1-10, 12-14, 15-25 and more. Overall, this lot offers
an "older" flavor, and just about anything can turn up.
Needs a careful and through inspection, mostly F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2894 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used mish mash, thousands of stamps stuffed into three cartons on stockcards
and on pages, a quick glance reveals Eastern Europe, Central America, United Nations and British Commonwealth
collections, also includes Silver Jubilee collection and
worldwide slogan collection, condition mixed, needs organization, please set aside time for proper evaluation, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2895 HHHm Worldwide, mint and used collection,
1850-1980, accumulation of thousands of stamps
crammed into a carton, includes Germany & German
States in old European album, Belgium, Eastern Europe,
stockbook of mint Hungary, dainty hand colored Imperial
Japanese Postage Stamp souvenir folder, a large manila
envelope with mint & used British Commonwealth, and
thousands more on stockpages, a nice group to spend
some quality time with, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2896 Hm)
Worldwide, mint and used collection,
1860-2000, lot of foreign material, mostly Canada & Switzerland, includes small lot of Canada complete booklets,
10+ Royal Mail Special year sets, stockbook of used worldwide, and two boxes of Switzerland mostly mint NH high
values, somewhat disorganized, should prove worthwhile
with a little elbow grease, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2897 Hm
Worldwide, useful healthy and diverse carton accumulation, including a nicely filled Scott Jr International collection to 1940 with some nicely represented
countries spotted, a good range of Portugal 190's to 1980's
mint sets, some better Soviet Zone locals, a large Citation
binder filled with mint sets and part sets from around the
world, a lovely, very well filled mostly used Poland collection
from Scott 11-37 and B11-14 on and lots more. Very nice
lot, worth a review.
Estimate $350 - 500
2898 HHHm Worldwide, used collection, 1850-1990,
small but powerful group, includes album of Hungary,
stockbook of Hong Kong, album of mint United Nations with
#38 NH and on FDC, and a British Commonwealth
stockbook of mostly used with better Australia and States,
India, with some Brazil, Italy and Japan, most are identified,
condition mixed as to be expected, inspection is invited,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
2899 Hm
Worldwide, mishmash 1900-2000, worldwide
collection in six stockbooks, most are identified as to Scott
numbers, better includes Canada, Cayman Island with
FDC's and S/S's, China and Russia, does not appear to be
any rarities, but plenty of useful material, some moisture
concerns on some of the mint material, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2900 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection, hundreds of mint & used stamps, housed in two citation albums
compiled by H.E. Harris, neatly arranged on interleaved
pages, and with stength in European countries, condition
mostly F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2901 Hm
Worldwide, interesting carton size consignment balance, including a nice mint or used Dutch Indies
collection on Scott pages beginning with Scott 2 used and
nicely filled from there, useful collections of Romania and
Russia to the 1970's, a lovely, mostly all mint Phillippines
collection on Minkus pages to 1980, plus several other albums with various worldwide, etc. Electic mix, largely F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2902 m)
Worldwide, philatelic extravaganza, tens of
thousands of stamps on paper, loose, on approval cards
and in envelopes, we only opened a few envelopes to verify
the countries identified, includes Eastern Europe, Africa,
South America and Asia, hundreds of envelopes remain
sealed, most identified as to contents, this is a real treasure
hunt, also several hundred covers and postal stationery, lot
needs organization to obtain its maximum value, please set
aside sufficient time to explore the holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2903 Hm)
Worldwide, mystery lot, small but useful lot,
many interesting items, there are topicals including Walt
Disney, some PRC souvenir booklets from the 1970's along
with some in stockbook, an 1881 Scott International Albums moderately filled with some better including Hawaii
and CSA, a few mint complete sheets from around the
world, should prove worthwhile to the intrepid dealer or collector, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2904 HHHm Worldwide, back room floor sweepings part
deux, ten of thousands of US and worldwide stamps and
souvenir sheets, loose, on stockpages in albums and bundled in matchboxes, a quick glance reveals several albums
with better including British Commonwealth and a few US
albums with better material, there is heavy duplication on
some stamps, but while there is much chaff, an occasional
50.00 to 75.00 nugget surfaces, please take enough time to
examine this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2905 m
Worldwide, used collection, 1847-1898,
mounted in a Scott International album, sparsely filled but
with good U.S. and Canada, better in includes U.S. #1, 35,
70, 77, 112, 116, 153, 165 and J1-6, better Canada includes #14, 17, 27 & 30, condition is mixed to wretched at
best but there is plenty of useful material here for the retail
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2906 Hm
Worldwide, classical selection of 34 items,
including reference items, invoice included where the originals were purchased from and includes (used unless "*") :
Barbados 8; Western Australia *52; Hanover 13;
Meck-Schwerin 5; Prussia 2, 10; Spain 15; Switzerland 16,
40; Tuscany 15 (owner paid over $400 just for these); the
other 24 items are indeed a bonus, F.-V.F. appearing have
a peek for yourself (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

End of Sale - Thank You

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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